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I. Introduction

Counsel and Counsel’s Investigative Team have prepared the following submission to the Panel

of the Aban Tribunal to provide supplemental information regarding those who have been

named by Counsel as alleged to have perpetrated crimes against humanity during the Aban

2019 protests. The main focus of this report is to connect the alleged perpetrators to their role

in the Aban 2019 protests.

This report is co-authored by Counsel and members of Counsel’s Investigative Team, Omid

Shams, Holly Armstrong and Kaveh Shahrooz with the assistance of Shima Mehrani and Mehdi

Bakhtiar.

a. Brief Factual Review

Counsel has alleged that on 14th November 2019, the Government of the Islamic Republic of

Iran (IRI) announced its decision to increase the price of petrol by close to 300%. According to

the reports in the official media, the decision to increase the petrol price was made on the

recommendation of the High Economic Counsel by the Heads of three powers (the President;

the Speaker of the Parliament and the Head of Judiciary). The decision was kept secret to avoid

disturbances at petrol stations and attempts to hoard the petrol. Thus, the price increase was

announced late in the evening. The production and distribution of petrol is a state monopoly

and is handled solely by the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC).

Demonstrations broke out in almost all the provinces and major cities on 15th November 2019

and lasted for three days until lethal force quelled it. According to Abdolreza Rahmani Fazli, the

then Minister of Interior, a Supreme National Security Council meeting was organised on 15th

November 2019 to deal with the fallout from the hike in petrol prices. The Minister of Interior is

the ex-officio chair of the Council. The proceedings of the National Security Council are highly

confidential and have not been published. However, according to the Interior Minister,

decisions were made to suppress the demonstrations.
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It is Counsel’s case that, by necessity, such decisions included suppressing the demonstrations

by all means – including the use of lethal force and closing down the country’s internet system.

Counsel submits that the evidence before the Tribunal establishes that:

a. Peaceful, unarmed demonstrators were attacked by the security forces using

military-grade weapons such as guns and shotguns;

b. The security forces were given the discretion to shoot at will and shoot to kill; forces

who did not follow orders were punished accordingly;

c. As a consequence, hundreds were killed and thousands injured;

d. The security forces rounded up and arrested demonstrators, and on occasions

bystanders and passers-by;

e. The detainees were treated harshly, subjected to torture and inhuman and degrading

treatment;

f. Those detainees who were injured were denied medical help and treatment;

g. Some of the detainees were raped or subjected to sexual violence;

h. The detainees were not released until they agreed to sign forced confessions and

undertake not to make any statement against the government and security forces; some were

forced to appear before a camera and make false/forced confessions which were then broadcast

by the state-controlled media;

i. The bodies of those killed were not returned to the family members unless they agreed

to the proposed conditions; including payment for the bullets, no funeral or memorial service,

or burial in cemeteries away from the victim's hometown.

j. The harassment of the victims' families and those detained continues to date.
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b. Applicable Law

Article 2 of the Tribunal’s Statute provides the applicable laws that the Panel is to apply. This

includes relevant international law and “whenever appropriate, general principles of law

derived from Iranian national law and comparative legal systems of the world including, as

necessary, the national laws of States that would normally exercise jurisdiction over the alleged

crimes provided that those principles are not inconsistent with international law and

internationally recognized norms and standards.” Article 4 emphasizes the same.

Counsel will limit its legal analysis to a brief elaboration of relevant Iranian law with a brief

discussion regarding the modes of liability under international criminal law pertaining to crimes

against humanity.

i. National Law - Iran

It is the Counsel’s case that the Accused has also violated Iranian law in perpetrating the acts

that are the subject matter of this inquiry.

Constitutional Law

The Constitution of the IRI, approved by the Constituent Assembly and a referendum in

November 1979, provides limited protections for individual rights under Chapter Three (Rights

of the Nation - Articles 19 to 42). These articles are attached in Appendix 1 of this report.

The Constitutional protections have been routinely disregarded by the courts, security forces,

and Government agents and officers during the November 2019 atrocities. As a result,

witnesses before the Tribunal testified that their constitutional rights were violated. For

example, many were shot (some killed), injured and arrested (in violation of Article 22) while

exercising their constitutional right under Article 27. In addition, witnesses were tortured and

subjected to cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment - some raped - disregarding Articles 22,

32 and 38. Furthermore, many witnesses were denied access to justice and the right to an
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attorney in violation of Articles 34 and 35. When brought before a judge, they were not given

the presumption of innocence in violation of Article 37.

Iranian Criminal Law

Islamic Penal Code, approved in May 2013, is a codification of 1300 years old Islamic penal

practice, with minor adjustments for today’s concepts of crime and punishment.

The Code is divided into five sections:

1- Hodoud [the Islamic (or Quranic punishments];

2- Qasas [retaliation (or lex taliones)];

3- Diyyat [blood money];

4- Ta’azirat [state-administered punishments]; and

5- Deterrent punishments.

Hodoud prescribes acts and punishments mandated by the Quran or widely practised in the

early Islamic era. It includes crimes such as adultery, same-sex conduct, consumption of

alcohol, theft, moharebeh (waging war) and efsad (corrupting the earth). In most cases, the

punishment is death or other inhuman punishments, such as cutting limbs and lashing.

Qasas is the re-introduction of the Mosaic laws of retaliation - an eye for an eye. The State

punishes perpetrators of adultery, same-sex conduct and consumption of alcohol because these

acts are matters of public law. Perpetrators of crimes subject to Qasas are private matters

between the perpetrator and the victim (and in case of murder, next of kin to the victim). Such

crimes are acts against the person, including murder and dismemberment. If the victim or next

of the victim's kin forgives the perpetrator, then no crime has been committed. The

punishments under Qasas are retaliatory or, at the victim’s option, can be replaced with money

or Diyyat (blood money).
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The punishment can also be different depending on the gender, heritage or belief of the

perpetrator and victim. As a general rule, pagans (those who do not follow Islam, Christianity,

Judaism or Zoroastrianism) are not entitled to any remedy. Religious minorities cannot demand

Qasas but can claim blood money – but a reduced amount. Women are also entitled to a

reduced amount of blood money.

Ta’azirat deals with public law offences committed against the person or the property.

Breaches of criminal law

In this section, the Counsel briefly refers to the provisions of the Islamic Code, which is alleged

to have been breached by the accused.

The relevant articles of the Code can be partly found

here:https://iranhrdc.org/english-translation-of-books-i-ii-of-the-new-islamic-penal-code/.1

i. Murder

Articles 289 to 295 deal with homicide. The punishment is Qasas – retribution and diyyeh or

blood money in certain circumstances. The details of over 300 people who were killed by the2

security forces in November 2019 have been documented.3

ii. Injury -loss of limb

Articles 386 and 392 deal with injuries causing the loss of a limb. Many witnesses testified to

the loss of an eye as a direct result of being shot by pellets fired by shotgun. Some lost hearing

3 https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/2308/2020/en/.

2 Article 298 -Blood money for premeditated murder, where retaliation is not possible or the next of kin of the
decedent agrees to blood money, shall be one of the six foregoing propositions. However, in all instances where a
camel is agreed to be given as blood money, it is mandatory that the camel must be of full five years of age and
must have entered its sixth year.

1 The link is to Iran Human Rights Documentation Center’s translation.  Counsel has used its own translation.  Thus,
there may be minor discrepancies between the two translations. The full text of the 2013 Islamic Penal Code is
available only in Farsi. (https://rc.majlis.ir/fa/law/show/845048)
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in an ear. In certain circumstances, the punishment is Qasas – retribution and diyyeh or blood

money.4

iii. Restricting Liberty – breach of Constitutional rights of the citizens, unlawful arrest etc.

Chapter Ten (Articles 570 to 587) deals with offences by government officials and authorities. It

includes: 1. Limiting the liberties of the citizens and depriving them of their constitutional rights

(Article 570); 2. Unlawful imprisonment (Article 572); 3. Arrest without a warrant (Article 573 to

575); 4. Torture (bodily harm while detained) (Article 578 – see also Article 38 of the

Constitution); 5. Illegal entry to anyone’s residence (Article 580); and 6. Threats to life and

torture (Article 587).

The punishments are long term prison terms for the perpetrators, criminal fine, payment of

damages to victims and prohibition from being employed by public authorities.

While the law has provided some remedy, as the witnesses testified, none of those who

complained to the authorities received a satisfactory response.

iv. Refusal of Judicial Authorities to deal with complaints

According to Article 597, any judicial authority refusing to deal with citizens' complaints in

connection with the above matters shall be sentenced to imprisonment and pay damages to the

victims.

Use of lethal force

1. Use of Firearms: The Law on the Use of Firearms by Armed Forces When Necessary,

approved by the Parliament on 8th January 1995 (copy attached as Appendix 2), permits

the use of firearms in limited circumstances for defending and preventing loss of life and

4 Article 375 – The destruction of two whole eyes entails full blood money; the blood money for each eye is half of
full blood money.
Article 386 - Destruction of both ears entails full blood money. Destruction of either ears entails half of full blood
money; destruction of a part of it entails blood money in the same amount, with due observance of the ratio of the
entire ear.
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in certain defined circumstances for protecting damage to the property. In violation of

clear limitations imposed by the legislators under this law, security forces opened fire on

demonstrators when they were neither a threat to life or property, injuring and killing a

large number of demonstrators without justification.

2. Basij Forces: By a Directive issued by the Judiciary on 5th February 1997 (copy attached

as Appendix 3), the Basij Forces were also subjected to the limitation imposed by the

Law on the Use of Firearms.

3. As a general rule, and in accordance with a Judiciary Directive dated 14th May 1997

(Appendix 4), all officers who have caused death, injury or financial loss by the

authorised use of the firearms under the law of 8th January 1995 are immune from civil

and criminal liability, but the relevant organisation shall pay compensation (blood

money) to the victim.

It is the Counsel case that the use of firearms by the security forces did not meet the

requirement of “in cases of necessity.” Peaceful demonstrations were not a danger to life or

government property. All the murders and injuries caused by the use of firearms were in

violations of the criminal code.

Crimes against Humanity

Review of Expert Testimony Regarding Crimes Against Humanity

Counsel calls attention to the expert testimony of Shadi Sadr, Dr Mohammed Nayerri, and

Professor Robert Heinsch, who have presented reports to the Panel. These reports complement

points that will be further emphasized in this submission.

Shadi Sadr, Executive Director and Founder of Justice for Iran, presented the Panel with an

Organogram of the Government Institutions involved in the Aban protests. The Organogram can

be found in Annex 4.3 of her final report to the Tribunal.
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In her submission to the Panel, Shadi Sadr discussed the role of the Supreme Leader of the IRI,

notably his position as the supreme command of all armed forces, which includes the IRGC, the

Basij forces, and the police. Following the Supreme Leader, the highest official in the country is5

the President, who appoints the Ministerial posts. The Interior Minister is the person who6

supervises the provincial and local Governors. Further, the Interior Minister seeks counsel from

the Security Council, composed of a Supreme Leader’s advisor from the Defense Council, Head

of Joint Staff of the Islamic Republic of Iran Army, General Commander of the IRGC, Intelligence

Minister, and the Commander of the Police forces. The Interior Minister may invite the

Prosecutor and a Member of Parliament from the Parliamentary Commission on Internal Affairs.

Shadi Sadr also indicated in her report that the Interior Minister has the “ultimate decision on

internal security affairs.”7

Dr Mohammed Nayyeri, an attorney qualified to practice law in Iran, submitted a report to the

Panel titled “The Treatment of Prisoners and Detainees.” This report formed the basis of his

testimony to the Panel during the November 2021 hearings. In his report, Dr Nayyeri discussed

the wide-ranging powers of certain individuals within the Iranian hierarchy who routinely abuse

their power. There are important points that must be underscored. First, “Iranian law grants

wide-ranging powers to arrest and detain individuals to an array of intelligence and security

forces, including IRGC forces, Basij paramilitary forces and Ministry of Intelligence personnel,

with no effective oversight of their actions.” Second, Dr Nayerri points to the complicity of8

judicial authorities. “Judicial authorities in Iran tend to become complicit in the systematic

repression by not only bringing serious charges of national security against those exercising

their rights to freedom of expression, association, and peaceful assembly but also against those

who publicise and protest against the violations.”9

Finally, Professor Robert Heinsch presented a communication sent to the International Criminal

Court describing how Crimes Against Humanity were perpetrated during the Aban 2019

9 Nayerri Report, pg 13, para 39

8 Nayerri Report, pg 7, para 18

7 Sadr Report, pg 13, Section 3.3

6 Sadr Report pg 12, Section 3.2

5 Sadr Report, pg 11, Section 3.1
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protests. The authors understand that the Heinsch report does not use the same burden of

proof that the Aban Tribunal Statute requires, which is proof beyond a reasonable doubt. The

Heinsch report consistently echoes the same analysis regarding acts of murder, imprisonment10

or severe deprivation of physical liberty, and torture, consistent with the evidence presented11 12

and continues to be submitted to the Aban Tribunal. The authors have reviewed all statements

that have been delivered to the Panel during the November hearings and new ones submitted

thereafter. No evidence has come forward to date that contradicts the submissions presented

by these experts.

Criminal Responsibility - State

The Tribunal Statute outlines State Responsibility in Article 7, and Article 8 outlines where State

Responsibility is precluded. Article 8 precludes State Responsibility in situations that involve

self-defence, an act of force majeure, no alternative way to save lives under the author of the

act's care, and where the act is the only way to safeguard an essential interest against a grave

and imminent peril. Counsel submits that none of these acts have taken place, which would

preclude the application of State Responsibility. There are two main reasons for this. First, under

Article 8, sections 2 and 3, the IRI was the catalyst for the events as they unfolded on the days in

question. The Panel must consider that the events in question began as a result of the orders

that came down from the 15 November 2019 National Security Council meeting. Second, the

evidence presented to the Panel has shown:

a. IRI instigated the violence in various local provinces by sending plainclothes officers to

set fire to banks, agitate protestors, and incite violence.

b. IRI took no care to assist those murdered or injured in the various squares and streets

where people were gathered.

c. IRI sent officers to hospitals to ensure that no one spoke of the events.

12 Heinch Report, Section 6.4

11 Heinsch Report, Section 6.3

10 Heinsch Report, Section 6.2
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d. IRI forcibly disappeared, arrested, and detained protestors, including torturing and

sexually abusing those arrested and imprisoned for participating in the protests,

irrespective of their peaceful participation.

e. IRI purposely prevented families from grieving the loss of their loved ones through their

religious ceremonies by limiting funeral attendance, paying blood money, and relocating

graves to different areas.

Individual Criminal Responsibility

Article 11 of the Tribunal’s Statute assigns criminal responsibility to individuals who would have

perpetrated crimes. Article 13 of the Statute states explicitly that the official status of the

person is not a bar to criminal responsibility. The perpetrators discussed in detail below are all

officials of the IRI. It is the submission of Counsel that at all times, these officials acted in their

official capacities to either purposely suppress protests, or knowing that violence was taking

place, took no action to prevent the violence.

Command Responsibility

Article 14 of the Tribunal’s Statute governs command responsibility, and Article 15 refers to the

mental element.

Counsel submits that at all times, those in command of the IRGC, Basij, Sepah, and police

exercised effective control over their forces. In cases where officers stepped out of line or

disobeyed orders, they met the same fate as innocent protestors.

The late Cherif Bassiouni observed, with regards to criminal responsibility under international

law, “the method of judicial decision-making from the IMT to the ICC is ad hoc, devoid of

methodology, and consequently, disparate. The only way to track the evolution of bases and

models of criminal responsibility, as well as their elements and the grounds for exoneration, is a

non-doctrinal approach.”13

13 Bassiouni, Crimes against Humanity Historical Evolution and Contemporary Approach, Cambridge University
Press, 473, (2011).
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Joint Criminal Enterprise

The Aban Tribunal Statute does not refer to Joint Criminal Enterprise. However, Counsel believes

it is essential to highlight this particular theory of criminal liability. Members of the Supreme

National Security Council (SNCS), particularly those listed from 1 to 11 in this Submission,

hatched a common plan in the meeting of the SNCS on 14th or 15th November 2019. The topic of

this meeting was the suppression of demonstrations using lethal force and ensuring the

disruption of communications by stopping or slowing internet communications (which is

controlled by the government) throughout the country. The minutes of the SNCS are highly

confidential and are not available to the Counsel.14

According to Article 74 of the Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC):

In accordance with this Statute, a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for

punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court if that person:

(a) Commits such a crime, whether as an individual, jointly with another or through

another person, regardless of whether that other person is criminally responsible.

The ICC (Trial Chamber I) on 14th March 2012, in the Lubanga case, maintained that for the15

criminal liability to arise in accordance with Article 74(a) of the Statute, it is not necessary for

the Prosecution to prove that the objective of the common plan was inherently criminal in

nature.

The Trial Chamber elaborated:

“In the view of the Majority of the Chamber, the prosecution is not required to prove

that the [common] plan was specifically directed at committing the crime in question

(the conscription, enlistment, or use of children), nor does the plan need to have been

intrinsically criminal as suggested by the defence. However, it is necessary, as a

15 ICC, Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, Judgment pursuant to Article 74 of the Statute (Case No.
ICC-01/04-01/06), 14 March 2012 (‘Lubanga Trial Judgment’).

14 The Counsel has been provided with a copy of the said minutes of the meeting - but the Counsel is unable to
verify the authenticity of this document and thus has not introduced the same to the record.
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minimum, for the prosecution to establish the common plan included a critical element

of criminality, namely that, its implementation embodied a sufficient risk that, if events

followed the ordinary course, a crime will be committed.” (emphasis added).16

The members of SNCS knew or ought to have known that the use of lethal force against a

civilian population, exercising their constitutional rights to protest against the economic

hardship resulting from the massive increase in petrol prices, is contrary to national and

international law and thus criminal. Further, they knew or ought to have known that cutting

communication facilities (particularly the internet) for suppressing domestic protests and

ensuring news blackouts has no justification under national or international law.

II. Perpetrators

Introduction

The Investigative Team has presented the information in the same manner for each alleged

perpetrator: the position of the alleged perpetrator, their authority and responsibilities, their

role in the suppression of November 2019 protests, official statements made by them (if any),

and any other evidence that directly relates to the perpetrator and their role.

The evidence provided in this section was collected through a public call. Victims and witnesses

of the Aban 2019 protests were asked to provide evidence, documents, and testimonies of what

took place during and after the crackdown by the IRI. The audio-visual materials were collected

from various sources. They were geo-located, chrono-located, and verified through standard

methods of multimedia material investigation. The official statements were collected from

multiple sources online, such as media outlets. They were cross-referenced with other

statements, research findings, and other types of evidence to show the impact of the

highest-ranked officials (e.g. Ali Khamenei, Rouhani etc.) on the statements and actions of other

officials. The testimonies were collected through in-depth interviews with the witnesses,

fact-checked and then compared.

16 Lubanga Trial Judgment, §984.
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Witness statements are marked with abbreviation (WS), and the number refers to the coding

system in the Aban Tribunal archive. Official statements are marked with abbreviation (OS), and

the number refers to the coding system in the Aban Tribunal archive. Audio-visual evidence is

marked with (AV), and the number assigned is from the Aban Tribunal archive. Finally, other

types of evidence are marked with abbreviation (OTE).

The evidence presented in this report highlights the following:

a. Indiscriminate shooting of firearms: shooting at protesters all over their bodies (see

WS0175, WS0127) using heavy machine guns that could kill masses indiscriminately (see

AV00124, AV00143, AV0006, AV0007), killing children, bystanders (see AV0035,

AV00100).

b. Using child soldiers as Basij forces armed with lethal weapons (see WS0003, photos of

OTE039_9, OTE039_10).

c. Systematic attempt to obtain false confession through torture (see OTE002_05,

OTE002_06, OTE002_07).

d. Total disregard of complaints by the victims (e.g. WS0028, WS00175).

e. Threatening, arresting, torturing and intimidating the victims' families to prevent them

from filing lawsuits or talking to the press (see WS0018; WS0022; WS0027; WS0043;

WS00255, WS00135).

The Accused

1. Ali Khamenei

Number in the List of Accused: 1

Position in November 2019: Leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran (LIRI)

Full profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/1/seyed-ali-khamenei/
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Constitutional Authority: LIRI is the highest position within the power structure of the Islamic

Republic of Iran. According to Article 110 of the Constitution, the LIRI’s authorities are, inter

alia, as follows:

1 - Determining the general policies of the Islamic Republic of Iran after consulting the

Expediency Council. 2 - Supervising the proper implementation of the general policies of the

system. 3 - Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces. 4 - Declaring war and peace and

mobilizing forces. 5- Installation, dismissal, and acceptance of resignation of: a - The jurists of

the Guardian Council. B - The highest authority of the judiciary. C - The head of the Radio and

Television Organization of the Islamic Republic of Iran. D - Chief of Joint Staff. E -

Commander-in-Chief of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps and high commanders of the

military and law enforcement forces.

Religious Authority: In addition to the unlimited powers granted to LIRI under the Constitution,

LIRI also claims the mantle of being the Supreme Guide (Marja’-e-Taghlid) of followers of

Shi’ism throughout the world. As will be explained in the course of the second hearings, Shi’ites

are required in religious matters to follow a “Guide”, who is well versed in religious matters.

Under the theory of the Guardianship of the Clergy (Velayat-e-Faghih), LIRI has been given the

position of the Guardianship of the whole nation. As such, his orders should be obeyed,

without question, by the entire nation.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

In his official capacity: As LIRI, Khamenei is responsible for approval and supervising the

implementation of general policies, including the rise of fuel prices, which led to nationwide

protests.

As Commander-in-chief of armed forces, Khamenei is responsible for directly issuing the order

to mobilise military, security and law enforcement forces to suppress the protests. Khamenei

personally issued the order to suppress the protests and expressly demanded the forces under

his command to “do whatever it takes to end it”.17

17 “Special Report: Iran’s leader ordered crackdown on unrest - 'Do whatever it takes to end it'”, Reuters, 23
December 2019 at:https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-protests-specialreport-idUSKBN1YR0QR
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As LIRI, he is responsible through his two representatives in the Supreme National Security

Council (SNSC) and his representative in the Country’s Security Council (CSC) for issuing orders

of using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters and shutting down the internet, causing

severe disruption to communications to prevent the media coverage of the brutal suppression

of protesters.18

As the LIRI, he is responsible for incitement of widespread violence against protesters and

granting impunity to the perpetrators through his statement in his official capacity. Throughout

his leadership, Khamenei has addressed the protesters using dehumanising terms, which has

incited illegal and extralegal actions against protesters by the security forces and the judiciary.

The LIRI’s public statements about protests establish the state’s narrative of events and

determine the type and level of the state's suppressive response. These statements also justify

and legitimise what has already been done in terms of brutal suppression. For example, in a

speech on June 10, 1992, in response to protests in Mashhad called the protesters “a class of

scoundrels and knife-wielding thugs” “parasites and vultures of the society” and asked the

security forces to “reap and root them out like weeds and throw them away” (re OTE001_01,19

English translation OTE001_01_eng). A day after, the judiciary announced that four protesters

were executed in Mashhad. These statements are consistent with the leaked confidential20

orders of the LIRI regarding the suppression of protests .21

21 Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, then IRI’s president, in his memoir for 31 May 1992 refers to the Mashshad protests
and mentions that the LIRI ordered a “heavy-handed response”. (re OTE001_01, English translation
OTE001_01_eng). In response to the protests in Qazvin in Aug 1994, he addresses the security and intelligence
forces not to let “the authority of the state become tarnished” and to show “absolutely no lenience” to protesters
whom he called “disruptors.”

20 BBC, “Mashad an insurgency that was suppressed” (2016),
https://www.bbc.com/persian/blogs/2016/08/160831_l44_nazeran_mashhad_mutiny

19See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFn8Wk9ztUw (English subtitles)

18 Justice for Iran, Shoot to Kill: Preliminary Findings of Justice for Iran’s Investigation into the November 2019
Protests, February 2020, p 13
https://justice4iran.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/SHOOT-TO-KILL-Preliminary-Findings-of-Justice-for-Irans-Inv
estigation-into-the-November-2019-Protests.pdf. See also, “Iran shut down the Internet to stop protests. But for
how long?”, Washington Post, 27 Nov 2019
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/11/27/iran-shut-down-internet-stop-protests-how-long/. See also
 “Iran: More than 100 protesters believed to be killed as top officials give green light to crush protests”, Amnesty
International, 19 November 2019,
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/11/iran-more-than-100-protesters-believed-to-be-killed-as-top-off
icials-give-green-light-to-crush-protests/.
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Early morning on 17 November 2019, the second day of nationwide protests, the LIRI called the

protesters “criminals” who must not be deemed “ordinary people” in a public speech. In an

interview, the minister of interior, Rahmani Fazli, called the LIRI’s speech an “assuring message”

that “motivated [the security] forces across the country” he stresses that the LIRI’s speech “has

encouraged the forces” (re OS005_12). Amnesty International’s report on the details of the

killed protesters corroborates their actions. 22

Hossein Ashtari, chief commander of police forces, says about the impact of Khamenei’s speech:

“some had issues and some in the parliament thought we should stop this. But the Supreme

Leader’s speech was quite noble. He took responsibility for lots of troubles, put his own

reputation on the line and stepped up for the people’s security and protecting the system” (re

OS007_20).

Khamenei expressly called the nationwide protests “a war” orchestrated by foreign forces. Using

the term “war” as commander-in-chief with authority to declare a wartime status reveals the

highest authority of the state’s perception of the protests as war and implies the measures used

accordingly to suppress them. In his speech, without any investigation and prior to any trial, the

LIRI made severe allegations against protesters, such as “receiving money and training” from

foreign states (re OS001_3, OS001_4).

There is evidence that such statements have a tremendous impact on the treatment of

detainees by the security forces and the sentences handed over by the judiciary as an unwritten

policy that the LIRI’s statements and his narrative of events create an obligation for the

intelligence, judicial and security forces to establish that narrative by any means necessary

including torture to obtain forced and false confession to support the narrative.23

23 In 1998 when under massive public pressure the state admitted the involvement of agents of intelligence
ministry in assassination of a number dissidents known as “Chain Murders of Iran”, Khamenei asserted in a speech
that it is “impossible” that these assassinations were committed without “a scenario plotted by foreign states”
(OTE001_2). In a private conversation with the high rank authorities including the head of the Judicial Organization
of the Armed Forces (JOAF) in charge of the investigation, Khamenei repeated his statement and asserted that “it is
all clear” that the foreign intelligence services have infiltrated in the Intelligence Ministry and that “for me the case

22 “Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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As LIRI, he is directly responsible for obstructing an independent, transparent and effective

investigation into the use of force against civilians and widespread violation of the right to life

during the November 2019 protests through approval of a policy proposed by the secretary of

the Supreme National Security Council on the treatment of the victims’ families which

effectively suppressed any investigation at any level (re. OS001_02).24

2. Hassan Rouhani

Number in the List of Accused: 2

Position in November 2019: President of the Islamic Republic of Iran (President)

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/34/hassan-rouhani/

Authority: According to article 113 of the Constitution, ‘after the Supreme Leader, the President

is the highest official in the country and is responsible for implementing the constitution and

the head of the executive branch of government.’ According to Article 60 of the Constitution,

"the exercise of executive power is through the president and ministers, except in matters

directly entrusted to the leadership." The president’s authorities are, inter alia, as follows:

● Head of the cabinet.

● Appointment of the ministers, provincials and local Governors.

● Head of the Supreme National Security Council (SNSC)

● Head of the Country’s Security Council (CSC) [delegated to the Ministry of Interior]

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

24 (In Persian) https://farsi.khamenei.ir/news-content?id=44322 See also: Hierarchy of Atrocity: Bureaucracy of
Impunity, Justice for Iran, May 2021 at : https://abantribunal.com/2021/09/14/elementor-16118/

is closed”. Soon after the head of JOAF announced that the detainees related to the assassinations confessed to
their connection with the US and Israeli intelligence organisations. A video of interrogation leaked later on,
revealed that the confessions were obtained under severe torture and ill-treatment. In response to the question of
why he tortured prisoners so much to obtain false confessions, one of the interrogators’, Javad Azadeh, answered
‘when the leadership insisted that the perpetrators were affiliated with foreigners, the interrogators were given a
definite task to extract the confession from the prisoners that they were foreign agents and that it was
unimaginable to accept any confession other than that.’ This clearly shows the impact of the LIRI’s statements on
the extralegal actions of security forces. (see OTE001_02, OTE001_02_Eng, OTE001_03, OTE001_04).
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As the head of SNSC, who according to article 176 of the Constitution, he has the final say in the

decisions of the SNSC, Rouhani is responsible for issuing orders of using lethal weapons against

unarmed protesters and shutting down the internet, causing serious disruption to

communications to prevent the media coverage of the brutal suppression of protesters.25

As President, he is responsible for deputizing the Minister of Interior as head of CSC and

delegating the announcement of the rise of petrol price and handling its aftermath to CSC,

which led to the ordering of the local governments to use lethal weapons against unarmed

protesters.

As the head of SNSC, he effectively prevented the transparent, independent and effective

investigation into the killing of unarmed protesters by proposing a “compensation without

investigation Policy” for approval to the leader of the IRI, which effectively suppressed any

investigation at any time level. Furthermore, the approved policy was carried out using two26

measures: intimidating the families of victims to prevent them from filing lawsuits and coercing

them to accept and confirm the narratives concocted by the authorities that their loved ones

were not protestors but bystanders who were killed by unknown elements among protestors,

thus to be recognised as “martyrs” (re OS001_02).27

He is also responsible for making serious allegations against protesters. Allegations include

“receiving money and training” from foreign states, “plotting for riots two years in advance”,

and “using cold steel and firearms”. Rouhani called upon the judiciary to try protesters without

any investigation collecting evidence, directly impacting the judiciary's decisions and the

detainee’s right to a fair trial. In his public statements, Rouhani frequently refers to detainees’

confessions as proof of his allegation and promises that they will be broadcast (OS002_06,

OS002_07). Following the suppression of protests and Rouhani’s statement, the state media

27 ‘Supreme Leader’s Approved Policy Prevents Justice for Families of Victims of Iran’s November Protests’ (Justice
for Iran, 16 May 2020)
<https://justice4iran.org/15076/> accessed 27 April 2021.

26 (In Persian) https://farsi.khamenei.ir/news-content?id=44322 See also: Hierarchy of Atrocity: Bureaucracy of
Impunity, Justice for Iran, May 2021 at : https://abantribunal.com/2021/09/14/elementor-16118/

25 See sources referred to in footnote 17.
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(IRIB) broadcast a series of confessions of detainees, in which they confess to be “trained by

foreign agents or opposition groups such as MEK” (re OTE002_05, OTE002_06, OTE002_07) and

admit to allegations similar to those made by Rouhani. These confessions are all broadcast

before the detainees' trial. These confessions were broadcast while Mahmoud Sadeghi, then a

member of parliament and member of Parliament Internal Affairs Commission questioning the

intelligence and security authorities about the November 2019 protests, stated in an interview

on April 5, 2021, that when asked if they found any evidence of involvement of the opposition

groups in organising the protests, the authorities answered: “none” (re OS005_14 minute 10).

Sadeghi was later disqualified to retain his seat in the February 2020 parliamentary election and

was sentenced to 21 months in prison on unspecified charges raised by private plaintiffs and

public prosecutors.28

The investigations into the confessions broadcast by the IRIB indicate that they are mostly false

confessions commonly obtained under severe torture and ill-treatment. Rouhani’s statements29

about detained protesters’ confession could create an indirect pressure on interrogators to

extract confessions consistent with Rouhani’s claims by any means necessary.

He is also responsible for covering up the details of the suppression by refusing the release of

the number of protesters killed in the November 2019 protests and effectively obstructing

29 “Orwellian state: the Islamic republic of Iran state media as a weapon of mass suppression”, Justice for Iran, 1
June 2020,
https://justice4iran.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ORWELLIAN-STATE-ISLAMIC-REPUBLIC-OF-IRAN%E2%80%99
S-STATE-MEDIA-AS-A-WEAPON-OF-MASS-SUPPRESSION-English-1.pdf. See also, Forced Confessions and Iran’s
Commitment Deficit to Human Rights, LSE,25 June 2020
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mec/2020/11/11/forced-confessions-and-irans-commitment-deficit-to-human-rights/. See
also, Iran: Detainees flogged, sexually abused and given electric shocks in gruesome post-protest crackdown – new
report, Amnesty International, 2 Sep 2020,
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/09/iran-detainees-flogged-sexually-abused-and-given-electric-sho
cks-in-gruesome-post-protest-crackdown-new-report/, See also, Statement by Javaid Rehman, Special Rapporteur
on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, at the 75th session of the General Assembly - Item
72(c)NEW YORK - 26 October 2020
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=26425&LangID=E.

28 Critical Lawmaker In Iran Sentenced To Prison At The End Of His Term, Radio Farda, 19 May 2020
https://en.radiofarda.com/a/critical-lawmaker-in-iran-sentenced-to-prison-at-the-end-of-his-term/30621050.html
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access to the information regarding the details of the events by dismissing and misdirecting the

responsibility of releasing this information (re OS002_5).

3. Ali Shamkhan

Number in the List of Accused: 3

Position in November 2019: The secretary of the Supreme National Security Council (SNSC),

The Leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran (LIRI)’s representative in SNSC

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/202/ali-shamkhani/

Authorities: As the LIRI’s representative in SNSC, has a vote in decisions of the SNSC (Article 176

of Constitution). As secretary of SNSC, has authority to relay the decisions of SNSC to military

and security forces and supervise their implementation. (Article 176 of Constitution).

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As the LIRI’s representative in SNSC, Shamkhani is responsible for issuing orders of using lethal

weapons against unarmed protesters and shutting down the internet, causing serious disruption

to communications to prevent the media coverage of the brutal suppression of protesters.30

As secretary of SNSC, he is also responsible for relaying the SNSC decisions to security forces

and ministries and supervising their operation. On 5 April 2021, Mahmoud Sadeghi, then a

member of parliament and a member of Parliament’s Internal Affairs Commission questioning

the intelligence and security authorities about the November 2019 protests stated in an

interview that he told Shamkhani “what if people stayed on the streets and didn't leave, are you

going to shoot them?” and he answered ‘walaw balagh ma balagh (ultimatum)... we will shoot

them’ (re OS005_14 minute 10). Sadeghi was later disqualified to retain his seat in the February

2020 parliamentary election and was sentenced to 21 months in prison on unspecified charges

raised by private plaintiffs and public prosecutors.31

31 Radio Farda: note 19.

30 See sources referred to in footnote 17
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On 21 November 2019, Shamkhani called the protesters “Hypocrites, thugs, monarchists and

scums” and threatened that “wherever in Iran they might be, they will be identified and

punished for their actions” (Re OS003_09).

On 12 Dec 2019, in a meeting with families of those killed in the protests, and prior to any

investigation and without providing any evidence, Shamkhani stated: “more than 85% of the

victims of the recent incidents in the cities of Tehran did not attend any of the protest rallies and

were suspiciously killed with non-organizational firearms and cold steels, so the implementation

of the project of raising casualty (Koshteh Saazi) by our opponents in this area is definite” (re

OS003_08).

As secretary of SNSC, he effectively prevented the transparent, independent and effective

investigation into the killing of unarmed protesters through his statements in his official capacity

and by proposing a “compensation without investigation policy” for approval to the leader of

the IRI, which effectively suppressed any investigation at any level. Furthermore, the approved

policy was carried out using two measures: intimidating the families of victims to prevent them

from filing lawsuits and coercing them to accept and confirm the narratives concocted by the

authorities that their loved ones were not protestors but bystanders who were killed by

unknown elements among protestors, thus to be recognised as “martyrs” (re OS001_02).32

4. Ebrahim Raisi

Number in the List of Accused: 4

Position in November 2019: Head of Judiciary

Full profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/201/ebrahim-raisi/

32 ‘Supreme Leader’s Approved Policy Prevents Justice for Families of Victims of Iran’s November Protests’ (Justice
for Iran, 16 May 2020)
<https://justice4iran.org/15076/> accessed 27 April 2021.
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Authority: Head of Judiciary is directly appointed by the Leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran

and is tasked with supervising the judicial system, appointing the judges and other judicial

authority and approving the death sentences. He is also a legal member of the Supreme

National Security Council. He was elected as President of the IRI in June 2021.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the SNSC, he is responsible for issuing orders of using lethal weapons against

unarmed protesters and shutting down the internet, causing serious disruption to

communications to prevent the media coverage of the brutal suppression of protesters.33

As head of Judiciary, Raisi is responsible for refusing to order a transparent, independent and

effective investigation into the suppression of the November 2019 protests and preventing

public access to the details and results of internal investigations. In a meeting with the

representatives of the student organizations, Raisi said on 6 Dec 2020, “the fact that we did not

publicly release the information [on the investigations] does not mean we did not act” (re

OS004_11). By the date this report was drafted, the judiciary had not released any information

about the investigation. No official or member of law enforcement and security forces had been

put on trial for the death of protesters.

The judiciary not only has not taken any steps to secure relevant evidence for an effective

investigation, they deliberately tried to obstruct documenting the incidents, destroy the

evidence, intimidate the witnesses and stall the investigation. Furthermore, the judiciary not

only did not allow the victims’ families to participate at any level in any stage of any

investigation but also deliberately intimidated them and warned them against filing lawsuits

against the state.

As head of the judiciary, Raisi made serious allegations against the protesters on 25 November

2019, a week after the November 2019 protests began and before any trial was held or any

investigation was conducted or concluded. He stated that the protesters “were not ordinary

33 See sources referred to in footnote 17.
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people” and the “footprint of criminals, rioters, opponents of the regime and foreign

[intelligence] services in these events must be followed seriously” (re OS004_12).

5. Ali Rahmani Fazli

Number in the List of Accused: 5

Position in November 2019: Minister of Interior

Full profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/50/abdolreza-rahmani-fazli/

Authority: The Minister of Interior is the head of the Country’s Security Council (CSC), as

sub-council of the Supreme Security Council (SNSC) and deputy commander-in-chief in law

enforcement affairs. His authorities are, inter alia, as follows:

● To provide and protect domestic security and establishment of peace and order

across the country and coordination between intelligence, disciplinary, and military

organs and protecting borders

● To manage police affairs

● To make an effort to achieve and develop political and social freedoms according to

the constitution and other laws of the country and provide sustainable political and

social development and promotion of public participation

● To protect and preserve the achievements of I.R. of Iran through public participation

● To provide conditions of appropriate practice of political and nongovernmental

parties and formations and supervision on their activities

● To coordinate and lead provincial Governor to fulfil general policies and

governmental plans

● To implement general policies of the government to make progress in social,

economic, and developmental plans

● To supervise and manage affairs of regions across the country by local Governors34

34 "Ministry of Interior of Iran portal". Ministry of Interior of Iran, 17 November 2016.
http://www.moi.ir/portal/Home/Default.aspx?CategoryID=b893e6b4-3463-4cca-8b62-ba77e1eb388c
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As head of CSC, he was tasked with implementing the rise of the petrol price, which was

announced without warning at midnight of 15 November 2019 and caused nationwide protests.

As head of CSC, he was directly responsible for shutting down the internet, causing serious

disruption to communications to prevent access to information and the media coverage of the

brutal suppression of protesters. In an interview on 31 May 2020, Rahmani Fazli admitted that35

he personally ordered the Ministry of Communication to shut down the internet (re OS005_17).

As head of CSC and deputy commander-in-chief in law enforcement affairs, he was directly

responsible for ordering the provincial governments and the security forces to use lethal

weapons against protesters in November 2019. In his reply to the questions by members of

parliament, he expressly admitted that the troops under his command shot protesters in the

head. According to Mahmoud Sadeghi, then a member of parliament, when MPs asked why the

security forces didn’t shoot protesters in the legs or below the waist, he answered, “they did

that too”. In the same meeting, Fazli praised the forces' performance under his command for

“wrapping up the protest in 48 hours” (re OS005_15, OS005_12). However, according to

Sadeghi, forces under Fazli’s command and the local government under his supervision were

not adequately trained on dealing with the protests and completely disregarded the Law of Use

of Force 1994 and acted with haste and brutality (re OS005_15).

As head of CSC, he is also responsible for covering up the details of the suppression by refusing

the release of the number of protesters killed in November 2019 and effectively obstructing the

access to the information regarding the details of the events by dismissing and misdirecting the

responsibility of releasing this information (re OS005_12, OS005_17, OS005_15). In his

statements, Fazli repeatedly made allegations against protesters such as “receiving money and

training” from political opponents of the regime and foreign states, “plotting for waging civil

war” and “smuggling arms into the country”. These allegations were made without providing

any evidence prior to the detained protesters’ trial.

35 See sources referred to in footnote 17.
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6. Mahmoud Alavi

Number in the List of Accused: 6

Position in November 2019: Minister of Intelligence

Full profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/72/seyed-mahmoud-alavi/

Authority: Minister of Intelligence is in charge of the primary intelligence entity of the Islamic

Republic of Iran (VAJA). He is also a Supreme National Security Council (SNSC) member.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Minister of Intelligence, Alavi was responsible for the involvement of Intelligence agents in

detaining and torturing protesters during the November 2019 protests. Furthermore,

intelligence agents regularly threatened and pressured the victims' families to refrain from

providing information to the press, holding memorial services, and filing lawsuits against the

state.

While the Minister of Intelligence shares the responsibility for Aban Atrocities as a member of

CNSC, most of the functions of the Ministry is now being discharged by the Intelligence

Organisation of IRGC.  See Profile of the Accused No. 9 Hossein Taeb.

7. Hossein Ashtari

Number in the List of Accused: 7

Position in November 2019: Chief Commander of the Police of the Islamic Republic of Iran

(NAJA)

Full profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/36/hossein-ashtari/

Authority: As the Chief Commander of NAJA, he is directly appointed by the Leader of the

Islamic Republic and is the highest authority after the Commander-in-chief of the Armed Forces

(CICAF) and the Minister of Interior as CICAF’s deputy in law enforcement affairs. He is also a

member of the Supreme National Security Council (SNSC).
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the SNSC, he is responsible for issuing orders of using lethal weapons against

unarmed protesters and shutting down the internet, causing severe disruption to

communications to prevent the media coverage of the brutal suppression of protesters. In his36

speech on 7 Dec 2019, Ashtari defended cutting off the global internet and implementing the

“National Internet Project” and stated “when it is repeatedly said that national internet must be

established, it is for such situations” (re OS007_20).

As Chief Commander of NAJA, in his speech on 17 November 2019, before any investigation

was held, and although many were killed by 17 November 2019, Ashtari said, “police forces

successfully did their duty and treated the protesters with tolerance” (re OS007_22). Ashtari

also stated, before any investigation was held, that “our assessments show that

Counter-revolutionaries and hypocrites are behind these movements. The country's intelligence

and security institutions will identify these people and be punished for their actions in time” (re

OS007_22).

As Chief Commander of NAJA, Ashtari was directly responsible for ordering the use of lethal

weapons against unarmed protesters by forces under his command. In a speech on 7 Dec 2019,

he calls the protests “a huge security sedition” and praises the forces under his command for

“neutralising the threat in 48 hours” (re OS007_20). In his speech, Ashtari mentions the

methods propagated by the protesters were that of “Hong Kong and China, such as leaving the

cars unattended on the road or dumping piles of sand on the roads.” Counsel notes that these

methods all amount to peaceful and civil disobedience met with the forces' fire under his

command (re OS007_20).

Ashtari calls the protesters “thugs and criminals’ and justified his force's actions by stating that

“if they gained power, they would’ve committed more crimes”. In justifying his forces’ actions,

Ashtari refers to the LIRI’s speech on 27 November 2019, in which he approved the Police, IRGC,

and Basij’s actions (re OS007_20).

36See sources referred to in footnote 17 .
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In a statement on 7 Dec 2019, Ashtari admitted that a large number of protesters were arrested

and the arrests will continue even though the demonstrations were suppressed (re OS007_21).

8. Hossein Salami

Number in the List of Accused: 6

Position in November 2019 : Chief Commander of Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/101/hossein-salami/

Authority: Chief Commander of the IRGC is directly appointed by the LIRI and is the IRGC’s

second in command after the LIRI (also Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces). He is in

charge of all military, security, logistic and other operations of the IRGC. As Chief Commander of

the IRGC, he is a legal member of the Supreme National Security Council (SNSC). He also

supervises the commander of the paramilitary Basij Organisation and the heads of intelligence

agencies of the IRGC. According to Article 28 of the IRGC Statute 1980, the hierarchy of the

chain of command in the IRGC is as follows:

1- Chief Commander of the IRGC

2- Regional Commanders

3- Local Commanders

4- Headquarters’ Commanders

5- Checkpoint Commanders

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of SNSC, Salami is responsible for issuing orders of using lethal weapons against

unarmed protesters and shutting down the internet, causing serious disruption to

communications to prevent the media coverage of the brutal suppression of protesters.37

37 Shoot to Kill: note 17. See also, Washington Post: note 17. See also, Amnesty International, Green light: note 17.
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As Chief Commander of the IRGC, he is responsible for ordering the use of lethal weapons by

the forces under his command, including Basij forces and the IRGC special forces against

unarmed protesters. On 25 November 2019, in a speech addressing the Basij forces, Salami

called the protests over the rise of the petrol price a “global war”, which implies how he, as the

highest military commander of the IRGC, perceived the protests and led the forces under his

command to respond accordingly. Salami stated, “this war in our streets was a totally global

scenario. This is now over, and you acted immaculately” (re OS008_23). Furthermore, Salami

stated that the “coup de grace was administered to the enemy. The sedition that took place in

recent days was the result of all the great defeats that the enemy has received in various fields

during the last 40 years, and especially in the last 8 months, from the Islamic Ummah and the

Iranian nation” (re OS008_23).

Salami expressly threatened the opposition figures and protesters and stated, “rest assured that

today our enemies are no longer able to do anything, they have failed, look at the stature of

their depressed and withered leaders. We follow them everywhere and tell them that we do

not leave anything unanswered and settle accounts with everyone; we determine the day and

its quality” (re OS008_23).

Despite the fact that at least hundreds of unarmed protesters were killed during November

2019, Salami asserted that his forces tolerated the protesters and once again threatened the

regime’s opposition stating, “We have shown decency and patience, but be careful, our

patience is running out. Respect the Iranian nation and be polite, if this dense energy is

released, no enemy will be safe anywhere in the world” (re OS008-23).

Without providing any evidence and before any investigation is held or concluded, Salami

described all protests in the last two decades as plotted by the “global imperialism” through

“internal dissidents, evil hypocrisy and hypocritical quasi-intellectuals” (re OS008_24).
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To further prevent the recurrence of protests Salami stated, “The starting point of our actions is

to recognise 54,000 Basij bases across the country by changing the rails and reviving these

arterial claws of the Islamic Revolution for the mission of countering soft war and carrying out

jihadist, cultural and social activities” (re OS008_24).

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show the IRGC forces using excessive and lethal force

including shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. A brief list of these

footage are as follows:

AV0045: Meshkindasht Basij forces shoot at protestors from their base's roof and upper floors

on November 16th, 2019. Protestors have set fire to tires. The video taker says two people have

died.

AV0046: Meshkindasht Basij forces shoot at protestors from their base's roof and upper floors

on November 16th, 2019. One of the protestors shows bullet casings to the camera.

AV0065: Gunfire from Basij base in Bostan Boulevard, Sadra, 16th November.

AV0066: Sound of continuous gunfire and helicopter next to the Basij base of Sadra, November

16th.

AV0067: 16th November 2019, Bostan Boulevard, Sadra. A blood-covered body is lying in front

of Sadra's Basij base. Gunshots can be heard from the Basij base.

AV0068: A helicopter flies overhead. Basij forces shoot at protesters in Boustan boulevard from

a Basij headquarters' rooftop on 16 November 2019.

AV0070: Basij forces and plainclothes men have gathered on one side of XX Boulevard.

Gunshots can be heard.

AV0091/92/93/94: Late hours of 16th November 2019, Chahardangeh, Tehran. Continuous

shooting at protestors from the top of a Basij base. It has been said that at least one and at

most three people died in this incident.
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AV00109: Teargas used against protesters in front of a Basij base in Donya Mali Boulevard in

Andisheh Town on 16 November 2019. The woman filming says Basij forces are shooting at

protesters.

AV00110: A security force on the rooftop of a Basij base aims his rifle at protesters in Donya

Mali Boulevard in Andisheh Town on 16 November. The man filming says he shot at the crowd.

AV00114: Video taken from official sources. Protestors are throwing stones at Ahmadi Religious

School in Ahwaz, 15th-18th November. Later, the body of a shot individual is carried next to the

building.

AV00124:A few machine guns are seen attached to white vans belonging to the IRGC near a

school.

AV00142: Protestors on one side of Shiraz bridge, Behbahan, throw stones towards uniformed

forces. Gunfire is heard.

AV00143: Heavy gunfire is heard. IRGC and Basij forces are standing on Shiraz boulevard bridge,

Behbahan, on 16 November. The cameraman notes that four people have been shot there

(three men and one woman). Farzad Ansarifar and Dashti brothers were shot dead and Maryam

Payab was injured.

9. Hossein Taeb

Number in the List of Accused: 9

Position in November 2019: Head of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps’ Intelligence

Organisation (IRGCIO)

Full profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/1/seyed-ali-khamenei/

Authority: The Head of IRGCIO is directly appointed by the Leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran

(LIRI) with the recommendation of the chief commander of the IRGC. IRGCIO is the IRGC’s main

intelligence branch and parallel to the Ministry of Intelligence (MOI) as the Islamic Republic's

primary intelligence entity. According to Article 6 of the Law Establishing the MOI(1980),38

38 Dumitrescu, Octavian (November 20, 2010). "The Intelligence and Security Services of Iran". Global Security.
Retrieved October 15, 2015.
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IRGCIO was tasked with receiving intelligence for its operations from the MOI and assisting this

entity by providing military intelligence. IRGCIO currently acts as an independent intelligence

entity mainly focused on the surveilling and suppressing civil society and the dissenters with no

transparency and accountable only to the LIRI and the chief commander of the IRGC. 39

IRGCIO has its own prison system, independent of the Prison Organisation of the Justice

Department. IRGCIO operates the prisons under its control in total secrecy, without reporting

(or being required to report) to the Judicial authorities.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Head of the IRGCIO, Taeb is responsible for mass arrest, torture and obtaining forced and

false confession from journalists, political activists and protesters during the nationwide

protests in November 2019. In December 2020, several eyewitnesses, who were among the

November 2019 arrestees, identified two IRGCIO interrogators involved in the brutal torture of

the November 2019 protesters.40

In a speech on 12 February 2020, Taeb threatened the dissidents inside Iran and abroad stating

“Westerners and their agents inside the country should know that we do not stand and watch

their sedition and evil. If they seek unrest, they should be ready for strong blows from the

security apparatus” (re OS009_25).

10. Habibollah Sayyari

Number in the List of Accused: 10

Position in November 2019: The Head of Joint Staff of the Islamic Republic of Iran Army (JSIRIA)

40 Iran: Brutal Interrogator of the IRGC Intelligence Department Identified, Iran New Updates, 11 Dec 2020
https://irannewsupdate.com/news/human-rights/iran-brutal-interrogator-of-the-irgc-intelligence-department-iden
tified/
Iran: Former Detainees of November 2019 Protests Identify Another Interrogator, Iran News Update, 16 Dec 2020
https://irannewsupdate.com/news/human-rights/iran-former-detainees-of-November-2019-protests-identify-anot
her-interrogator/

39 Golkar, Saeid, Iran’s Intelligence Organizations and Transnational Suppression, Washington Institute, 5 Aug 2021
at
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/irans-intelligence-organizations-and-transnational-suppressio
n

Bahmani, Arash (25 October 2014). "Announced for the First Time: Iran Has 16 Intelligence Agencies". Rooz Online.
Esfandiari, Golnaz (October 16, 2011). "'If Needed, We Have the Capability To Assassinate King Abdullah'". RFE/RL.
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Full profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/94/habibollah-sayyari/

Authorities: Head of JSIRIA is the second in command of the Army forces and the coordinator

commander of Army’s four military branches (ground force, air force, marine force, air defence

force).  Head of JSIRIA is also a legal member of the Country’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of CSC, Sayyari is responsible for issuing orders of using lethal weapons against

unarmed protesters and shutting down the internet causing serious disruption to

communications with the purpose of preventing the media coverage of the brutal suppression

of protesters.41

As the head of JSIRIA and the second in command of the Army forces, he is responsible for

facilitating and authorizing the participation of Army Ground Forces in the suppression of

November 2019 protests. On 12 March 2021, in an interview with the site for the preservation

and publication of Ali Khamenei's works, Heydari explicitly confirmed the role of the army's

ground forces in suppressing the protests and said: “We were able to make a significant impact

on maintaining security inside the troubled cities, and the report reached the Supreme Leader

of the Revolution, who issued special orders in this regard” (re OS020_42).

On 25 November 2019, Sayyari, who participated in a state-organized demonstration, called the

protesters “rioters” who must be dealt with decisively (re OS010_26).

11. Gholamreza Soleimani

Number in the List of Accused: 11

Position in November 2019: Head of the Basij Organisation

Full profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/102/gholamreza-soleimani/

41See sources referred to in footnote 17.
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Authority: The Basij Organisation is a paramilitary organisation and one of the five main

branches of the IRGC. Head of the Basij Organisation is directly appointed by the LIRI with the

recommendation from the Chief Commander of the IRGC. The Basij was initially formed as a

volunteer resistance force to fight the Iran-Iraq war. Still, currently, it mainly consists of paid

IRGC members trained and used as security forces, especially for suppressing protests. It has at

least 54000 bases across the country in every public building, educational and governmental

organisation (re OS008_23).

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As the head of Basij forces, Soleimani is responsible for ordering the use of lethal forces against

unarmed protesters during the November 2019 protests. Numerous video footage from

November 2019 shows the Basij forces shooting directly at unarmed protesters.

Without providing any evidence and before any investigation was held or concluded, in his

statements Soleimani made serious allegations against protesters, including “connection to

foreign state” or “affiliation with opposition groups based abroad” such as MEK and Royalists.

On 18 November 2019 Soleimani said, “The miscreants looted public and private property, but

this time too, the US conspiracy to make Iran unstable has failed. It is natural that hypocrites [a

term used by Iranian State officials for the MEK organisation] who have their footholds both in

Iran and other countries to try and use their teams to harm our national interests as well as the

national interests of other countries, and in taking steps toward American goals” (re OS011_29).

In his statement, Soleimani admitted that forces under his command were involved in the “mass

arrest of protesters” and were assisting “other security and military forces’ in the suppression of

November 2019 protests” (re OS11_29).

Mahedi Alamolhoda, the LIRI representative in Khorasan Razavi Province revealed that Basij

Organisation, recruits criminals and gang members and uses them as forces against protesters.

He says, “many young people who were thugs and gang members due to poverty have been

recruited by the Basij organization through cultural work and have prevented riots.”
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Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show the Basij forces using excessive and lethal force

including shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. A brief list of these

footage are as follows:

AV0045/56: Meshkindasht Basij forces shoot at protestors from the roof and upper floors of

their base on November 16th, 2019. Protestors have set fire to tires. The video taker says two

people have died.

AV0065: Gunfire from Basij base in Bostan Boulevard, Sadra, 16th November.

AV0066: Sound of continuous gunfire and helicopter next to the Basij base of Sadra, November

16th 2019.

AV0067: 16th November 2019, Bostan Boulevard, Sadra. A blood-covered body is lying in front

of Sadra's Basij base. Gunshots can be heard from the Basij base.

AV0068: A helicopter flies overhead. Basij forces shoot at protesters in Boustan boulevard from

a Basij headquarters' rooftop on 16 November 2019.

AV0070: Basij forces and plainclothes men have gathered on one side of XX Boulevard.

Gunshots can be heard.

AV0091/92/93/94: Late hours of 16th November 2019, Chahardangeh, Tehran. Continuous

shooting at protestors from the top of a Basij base. It has been said that at least 1 and at most 3

people died in this incident.

AV00109: Teargas used against protesters in front of a Basij base in Donya Mali Boulevard in

Andisheh Town on 16 November 2019. The woman filming says Basij forces are shooting at

protesters.

AV00110: A security official on the rooftop of a Basij base aims his rifle at protesters in Donya

Mali Boulevard in Andisheh Town on 16 November. The man filming says he shot at the crowd.
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AV00114: Video taken from official sources. Protestors are throwing stones at Ahmadi Religious

School in Ahwaz, 15th-18th November. After, the body of a shot individual is carried next to the

building.

12. Mojtaba Zolnouri

AKA: Mojtaba Zolnour

Number in the List of Accused: 12

Position in November 2019: Member of Parliament

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/103/mojtaba-zonnour/

Authority: As a member of parliament and head of the national security commission, Zolnour

has the authority to launch investigations on the conduct of the police, security or intelligence

forces and the Ministry of Interior. He is also a legal member of the CSC.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of CSC, Zolnouri is responsible for issuing orders of using lethal weapons against

unarmed protesters and shutting down the internet causing serious disruption to

communications with the purpose of preventing the media coverage of the brutal suppression

of protesters. In his parliamentary speech on 11 May 2020, Zolnouri admitted his presence in42

the CSC meetings during the November 2019 protests and asserted that he had “closely

witnessed the efforts of the Minister of Interior” (re OS012_31).

As a member of parliament and head of the National Security Commission, he is responsible for

the failure to launch an independent and transparent investigation on the use of lethal force

against protesters in November 2019 and for not releasing verifiable information on the number

of protesters killed.

42See sources referred to in footnote 17.
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In addition, Zolnouri made serious accusations against the protesters and without providing any

evidence linked the protesters to the foreign powers stating, “the [world] domination system

took advantage of November [2019 protests] and staged street rallies. Those who listened to

the foreign media tried to ride the waves” (OS012_30). Zoulnouri expressly admitted that the

LIRI’s speech, in which he called the protesters thugs and evil doers, along with “shutting down

the internet” and “arresting the protesters leaders’ helped to sweep people off the streets” (re

OS012_30).

13. Hassan Karami

Number in the List of Accused: 13

Position in November 2019: The Commander of the Special Units of Iran’s Police

Full profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/104/hassan-karami/

Authority: Karami is in charge of the Iranian police special forces consisting of four main

brigades. These highly trained forces are tasked with counter-terrorism, hostage situations, and

suppressing protests. According to its commanders, Special Units are based in the centre of all

30 provinces of Iran and number more than 20,000 across the country.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Commander of the Special Units of Iran’s Police, Karami is directly responsible for supervising

the operation of forces under his command during November 2019 protests. Special Units are

known as Iran’s most suppressive force and played a key role in the suppression of every protest

in Iran since their establishment in the early 1990’s. They were also the main force in the43

43 Veisi, Morad, Anatomy Of Suppression In Iran: The Institutions & Tactics That Repeatedly Quash Dissent, Radio
Farda, 21 Aug 2018
https://en.radiofarda.com/a/layers-of-suppression-in-Islamic-republic-Iran/29437016.html. Golkar, Saeid, Iran's
Coercive Apparatus: Capacity and Desire, Washington Institute, Jan 2018
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/irans-coercive-apparatus-capacity-and-desire
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suppression of protesters in November 2019 killing hundreds, injuring and detaining thousands.

44

In an interview on 13 October 2021, Karami admitted the presence of his forces in the

suppression of protests in November 2019 (re OS013_33). In another interview about protests

in 2018 and November 2019, Karami expressly stated that his forces “were able to suppress

them with their high mobility” (re OS013_34).

Karami stated in an interview on 10 February 2020 that “water guns are Special Units’ main

weapon against protesters” (re OS13_35). This was said despite dozens of videos recorded by

eyewitnesses showing Special Units shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the

protesters. A brief list of such footage is as followed:

AV0003/4/5: Police Special Unit forces in Chamran town (Jarrahi) by marshes crouch near

armoured vehicles and fire shots. Women are heard screaming in the background on 18

November 2019.

AV0012: Teargas fills the air as the Police Special Unit forces on motorbikes charge at protesters

in Zone 13 of Isfahan Municipality on 17 November 2019.

AV0015: Sometimes between 16-18 November, the Police Special Unit forces advance through

Daneshgah street in Isfahan, firing tear gas canisters.

AV0018: The Police Special Unit forces at Jomhuri street in Mariwan advance towards protesters

and fire shots on 16 November 2019.

44 Veisi, Morad, Iran's Fearsome 'Special Unit' Has Not Left The Streets For 3 Years, 27 Dec 2019
https://en.radiofarda.com/a/iran-s-fearsome-special-unit-has-not-left-streets-for-3-years-/30348074.html. See also,
Gholipour, Behnam, How Do Iranian Police Infiltrate Nationwide Protests? - IranWire, 31 Mear 2021
https://iranwire.com/en/features/9272
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AV0032: 16th November 2019, special unit forces threaten those blocking the motorway from

Tehran to Karaj with assault weapons (AK47.

AV0041: 17th November 2019, Mahrshahr, Karaj. A man who has been shot and is bleeding

from his head is on the ground and special unit forces chase protestors with batons.

AV0049: In the beginning of the video, two shot people on the ground can be seen. The rest of

the video shows protestors and special unit forces and gunfire can be heard. This is 16th

November 2019, Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz.

AV0052: 16th November 2019, protestors on Maliabad boulevard throw stones but are met

with bullets from special unit forces.

AV0055/56: 16 November 2019, ordinary police, special unit forces and plainclothes men are

present in large numbers in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire is heard. Video taker says

protestors are being arrested and someone has died.

AV0063: Ordinary police and special unit forces at the intersection of Zendan-e-Shiraz shoot at

protestors.

AV0074: Special unit forces attack protestors gathered around Imam Khomeini roundabout in

Bushehr on 16th November 2019. Gunshots can be heard (probably tear gas) and protestors

scream and run away. The poster claims that someone died in this incident.

AV0077: 16th November 2019, special unit forces, ordinary police and security forces shoot into

the air around peaceful protestors in Shahre Kord. They forcefully arrest an individual at the

intersection.
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AV0079: 16th November 2019, special unit forces drive towards protestors at Shahid Fahmideh

roundabout in Tabriz with water cannons. Gunfire can be heard and the smoke from tear gas

can be seen.

AV0083: In Valiasr square in Gorgan, Ordinary Police & Special Unit shoot a person multiple

times at close range as they back away, before beating him on 16 November 2019.

AV0084: Ordinary Police, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces confront protesters at Valiasr square

2019. Shots are heard as security forces drag several protesters away.

AV0087: Ordinary police and Special Unit forces fire tear gas into crowds gathered on Shariati

street on 16 November 2019.

AV0095: Police Special Unit forces at Vafadar street in Tehran shoot at protesters who are

running away on 17 November 2019.

AV0096: 21st November 2019, Haft Hoz square, Tehran. Special unit forces shoot into the air on

motorbikes and disrupt a peaceful gathering.

AV00105: Police Special Unit forces take shots at protesters gathered near Shaheed Sayyad

Shirazi bridge in Andisheh town on 16 November 2019.

AV00112: Special forces unit shoot towards protestors on Kiyan Pars street, Ahwaz, 15th

November 2019.

14. Habibollah Jan Nesari

AKA: Habibollah Jan-Nesari

Number in the List of Accused: 14

Position in November 2019: The Deputy Commander of the Special Units of Iran’s Police

Full profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/105/habibollah-jan-nesari/
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Authority: He is the operation commander and the second in command of the Iranian police

special forces consisting of four main brigades. These highly trained forces are tasked with

assisting in counter-terrorism, hostage situations, and suppressing protests. According to its

commanders, Special Units are based in the centre of all 30 provinces of Iran and known to be

more than 20,000 across the country.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Operation Commander of the Special Units of Iran’s Police, Karami is directly responsible for

leading forces under his command during November 2019 protests. Special Units are Iran’s most

suppressive force and have played a crucial role in suppressing every protest in Iran since their

establishment in the early 1990s. They were also the leading force in suppressing protesters in45

November 2019, killing hundreds, injuring and detaining thousands.46

In a 7th of December 2019 speech, at a stage where no investigation had been done, Jan Nesari

claimed that foreign countries manipulated protests. He stated: “the Hebrew, Arabic and

Western triad with all their media, intelligence and monetary power, have been preparing for

such events for years to take advantage of the wave of popular protests to strike at the Islamic

Republic”  (re OS014_35).

In a speech on 26 November 2019, Jan Nesari admitted the presence of his forces in the

suppression of protests in November 2019 (re OS014_36). Although hundreds of unarmed

46 Veisi, Morad, Iran's Fearsome 'Special Unit' Has Not Left The Streets For 3 Years, 27 Dec 2019
https://en.radiofarda.com/a/iran-s-fearsome-special-unit-has-not-left-streets-for-3-years-/30348074.html, See also,
Gholipour, Behnam, How Do Iranian Police Infiltrate Nationwide Protests? - IranWire, 31 Mear 2021
https://iranwire.com/en/features/9272

45 Veisi, Morad, Anatomy Of Suppression In Iran: The Institutions & Tactics That Repeatedly Quash Dissent, Radio
Farda, 21 Aug 2018
https://en.radiofarda.com/a/layers-of-suppression-in-Islamic-republic-Iran/29437016.html, See also, Golkar, Saeid,
Iran's Coercive Apparatus: Capacity and Desire, Washington Institute, Jan 2018
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/irans-coercive-apparatus-capacity-and-desire
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protesters were killed during the crackdown, he praised the conduct of forces under his

command and stated, “Patience and correct management and intelligence and insight of special

units against the protesters and the rioters are commendable” (OS014_36). The Counsel team

has collected dozens of videos recorded by eyewitnesses showing Special Units shooting

firearms and tear gas canisters directly at protesters. A brief list of such videos are as follows:

AV0003/4/5: Police Special Unit forces in Chamran town (Jarrahi) by marshes crouch near

armoured vehicles and fire shots. Women are heard screaming in the background on 18

November 2019.

AV0012: Teargas fills the air as the Police Special Unit forces on motorbikes charge protesters in

Zone 13 of Isfahan Municipality on 17 November 2019.

AV0015: Sometimes between 16-18 November, the Police Special Unit forces advance through

Daneshgah street in Isfahan, firing tear gas canisters.

AV0018: The Police Special Unit forces at Jomhuri street in Mariwan advanced towards

protesters and fire shots on 16 November 2019.

AV0032: 16th November 2019, Special Unit forces threaten those blocking the motorway from

Tehran to Karaj with assault weapons (AK47).

AV0041: 17th November 2019, Mahrshahr, Karaj. A man who has been shot and is bleeding

from his head is on the ground, and Special Unit forces chase protestors with batons.

AV0049: 16th November 2019, Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz. At the beginning of the video, two

people who have been shot can be seen. The rest of the video shows protesters and Special

Unit forces. Gunfire can be heard.
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AV0052: 16th November 2019, protesters on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz, throw stones and are

met with bullets from Special Unit forces.

AV0055/56: 16 November 2019, ordinary police, Special Unit forces, and plainclothes men are

present in large numbers in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire is heard. The video taker

says protesters are being arrested, and someone has died.

AV0063: Ordinary police and Special Unit forces at the intersection of Zendan-e-Shiraz shoot at

protesters.

AV0074: Special Unit forces attack protestors gathered around Imam Khomeini roundabout in

Bushehr on 16th November 2019. Gunshots can be heard (and probably tear gas), and

protesters scream and run away. The poster claims that someone died in this incident.

AV0077: 16th November 2019, Special Unit forces, ordinary police and security forces shoot

into the air around peaceful protestors in Shahre Kord. They forcefully arrest an individual at the

intersection.

AV0079: 16 November 2019, Special Unit forces drive towards protesters at Shahid Fahmideh

roundabout in Tabriz with water cannons. Gunfire can be heard, and the smoke from tear gas

can be seen.

AV0083: 16 November 2019, Valiasr square in Gorgan, ordinary police and Special Unit shoot a

person multiple times at close range as they back away before beating them.

AV0084: Ordinary police, Special Unit and plainclothed forces confront protesters at Valiasr

square in 2019. Shots are heard as security forces drag several protesters away.
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AV0087: Ordinary police and Special Unit forces fire tear gas into crowds gathered on Shariati

Street 16 November 2019.

AV0095: Police Special Unit forces at Vafadar street in Tehran shoot protesters running away on

17 November 2019.

AV0096: 21st November 2019, Haft Hoz square, Tehran. Special Unit forces shoot into the air on

motorbikes and disrupt a peaceful gathering.

AV00105: Police Special Unit forces take shots at protesters gathered near Shaheed Sayyad

Shirazi bridge in Andisheh town on 16 November 2019.

AV00112: Special Unit forces shoot towards protesters on Kiyan Pars street, Ahwaz on 15th

November 2019.

15. Mohammad Pakpour

Number in the List of Accused: 15

Position in November 2019: Commander of the IRGC Ground Force

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/106/mohammad-pakpour/

Authority: Commander of the IRGC ground force is in charge of all ground forces units, including

the IRGC Provincial Corps and Imam Ali Security Brigades, established in 2011 solely to control

protests.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Commander of the IRGC ground force, Pakpour is responsible for supervising the operation

of IRGC provincial brigades and Imam Ali Security Brigades. Both played a crucial role in

suppressing protesters in November 2019, leading to hundreds of deaths. Imam Ali Security

Brigades is known as the “national headquarters for urban repression” and has played a key role
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in suppressing protests across Iran since 2011. IRGC Provincial Corps have been involved in47

suppressing protests since 2009.48

A video published by Fars News Agency, affiliated with the IRGC, about the Imam Ali Security

Brigade in Qeshm shows the forces in training, shooting AK47s (Re OTE015_08).

16. Mohammad Javad Azari Jahromi

Number in the List of Accused:16

Position in November 2019: Minister of information and Communications Technology (ICT)

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/53/mohammad-javad-azari-jahromi/

Authority: The Minister of ICT is in charge of laying out and implementing policies on the

telecommunication infrastructure, postal services and the internet. He is also in charge of

issuing import licenses for specific communication devices. In addition, he is a legal member of

the Supreme Council of Cyberspace.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Minister of ICT and a member of the Supreme Council of Cyberspace, Jahromi has played a

vital role in shutting down the internet and causing severe disruption to other means of

communications. Furthermore, the shutdown facilitated the violent suppression of protesters

by security and police forces during the November 2019 protests and prevented its media

48 The IRGC Provincial Corps, IranWire, 9 April 2019
https://iranwire.com/en/features/5962

47 Murad Veisi, "Imam Ali Security Battalions, the Product of the Islamic Republic's Experience in Countering Street
Protests", Radio Farda, 2011
https://www.radiofarda.com/a/f2_iran_imam_ali_forces_revolutionary_guards_protests_baseejis_police/2435749
4.html
Murad, Veisi, “National Headquarters for Urban Repression”, Radio Farda, 8 Sep 2019
https://www.radiofarda.com/a/analysis-on-appointment-of-gheibparvar-to-imam-Ali-security-HQ/30152640.html
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coverage and international scrutiny. The internet shutdown effectively obstructed

documenting the human rights violations during the crackdown on the protesters in Iran.

On 18 November 2019, Jahromi admitted his role in shutting down the internet and stated

that it was by order of the Country’s Security Council (re OS016_035). On 16 December 2019,

Jahromi stated that “shutting down the internet has been recognised as a right” (re

OS016_036). No law in Iran allows the authorities to shut down the internet.

17. Mohammad Mahmoud Abadi

Number in the List of Accused: 17

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Sirjan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/115/mohammad-mahmoudabadi/

Authority: As a local governor, Abadi is a high representative of the government in the scope of

their mission. Local governors are responsible for implementing public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces and the Islamic councils of

the cities, and the municipalities public, non-governmental organizations.

● Military forces operate under the supervision of the governors within the framework

of their duties related to the security of the regions.

As a local governor and a high government representative, he is accountable to the Provincial

Governor and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC).
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2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests:

As the head of Sirjan Security Council in the session on the 15 of November 2019, he is

responsible for making decisions on issuing the shooting order for the police and other armed

forces, which led to the death of at least two protesters.

In an interview on 16 November 2019, Mahmoudabadi admitted that at least one protester was

killed, and several were injured and said: ‘some took advantage of the peaceful gathering and

had the intention of destroying public property and damaging petrol stations, trying to gain
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access to the oil company's main tanks and setting them on fire, which were repulsed by

security forces, police, the IRGC and the Basij.’ (re OS017_39, OS017_40).

The videos recorded by eyewitnesses in Sirjan:

AV0042: In the late hours of 15th November 2019, protestors are in front of a government

building, heavy gunfire can be heard. Protesters are peaceful and do not pose any threat.

AV0043: A shot individual (Javad Nazari) is on the ground and bleeding from his head. Video is

from the late hours of November 15th 2019 in Sirjan.

18. Anoushirvan Mohseni-Bandpey

Number in the List of Accused: 18

Position in November 2019: The Governor of the Tehran Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/95/anushiravan-mohseni-bandpei/

Authority: According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated

20 Oct 1998:

Provincial Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

• The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

• The Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet, and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province and will be accountable to

the interior minister.
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According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is the head of the PSCl and responsible for establishing and maintaining

order and security in the province. The security duties of Governors are determined by the CSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the PSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Provincial Security Council and the security orders

of the Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be

punished as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:
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As Governor of Tehran province and head of the PSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces

in the province, which led to the death of at least 130 protesters in this province.

He is also responsible for covering up the details of the suppression by refusing the release of

the number of protesters killed in November 2019 and effectively obstructing the access to the

information regarding the details of the events by dismissing and misdirecting the responsibility

of releasing this information. In a press conference on 20 February 2020, when asked about the

number of civilians killed in Tehran province during the November 2019 protests, he promised

to release the information at his next press conference but up until today (2 January 2022) such

information has been withheld from the public and the press. (re OS018_27).

He is also responsible for attempting to cover up the role of local Governors under his

supervision in ordering the use of lethal weapons against the protesters. In a press conference

on 3 December 2019 in a reaction to the statement made by Leila Vaseghi, Governor of

Shahr-e-Quds admitting that she personally orders security forces to shoot protesters in front of

the Governorate building, he denied the use of lethal weapons by security forces and stated

that ‘there are no firearms in the Governorate building to use against protesters. And madam

Governor will soon clarify on her statement’. (re OS018_28) In the same press conference he

admitted that 2021 protesters were arrested in Tehran.

Despite Mohseni-Bandpey claims, videos recorded by eyewitnesses show security forces

shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. A brief list of such footage is

as followed:

AV0086: 16th November 2019, Shariaty street, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and two gunshots

are heard. It seems that they are tear gas.

AV0087: Ordinary police and Special Unit forces fire tear gas into crowds gathered on Shariati

street on 16 November 2019.
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AV0088: 16th November 2019, Tehransar boulevard, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and one

gunshot is heard. It seems that it is tear gas.

AV0089: 16th November 2019, Kashani boulevard, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and one

gunshot is heard. It seems that it is tear gas. Special unit forces are present.

AV0090: The sound of gunfire is audible as some protesters throw stones towards or run away

from security forces at Fadaeiyan Eslam street in Tehran on 16 November 2019.

AV0091: Late hours of 16th November 2019, Chahardangeh, Tehran. Continuous shooting at

protestors from the top of a Basij base. It has been said that at least 1 and at most 3 people died

in this incident.

AV0092/93/94: Late hours of 16th November 2019, Chahardangeh, Tehran. Continuous

shooting at protestors from the top of a Basij base. It has been said that at least 1 and at most 3

people died in this incident.

AV0095: Police Special Unit forces at Vafadar street in Tehran shoot at protesters who are

running away on 17 November 2019.

AV0096: 21st November 2019, Haft Hoz square, Tehran. Special unit forces shoot into the air on

motorbikes and terrorise people.

AV0097: In the first Sadeghieh Square, Tehran, people chant slogans and gunshots can be heard

AV00105: Police Special Unit forces take shots at protesters gathered near Shaheed Sayyad

Shirazi bridge in Andisheh town on 16 November 2019.

AV00106: Protestors in Velayat boulevard, Andisheh, on 16 November 2019. They are throwing

stones at ordinary police officers who are escaping. Gunfire can be heard. An officer returns and

shoots at the protestors.
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AV00107: A lot of blood has been spilled on Donyamali boulevard, Andisheh. Video was taken

between 15th-19th November.

AV00108: Someone who was shot is being transported across Donyamali boulevard, Andisheh.

Video was taken between 16th-20th November.

AV00109: Teargas used against protesters in front of a Basij base in Donya Mali Boulevard in

Andisheh Town on 16 November 2019. The woman filming says Basij forces are shooting at

protesters.

AV00110: A security official on the rooftop of a Basij base aims his rifle at protesters in Donya

Mali Boulevard in Andisheh Town on 16 November. The man filming says he shot at the crowd.

AV00116: 16th November 2019, Aderan three-way, Baharestan. Special unit forces shoot at

peaceful protestors.

AV00117: Ordinary police forces shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of

Bahrestan county in Saveh road on 16 November 2019.

AV00118: Riot police shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of Bahrestan county in

Saveh road.

AV00119: Protesters gather in Aderan junction, Baharestan as the sound of weapons being fired

is heard in the background on 16 November 2019.

AV00120: 17th November 2019, Nasim shahr police station, Baharestan. The body of someone

who was shot at from the top of the building is shown. Before, protestors were standing outside

in large numbers.

AV00121: Aderan three-way, Baharestan, in front of the police base. Several dead bodies shot

on 17 November 2019 are shown.
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AV00122: 16th November 2019, Bagh-e-Feiz, Eslamshahr. Protestors are scattered and gunshots

can be heard.

AV00123: At Basij boulevard in Eslamshahr, tear gas fills the air and the sound of weapons

consistently firing can be heard on 16 November 2019.

AV00125/126: Ordinary Police fire Kalashnikov rifles at oncoming protesters gathered on Fajr

(Farmandari) Square in Shahriar on 16 November 2019. Some are throwing rocks.

AV00127/128: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has been

shot and the crowd are running towards him.

AV00129: A person standing in the street is shot and carried away by several people in Shahriar

sometime between 16-18 November 2019. Shots are heard in the background.

AV00130: People gather around the body of someone who was shot and say he is dead.

Beheshti street, Shariar.

AV00131: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has been shot and

the crowd are running towards him.

AV00132: People carry the body of someone who was shot on Valiasr street, Shahriar

AV00133: An Emdad police car stops in the road and security forces shoot out of the window

with a handgun in Valiasr street in Shahriar.

AV00149: An injured protester is carried away at Donya Mali Boulevard in Andisheh town on 16

November 2021.

19. Azizollah Shahbazi

Number in the List of Accused: 19

Position in November 2019: The Governor of the Alborz Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/96/azizollah-shahbazi/
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Authority: According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated

20 Oct 1998:

Provincial Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

• The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

• The Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet, and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province and will be accountable to

the interior minister.

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is the head of the PSC and responsible for establishing and maintaining

order and security in the province. The security duties of Governors are determined by the CSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the PSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Alborz province and head of the PSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces

in the province, which led to the death of at least 30 protesters in this province.

In an interview on 21 November 2019, Shahbazi admitted that the crackdown on the protesters

including the use of lethal force started after the protesters began ‘marching through the

streets and shouting radical slogans [against the regime]’. (OS019_27)

He is also responsible for covering up the details of the suppression by refusing the release of

the number of protesters killed in November 2019 and effectively obstructing the access to the

information regarding the details of the events by dismissing and misdirecting the responsibility

of releasing this information.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show military and security forces under supervision of Shabazi

shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. Despite Shahbazi’s claims

about protesters looting and being violent, several footages show that security forces shot
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unarmed civilians who posed no threat or were not even protesting but simply standing or

passing by (re AV0031, AV0035). A brief list of such footage is as followed:

AV0031: 16 November 2019, the body of Amirhossein Kabiri is in front of the traffic police base

in Hesarak, Karaj. His hands are in his pockets.

AV0032: 16th November 2019, special unit forces threaten those blocking the motorway from

Tehran to Karaj with assault weapons.

AV0033: The body of Pouya Bakhtiari is shown with a bullet hole in his head. This is in the

forensic medicine department in Karaj.

AV0034: Just before Pouya Bakhtiari is shot. 16th November 2019 in Rozhaban Boulevard, Karaj.

His mother, Nahid Shirbisheh, is heard saying, "He's my son! He's my son!"

AV0035: CCTV footage from Ebrahim Ketabdar's shop in Ghezel Hesar motorway in Karaj, 16th

November. He is looking at the protestors on the other side of the street. He is shot and falls to

the ground.

AV0036: Protesters run away from security forces near Shohada square in Karaj on 16

November 2019. The sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard.

AV0037: People carrying the body of someone who was shot on Beheshti Street, Karaj, near

Rahour police station, 16th November 2019.

AV0038: Someone who has taken a bullet to the chest is lying on the ground near Golshahr,

Karaj, 16th November 2019. Ambulance sirens can be heard in the background. Someone says,

"He seems dead." Another person shouts, "ambulance!"
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AV0039: 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, 16th November 2019. A shot person is lying on the

ground but the ambulance will not stop.

AV0040: Two people are on the ground 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, November 16th. The

report claims that snipers were shooting from the roof of Melli Bank.

AV0041: 17th November 2019, Mahrshahr, Karaj. A man who has been shot and is bleeding

from his head is on the ground and special unit forces chase protestors with batons.

AV0045: Meshkindasht Basij forces shoot at protestors from the roof and upper floors of their

base on 16 November 2019. Protestors have set fire to tires. The video taker says two people

have died.

AV0046: Meshkindasht Basij forces shoot at protestors from the roof and upper floors of their

base on 16 November 2019. One of the protestors shows bullet casings to the camera.

AV00101: The sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard while fires burn in the street

near the 3rd Square in Fardis on 17 November 2019.

AV00102: 17th November 2019. A driver is filming while passing the damage on Shohada street,

Fardis. Gunshots can be heard in the distance.

20. Enayatollah Rahimi

Number in the List of Accused: 20

Position in November 2019: Governor of the Fars Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/97/enayatollah-rahimi/
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Authority: According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated

20 Oct 1998:

Provincial Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

• The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

• The Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet, and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province and will be accountable to

the interior minister.

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is the head of the Provincial Security Council and responsible for

establishing and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties of

Governors are determined by the CSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the PSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Fars province and head of the PSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces

in the province, which led to the death of at least 24 protesters in this province.

In a speech on 26 November 2019 addressing the Basij forces, Rahimi praised the operation the

Basij, police and security forces during the crackdown on the protesters in November 2019 and

claimed that ‘In recent events, the security forces, the police, the IRGC and the Basij have made

every effort to control the situation and calm the situation, and even these forces themselves

have been harmed, but they have not allowed the country and the people to be harmed.’ (re

OS020_38).

In contrast to Rahimi’s claims, videos recorded by eyewitnesses show military and security

forces under the supervision of Rahimi using excessive force against unarmed protesters and

shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at them. A brief list of those footage are as

follows:
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AV0047/48 : Morning of 16th November 2019 under Maliabad bridge, Shiraz. Security forces cut

off protestors with tear gas.

AV0049: In the beginning of the video, two shot people on the ground can be seen. The rest of

the video shows protestors and special unit forces and gunfire can be heard. This is 16th

November 2019, Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz.

AV0050: 16th November 2019, someone who was shot on Maliabad Boulevard near Goldasht

police station is on the ground. Gunfire is heard. One of the protestors shouts, "Maliabad police

station is shooting at people! They're shooting at people!"

AV0051: 16th November 2019, special unit forces prepare their motorbikes to confront

protestors a few meters ahead. A gunshot can be heard at the end of the video.

AV0052: 16th November 2019, protestors on Maliabad boulevard throw stones but are met

with bullets from special unit forces.

AV0053: 16th November 2019, crowds disperse as a result of bullets from Goldasht police

station

AV0054: 16th November 2019, a helicopter is above Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz, and cars burn

in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard from different directions at the end of

the video.

AV0055: November 16th, 2019, police officers, special unit forces and plainclothes men back

into Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0056: November 16th, 2019, ordinary police, special unit forces and plainclothes men are

present in large numbers in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire is heard. Video taker says

protesters are being arrested and someone has died.
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AV0057/58: Protesters throw rocks at Goldasht police station on Mali Abad boulevard on 16

November 2019. The station has been on fire and voices of shooting are heard in the

background.

AV0059: Heavy Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit & Special Unit presence in Paramont junction in

Shiraz on 16 or 17 November 2019. The sounds of weapons being fired can be heard.

AV0060: scattered presence of protestors on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz at night. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance.

AV0061: Scattered presence of protestors on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance. Someone says: the sound of gunfire is coming from the

police station. He says it's 5:45pm, Maliabad.

AV0062: Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces arrest protestors and

force them onto Goldasht police station yard. Gunfire can be heard in the background.

AV0063: Ordinary police and special unit forces at the intersection of Zendan-e-Shiraz shoot at

protestors.

AV0064: 16th November 2019, from a hill, probably near Commercial Complex Parmida, Sadra.

Smoke can be seen from the town and the sound of heavy gunfire can be heard.

AV0065/66: Gunfire from Basij base in Bostan Boulevard, Sadra, 16th November.

AV0067: 16th November 2019, Bostan Boulevard, Sadra. A blood-covered body is lying in front

of Sadra's Basij base. Gunshots can be heard from the Basij base.

AV0068: A helicopter flies overhead. Basij forces shoot at protesters in Boustan boulevard from

a Basij headquarters' rooftop on 16 November 2019.

AV0069: Imam Boulevard, Sadra, between 15th-23rd November 2019. Scenes of tumult while

an injured protester is on the ground and people are carrying other injured protestors.
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21. Gholamreza Shariati

Number in the List of Accused: 21

Position in November 2019: Governor of the province Khuzestan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/98/gholamreza-shariati/

Authority: According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated

20 Oct 1998:

Provincial Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

• The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

• The Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet, and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province and will be accountable to

the interior minister.

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for establishing

and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties of Governors are

determined by the CSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the PSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.
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2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Khuzestan province and head of the PSC, he was responsible for ordering the

use of deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security

forces in the province, which led to the death of at least 57 protesters in this province.

He is also responsible for covering up the details of the suppression by refusing the release of

the number of protesters killed in November 2019 and effectively obstructing the access to the

information regarding the details of the events by dismissing and misdirecting the responsibility

of releasing this information.

On 19 November 2019, in response to a question about the number of protesters killed in

Mahshahr, Shariati refused to release the details and stated that security forces’ use of lethal

force was a response to ‘thugs who tried to turn protests into violence’. (re OS021_39).
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However, on 25 December 2019, he denied that the protesters were killed in Mahshahr and

stated ‘reports on [killing protesters] in Mahshahr are stories and fantasy; Because such a thing

has never happened.’ He added ‘False statistics in this regard are one of the tricks of the enemy

to distort the image of the system and make it look harsh and violent, which all lovers of the

system should pay attention to [...] If the enemies of the regime even had one evidence about

these fantasies, they would have trumpeted and chanted it thousands of times in their media,

which is why they have verbally claimed to have killed people. These are based on pure lies. If

the enemies’ media networks, which always go a long way to magnify the events in Iran, if they

have evidence of their claim, why do not they announce the names of those killed during the

protests.’(OS021_40, OS021_41) Amnesty International released the details of at least 57

protesters killed by the forces under Shariati’s supervision in Khuzestan.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses showing military and security forces under supervision of

Shariati shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. A brief list of this

footage are as follows:

AV0001: Some protesters throw stones at security forces near 7 Tir gas station in Mahshahr.

Shots are heard. A protester is shot and carried away.

AV0002: A protester is shot near a petrol station in 7 Tir, Mahshahr. People are running towards

him.

AV0003/4/5: Police Special Unit forces in Chamran town (Jarrahi) by marshes crouch near

armoured vehicles and fire shots. Women are heard screaming in the background on 18

November 2019.

AV0006: Morning of 18 November 2019, near marshes. Protestors are backing away while

throwing stones. Gunfire can be heard.
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AV0007: Morning of 18 November 2019, at Basat roundabout in Mahshahr. Protestors are

escaping towards the entrance of Shahrak Chamran and the marshes. Gunfire can be heard in

the background.

AV0008: Between 16th-19th November on the streets of Mahshahr. Armed IRGC soldiers can be

seen.

AV0009: Sometimes between 15-19 November 2019, men stand in a residential road in

Taleghani town, in Mahshahr while the consistent sound of weapons being fired can be heard.

AV0010: Morning of 19th November 2019. Entrance to Shahrak Taleghani, Mahshahr. Armed

personnel can be seen.

AV0070: Basij forces and plainclothes men have gathered on one side of XX Boulevard.

Gunshots can be heard.

AV00100: Continuous shooting at peaceful protestors who are chanting slogans in Arabic. They

escape. 15th November 2019, Khoramshahr.

AV00111: People are standing on both sides of a street in Ahwaz. What seems like gunfire can

be heard.

AV00112: Special forces unit shoot towards protestors on Kiyan Pars street, Ahwaz, 15th

November 2019. It seems to be tear gas.

AV00113: A member of the Police Special Unit beats a man with a baton as he and other

protesters near Kianpars street in Ahwaz try to run away.

AV00114: Video taken from official sources. Protestors are throwing stones at Ahmadi Religious

School in Ahwaz, 15th-18th November. After, the body of a shot individual is carried next to the

building

AV00115: Peaceful protests in Kiyan Pars area, Ahwaz. Gunfire is heard.
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AV00124: A few machine guns are seen attached to white vans belonging to the IRGC near a

school.

AV00134: Ordinary police forces gathered at Bank Melli square, Behbahan on 16th November

2019. Gunshots can be heard.

AV00135: 16th November 2019. Protestors on Bank Melli square throw stones at the bank

windows and chant 'death to Khamenei'. Gunfire is heard.

AV00136: 16th November 2019, Bank Melli square, Behbahan. Heavy gunfire is heard and

protestors are escaping.

AV00137: 16th November 2019, Bank Melli square, Behbahan. The bank is on fire. Gunfire is

heard and a row of security forces can be seen fighting protestors, some of whom are throwing

stones.

AV00138: Protestors at Bank Melli square, Behbahan, on 16th November pull someone out of

the fire. Gunfire is heard in the background.

AV00139: People are standing around Bank Melli square, Behbahan, 16th November Gunfire is

heard.

AV00140: Ordinary police shoot at protestors around Bank Melli square, 16th November

Protestors are escaping.

AV00141: 16th November 2019, Nahayi street, Behbahan. Protestors are throwing stones and

shouting. Behind them (around Bank Melli square), gunfire can be heard.

AV00142 : Protestors on one side of Shiraz bridge, Behbahan, throw stones towards uniformed

forces. Gunfire is heard.

AV00143: Heavy gunfire is heard. IRGC and Basij forces are standing on Shiraz boulevard bridge,

Behbahan, on November 16th. The video taker notes that four people have been shot there
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(three men and one woman). Farzad Ansarifar and Dashti brothers were shot dead and Maryam

Payab was injured.

AV00144: Gunfire is heard at the beginning. Ordinary police and protestors throw stones at

each other on one of the streets off of Bank Melli square on November 16th.

22. Mohammad Javad Fadaei

Number in the List of Accused: 22

Position in November 2019: Governor of the province Kerman

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/99/mohammad-javad-fadaei/

Authority: According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated

20 Oct 1998:

Provincial Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

● The Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet, and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province and will be

accountable to the interior minister.

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:
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1. The Governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for

establishing and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties

of Governors are determined by the CSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the PSC and supervising the

proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining

and formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties

and security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the

framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Kerman province and head of the PSC, he was responsible for ordering the use

of deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security

forces in the province, which led to the death of at least 2 protesters in this province.
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Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show military and security forces under Fadaei’s supervision

shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. A brief list of these footage

are as follows:

AV0042: protesters are in front of a government building multiple gunshots can be heard.

AV0043: A shot individual (Javad Nazari) is on the ground and bleeding from his head. Video is

from the late hours of November 15th 2019 in Sirjan.

AV0085: The forces of the special unit of the police, armed with guns and batons, run and ride

motorcycles along the One Thousand and One Nights street in Kerman. In the background

comes the sound of shooting

23. Hassan Shahvarpour

Number in the List of Accused: 23

Position in November 2019: The Commander of the IRGC in Khuzestan province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/107/hassan-shahvarpour/

Authority: Provincial IRGC Commander is the commander of the IRGC brigade based in the

province and in charge of all IRGC forces in the region. He is also a member of the Provincial

Security Council. Along with other military forces based in the province, he operates under the

supervision of the Provincial Governor in the case of security challenges. But he is accountable

to the IRGC Chief Commander.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against

protesters which led to the death of at least 57 protesters in this province.
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As Commander of the IRGC in Khuzestan province, he is responsible for supervising the

operation of military forces under his command using assault weapons and machine guns

against unarmed protesters especially in Mahshahr.

On 20 November 2019, Shahvarpour said ‘security is our red line and the system has no mercy

on those who violate the security’ (re OS023_42) He added ‘despite all its power and pride, the

United States thanked us for not targeting the plane with its occupants, but some newcomers

thought of disrupting the security of Khuzestan.’ (re OS023_42)

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under Shahvarpour’s command shooting firearms

and tear gas canisters directly at the unarmed protesters. A brief list of these footage are as

follows:

AV0008: Between 16th-19th November on the streets of Mahshahr. Armed IRGC soldiers can be

seen.

AV0010: Morning of 19th November 2019. Entrance to Shahrak Taleghani, Mahshahr. Armed

personnel can be seen.

AV0070: Basij forces and plainclothes men have gathered on one side of Boulevard. Gunshots

can be heard.

AV00114: Video taken from official sources. Protestors are throwing stones at Ahmadi Religious

School in Ahwaz, 15th-18th November. The body of a shot individual is carried out.

AV00124: A few machine guns are seen attached to white vans belonging to the IRGC near a

school.

AV00142: Protestors on one side of Shiraz bridge, Behbahan, throw stones towards uniformed

forces. Gunfire can be heard.

AV00143: Heavy gunfire is heard. IRGC and Basij forces are standing on Shiraz boulevard bridge,

Behbahan, on November 16th. The video taker notes that four people have been shot there
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(three men and one woman). Farzad Ansarifar and Dashti brothers were shot dead and Maryam

Payab was injured.

24. Karim Babaei

Number in the List of Accused: 24

Position in November 2019: The Commander of the IRGC in Mahshahr

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/108/karim-babaei/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against

protesters which led to the death of dozens of protesters in the city of Mahshahr.

As Commander of the IRGC in Mahshahr, he is responsible for supervising the operation of

military forces under his command using assault weapons and machine guns against unarmed

protesters in Mahshahr.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show military forces under Babaei’s command with armored

vehicles and shooting assault weapons at unarmed protesters in Mahshahr.

AV0002: A protester is shot near a petrol station in 7 Tir, Mahshahr. People are running towards

him.

AV0006: Morning of November 18th 2019, near marshes. Protesters are backing away while

throwing stones. Gunfire can be heard.
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AV0007: Morning of 18 November 2019, at Basat roundabout in Mahshahr. Protestors are

escaping towards the entrance of Shahrak Chamran and the marshes. Gunfire can be heard in

the background.

AV0008: Between 16th-19th November on the streets of Mahshahr. Armed IRGC soldiers can be

seen.

AV0009: Sometime between 15-19 November 2019, men stand in a residential road in Taleghani

town, in Mahshahr while the consistent sound of weapons being fired can be heard.

AV0010: Morning of 19th November 2019. Entrance to Shahrak Taleghani, Mahshahr. Armed

personnel can be seen.

25. Mohsen Khancharli

Number in the List of Accused: 25

Position in November 2019: Police Commander of West of Tehran province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/109/mohsen-khancharli/

Authority: Commander of the Police Force of the province is a legal member of the PSC and in

charge of all units of police force in the province. He is also responsible for appointing and

supervising the operation of the local police commanders.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against

protesters which led to the death of hundreds of protesters in Tehran province.

As Commander of the Police Force of the west of Tehran province, he is responsible for

supervising the operation of forces under his command in using excessive force including lethal

weapons against protesters in November 2019.

On 13 December 2019, Khancharli announced that ‘three leaders of unrest in the city of

Shahriar were arrested and they confessed to their crimes in destroying public property’
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(OS25_43). On 28 November 2019, Khancharli announced that ‘30 leaders of riots in the west of

Tehran province were arrested’ and that ‘they confessed to their crimes’. (OS25_44) The

investigations into the confessions obtained by the Iranian police and security forces indicate

that they are commonly obtained under severe torture and ill-treatment.49

Despite Khancharli’s claims, videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under his command

shooting firearms at unarmed and peaceful protesters. A brief list these footages are as follows:

AV00105: Police Special Unit forces take shots at protesters gathered near Shaheed Sayyad

Shirazi bridge in Andisheh town on 16 November 2019.

AV00106: Protestors in Velayat boulevard, Andisheh, on November 16th, 2019. They are

throwing stones at ordinary police officers who are escaping. Gunfire can be heard. An officer

returns and shoots at the protestors.

AV00108: Someone who was shot is being transported across Donyamali boulevard, Andisheh.

Video was taken between 16th-20th November.

AV00116 : 16th November 2019, Aderan three-way, Baharestan. Special unit forces shoot at

peaceful protestors.

49 “Orwellian state: the Islamic republic of Iran state media as a weapon of mass suppression”, Justice for Iran, 1
June 2020
https://justice4iran.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ORWELLIAN-STATE-ISLAMIC-REPUBLIC-OF-IRAN%E2%80%99
S-STATE-MEDIA-AS-A-WEAPON-OF-MASS-SUPPRESSION-English-1.pdf. See Also, Forced Confessions and Iran’s
Commitment Deficit to Human Rights, LSE,25 June 2020
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mec/2020/11/11/forced-confessions-and-irans-commitment-deficit-to-human-rights/. See
also, Iran: Detainees flogged, sexually abused and given electric shocks in gruesome post-protest crackdown – new
report, Amnesty International, 2 Sep 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/09/iran-detainees-flogged-sexually-abused-and-given-electric-sho
cks-in-gruesome-post-protest-crackdown-new-report/. See also, Statement by Javaid Rehman, Special Rapporteur
on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, at the 75th session of the General Assembly - Item
72(c)NEW YORK - 26 October 2020
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=26425&LangID=E
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AV00117: Ordinary police forces shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of

Bahrestan county in Saveh road on 16 November 2019.

AV00118: Riot police shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of Bahrestan county in

Saveh road.

AV00119: Protesters gather in Adaran junction, Baharetan as the sound of weapons being fired

is heard in the background on 16 November 2019.

AV00120: 17th November 2019, Nasim shahr police station, Baharestan. The body of someone

who was shot at from the top of the building is shown. Before, protestors were standing outside

in large numbers.

AV00125/126: Ordinary Police fire Kalashnikov rifles at oncoming protesters gathered on Fajr

(Farmandari) Square in Shahriar on 16 November 2019. Some are throwing rocks.

AV00133: An Emdad police car stops in the road and security forces shoot out of the window

with a handgun in ValiAsr street in Shahriar.

26. Mehdi Ghasemi

Number in the List of Accused: 26

Position in November 2019: Commander of the Special Units in West of Tehran Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/110/mehdi-ghasemi/

Authority: He is in charge of the a Iranian police special units in West of the Tehran Province.

These highly trained forces are tasked with assisting in counter-terrorism, hostage situations,

and suppressing protests.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Commander of the Special Units of the west of Tehran province, Ghasemi is directly

responsible for leading the operation of forces under his command during November 2019

protests. Special Units are known as Iran’s most suppressive force and played a key role in the
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suppression of every protest in Iran since their establishment in the early 1990’s. They were50

also the main force in the suppression of protesters in November 2019 killing hundreds, injuring

and detaining thousands.51

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under Ghasemi’s command shooting firearms and

tear gas canisters directly at the unarmed protesters. A brief list of these footage are as follows:

AV00105: Police Special Unit forces take shots at protesters gathered near Shaheed Sayyad

Shirazi bridge in Andisheh town on 16 November 2019.

AV00105: Police Special Unit forces take shots at protesters gathered near Shaheed Sayyad

Shirazi bridge in Andisheh town on 16 November 2019.

AV00106 : Protestors in Velayat boulevard, Andisheh, on 16 November 2019. They are throwing

stones at ordinary police officers who are escaping. Gunfire can be heard. An officer returns and

shoots at the protestors.

AV00108 : Someone who was shot is being transported across Donyamali boulevard, Andisheh.

Video was taken between 16th-20th November.

AV00109: Teargas used against protesters in front of a Basij base in Donya Mali Boulevard in

Andisheh Town on 16 November 2019. The woman filming says Basij forces are shooting at

protesters.

51 Veisi, Morad, Iran's Fearsome 'Special Unit' Has Not Left The Streets For 3 Years, 27 Dec 2019
https://en.radiofarda.com/a/iran-s-fearsome-special-unit-has-not-left-streets-for-3-years-/30348074.html
Gholipour, Behnam, How Do Iranian Police Infiltrate Nationwide Protests? - IranWire, 31 Mear 2021
https://iranwire.com/en/features/9272

50 Veisi, Morad, Anatomy Of Suppression In Iran: The Institutions & Tactics That Repeatedly Quash Dissent, Radio
Farda, 21 Aug 2018
https://en.radiofarda.com/a/layers-of-suppression-in-Islamic-republic-Iran/29437016.html
Golkar, Saeid, Iran's Coercive Apparatus: Capacity and Desire, Washington Institute, Jan 2018
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/irans-coercive-apparatus-capacity-and-desire
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AV00110: A security official on the rooftop of a Basij base aims his rifle at protesters in Donya

Mali Boulevard in Andisheh Town on 16 November. The man filming says he shot at the crowd.

AV00116: 16th November 2019, Aderan three-way, Baharestan. Special unit forces shoot at

peaceful protestors.

AV00117: Ordinary police forces shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of

Bahrestan county in Saveh road on 16 November 2019.

AV00118: Riot police shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of Bahrestan county in

Saveh road.

AV00119: Protesters gather in Adaran junction, Baharetan as the sound of weapons being fired

is heard in the background on 16 November 2019.

AV00120: 17th November 2019, Nasim shahr police station, Baharestan. The body of someone

who was shot at from the top of the building is shown. Before, protestors were standing outside

in large numbers.

AV00121: Aderan three-way, Baharestan, in front of the police base. Several dead bodies shot

on November 17th 2019 are shown.

AV00122: 16th November 2019, Bagh-e-Feiz, Eslamshahr. Protestors are scattered are gunshots

can be heard.

27. Leila Vaseghi

Number in the List of Accused: 27

Position in November 2019: Governor of Shahr-e-Quds
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Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/100/leila-vaseghi/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

• The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.
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a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Shahr-e-Quds and head of the County Security Council, she was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military

and security forces in the province, which led to the death of dozens of protesters.

In an interview on 1 December 2019, Vaseghi expressly admitted that she ordered the security

forces to shoot to kill unarmed protesters on 16 November 2019. She stated: ‘I had told them to

shoot anyone who entered the Governorate building.’ (re OS027_45). In her statements,

Vaseghi admits that protesters were unarmed and posed no imminent threat to the life of the

security forces. She states that ‘‘When the officers saw the crowd, withdrew from the entrance

of the compound, and stood back in front of the Governorate's building. The protesters came

forward and showed their chest saying shoot us if you can. Because they knew the police had

not been given orders from the top brass to shoot.’ (re OS027_45, OS027_46). However, she

immediately contradicts herself saying ‘but we had told them. I had told them to shoot anyone

who entered the Governorate building.’ She also contradicts her claims about protesters

knowing that police forces weren’t given order to shoot by admitting that she had threatened

the citizens with the use of lethal force by sending SMS to Shahr-e-Quds citizens stating that

‘from the morning of Saturday, 16 November, I had texted people not to enter the riots and not

to be with the crowd, and in the second text message, I warned that there was a possibility of

shooting.’ (re OS027_45, OS027_46).
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A video recorded on 16 November 2019 by an eyewitness shows police forces shooting live

ammunition at unarmed protesters (AV0044).

28. Majid Kaviani

Number in the List of Accused: 28

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Shahr-e-Quds

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/111/majid-kaviani/

Authority: Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre

of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is

also a legal member of the County's Security Council. He is responsible for issuing arrest

warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences.

Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the

general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic

Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the County Security Council of Shahr-e-Quds, he was responsible for ordering

the use of deadly weapons against protesters which led to the death of dozens of protesters in

this city. (re OS027_45).

He is also responsible for mass arrest of citizens after the crackdown on the November 2019

protests. In an interview on 16 December 2019, Kaviani asserted that ‘some of the leaders of

the recent riots were identified and arrested and more arrests are on the agenda’. (re

OS028_47).

29. Massoud Mokhtari

Number in the List of Accused: 29
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Position in November 2019: Mayor of Shahr-e-Quds

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/112/massoud-mokhtari/

Authority: Mayor is the legal member of the County’s Security Council and has a vote in the

decisions of the Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of Shahr-e Qods’ Security Council in the session on the 16th of November 2019,

he is responsible for making decisions on issuing the shooting order for the police and other

armed forces, causing dozens of unarmed protesters and other civilians’ deaths or injuries. (re

OS027_45).

30. Hossein Habibi

Number in the List of Accused: 30

Position in November 2019: IRGC Commander of Shahr-e-Quds

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/113/hossein-habibi/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the Provincial Security Council of Shahr-e-Quds, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters which led to the death of dozens of

protesters in this city.
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As Commander of the IRGC in Shahr-e-Quds, he is responsible for supervising the operation of

military forces under his command using assault weapons against unarmed protesters.

In an interview on 24 November 2019, Habibi called the protesters ‘The rioters’ who ‘were

foreign elements, thugs and armed miscreants who pretended to be attributed to the protesting

people and, by creating terror, destroying public property, banks, gas stations, administrative

centers and services in Shahr-e-Quds, wanted to disrupt the lives of the people.’ (OS030_48)

This was said while the Governor of Shahr-e-Quds had admitted that protesters were

unharmed. (re OS027_45, OS027_46).

31. Shahpour Fallahi

Number in the List of Accused: 31

Position in November 2019: Commander of Police forces in Shahr-e Qods

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/114/shahpour-fallahi/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As the Commander of Police forces in Shahr-e Qods, and the member of Shahr-e Qods’ Security

Council in the session on the 16th November 2019, he is responsible for making decisions on

issuing the shooting order for the police and other armed forces, causing the death of at least

10 protesters. He was also directly commanding his forces on the field during the crackdown. (re

OS027_45).

A video recorded by an eyewitness shows police forces shooting firearms at protesters near the

Governorate building on 16 November 2019. (AV0044).
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32. Hossein Bagheri

Number in the List of Accused: 32

Position in November 2019: Commander of the IRGC Basij forces in Sirjan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/116/hossein-bagheri/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As the member of Sirjan Security Council in the session on the 15 of November 2019, he is

responsible for making decisions on issuing the shooting order for the police and other armed

forces, which led to the death of at least two protesters.

As the Commander of the IRGC and Basij forces in Sirjan, he is responsible for leading the

operation of the forces under his command and using lethal weapons against unarmed

protesters in November 2019.

In videos recorded by eyewitnesses a shot protester can be seen and the sound of gunshots

from inside a government building can be heard. A brief list of these footage are as follows:

AV0042: protesters are in front of a government building multiple gunshots can be heard.

AV0043: A shot individual (Javad Nazari) is on the ground and bleeding from his head. Video is

from the late hours of November 15th 2019 in Sirjan.
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33. Mohammad Reza Iran-Nejad

Number in the List of Accused: 33

Position in November 2019: The Commander of Sirjan Police forces

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/117/mohammad-reza-iran-nejad/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As the member of Sirjan Security Council in the session on the 15 of November 2019, he is

responsible for making decisions on issuing the shooting order for the police and other armed

forces, causing dozens of unarmed protesters’ and civilians’ deaths or injuries. He was also

commanding his forces during those incidents.

As the Commander of the Police forces in Sirjan, he is responsible for leading the operation of

the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters in November

2019.

In videos recorded by eyewitnesses a shot protester can be seen and the sound of gunshots

from inside a government building can be heard. A brief list of these footage are as follows:

AV0042: protesters are in front of a government building multiple gunshots can be heard.

AV0043: A shot individual (Javad Nazari) is on the ground and bleeding from his head. Video is

from the late hours of November 15th 2019 in Sirjan.

34. Abbas-Ali Mohammadian

Number in the List of Accused: 34

Position in November 2019: Commander of the Police Force in Alborz Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/118/abbas-ali-mohammadian/
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Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the province, he is a legal member of the

Provincial Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the province. He is also

responsible for appointing and supervising the operation of the local police commanders.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSCl, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against

protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces in the province, which

led to the death of at least 30 protesters in Alborz province.

As the Commander of the Police forces in Alborz province, he is responsible for supervising and

authorising the operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against

unarmed protesters in November 2019. He is also responsible for the mass arrest of citizens

after the crackdown.

In an interview on 28 November 2019, about the reason for the crackdown on the November

2019 protests and the following arrests Mohammadian stated: ‘Three women in the

Mohammad district of Karaj turned off their cars on the street to protest the issue and chanted

anti-system slogans.’ He added ‘the law will deal severely with such individuals who intend to

disrupt public order.’ (re OS034_48).

On 14 December 2019, He announced the arrest of eight individuals in Savojbolagh for ‘leading

the protesters’ and stated that these individuals ‘had no choice but to confess to setting the

police station on fire.’ (re OS034_49). The investigations into the confessions obtained by the

police and security forces indicate that they are commonly false confessions extracted under

severe torture and ill-treatment.52

52 “Orwellian state: the Islamic republic of Iran state media as a weapon of mass suppression”, Justice for Iran, 1
June 2020
https://justice4iran.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ORWELLIAN-STATE-ISLAMIC-REPUBLIC-OF-IRAN%E2%80%99
S-STATE-MEDIA-AS-A-WEAPON-OF-MASS-SUPPRESSION-English-1.pdf
Forced Confessions and Iran’s Commitment Deficit to Human Rights, LSE,25 June 2020
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mec/2020/11/11/forced-confessions-and-irans-commitment-deficit-to-human-rights/
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Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under supervision of Mohammadian shooting

firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. Despite Mohammadian claims about

protesters looting and being violent, several footages show that security forces shot unarmed

civilians who posed no threat or even weren’t protesting but simply standing or passing by (re

AV0031, AV0035). A brief list of such footage are as follows:

AV0031: 16 November 2019, the body of Amirhossein Kabiri is in front of the traffic police base

in Hesarak, Karaj. His hands are in his pockets.

AV0032: 16th November 2019, special unit forces threaten those blocking the motorway from

Tehran to Karaj with assault weapons.

AV0033: The body of Pouya Bakhtiari is shown with a bullet hole in his head. This is in the

forensic medicine department in Karaj.

AV0034: Just before Pouya Bakhtiari is shot. 16th November 2019 in Rozhaban Boulevard, Karaj.

His mother, Nahid Shirbisheh, is heard saying, "He's my son! He's my son!"

AV0035: CCTV footage from Ebrahim Ketabdar's shop in Ghezelhesar motorway in Karaj, 16th

November. He is looking at the protestors on the other side of the street. He is shot and falls to

the ground.

Iran: Detainees flogged, sexually abused and given electric shocks in gruesome post-protest crackdown – new
report, Amnesty International, 2 Sep 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/09/iran-detainees-flogged-sexually-abused-and-given-electric-sho
cks-in-gruesome-post-protest-crackdown-new-report/
Statement by Javaid Rehman, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, at
the 75th session of the General Assembly - Item 72(c)NEW YORK - 26 October 2020
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=26425&LangID=E
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AV0036: Protesters run away from security forces near Shohada square in Karaj on 16

November 2019. Sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard.

AV0037: People carrying the body of someone who was shot on Beheshti Street, Karaj, near

Rahour police station, 16th November 2019.

AV0038: Someone who has taken a bullet to the chest is lying on the ground near Golshahr,

Karaj, 16th November 2019. Ambulance sirens can be heard in the background. Someone says,

"He seems dead." Another person shouts, "ambulance!"

AV0039: 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, 16th November 2019. A shot person is lying on the

ground but the ambulance will not stop.

AV0040: Two people are on the ground 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, November 16th. The

report claims that snipers were shooting from the roof of Melli Bank.

AV0041: 17th November 2019, Mahrshahr, Karaj. A man who has been shot and is bleeding

from his head is on the ground and special unit forces chase protestors with batons.

AV00101: Sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard while fires burn in the street near

the 3rd Square in Fardis on 17 November 2019.

AV00102: 17th November 2019. A driver is filming while passing the damage on Shohada street,

Fardis. Gunshots can be heard in the distance.

35. Seyyed Yousef Molaei

AKA: Yousof Mowlaei

Number in the List of Accused: 35

Position in November 2019: The Commander of IRGC forces in the Alborz province
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Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/119/seyed-yousof-molaei-andbil/

Authority: Provincial IRGC Commander is the commander of the IRGC brigade based in the

province and in charge of all IRGC forces in the region. He is also a member of the Provincial

Security Council. Along with other military forces based in the province, he operates under the

supervision of the Provincial Governor in the case of security challenges. But he is accountable

to the IRGC Chief Commander.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against

protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces in the province, which

led to the death of at least 30 protesters in Alborz province.

As the Commander of the IRGC forces in Alborz province, he is responsible for leading the

operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters in

November 2019. In a speech on 12 February 2019, Molaei stated that protests were part of ‘the

US psychological warfare’. (re OS035_50).

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under supervision of Molaei shooting firearms

and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. Several footages show that security forces shot

unarmed civilians who posed no threat or even weren’t protesting but simply standing or

passing by (re AV0031, AV0035). A brief list of such footage are as followed:

AV0031: November 16th, 2019, the body of Amirhossein Kabiri is in front of the traffic police

base in Hesarak, Karaj. His hands are in his pockets.

AV0032: 16th November 2019, special unit forces threaten those blocking the motorway from

Tehran to Karaj with assault weapons.
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AV0033: The body of Pouya Bakhtiari is shown with a bullet hole in his head. This is in the

forensic medicine department in Karaj.

AV0034: Just before Pouya Bakhtiari is shot. 16th November 2019 in Rozhaban Boulevard, Karaj.

His mother, Nahid Shirbisheh, is heard saying, "He's my son! He's my son!"

AV0035: CCTV footage from Ebrahim Ketabdar's shop in Ghezelhesar motorway in Karaj, 16th

November. He is looking at the protestors on the other side of the street. He is shot and falls to

the ground.

AV0036: Protesters run away from security forces near Shohada square in Karaj on 16

November 2019. Sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard.

AV0037: People carrying the body of someone who was shot on Beheshti Street, Karaj, near

Rahour police station, 16th November 2019.

AV0038: Someone who has taken a bullet to the chest is lying on the ground near Golshahr,

Karaj, 16th November 2019. Ambulance sirens can be heard in the background. Someone says,

"He seems dead." Another person shouts, "ambulance!"

AV0039: 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, 16th November 2019. A shot person is lying on the

ground but the ambulance will not stop.

AV0040: Two people are on the ground 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, November 16th. The

report claims that snipers were shooting from the roof of Melli Bank.

AV0041: 17th November 2019, Mahshahr, Karaj. A man who has been shot and is bleeding from

his head is on the ground and special unit forces chase protestors with batons.
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AV0045: Meshkindasht Basij forces shoot at protestors from the roof and upper floors of their

base on 16 November 2019. Protestors have set fire to tires. The video taker says two people

have died.

AV0046: Meshkindasht Basij forces shoot at protestors from the roof and upper floors of their

base on November 16th, 2019. One of the protestors shows bullet casings to the camera.

AV00101: Sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard while fires burn in the street near

the 3rd Square in Fardis on 17 November 2019.

AV00102: 17th November 2019. A driver is filming while passing the damage on Shohada street,

Fardis. Gunshots can be heard in the distance.

36. Jahanshah Zeinoddini

Number in the List of Accused: 36

Position in November 2019: The Commander of the Special Units of Police forces in Alborz

province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/120/jahanshah-zeinoddini/

Authority: He is tasked with commanding and supervising the operation of the police special

forces units in the province. These highly trained forces are tasked with assisting in

counter-terrorism, hostage situations, and suppressing protests.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As the Commander of the Police Special Units in Alborz province, he is responsible for leading

the operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed

protesters in November 2019.
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Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under Zeinoddini’s supervision shooting firearms

and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. Several footages show that security forces shot

unarmed civilians who posed no threat or were not protesting but simply standing or passing by

(re AV0031, AV0035). A brief list of such footages are as followed:

AV0031: November 16th, 2019, the body of Amirhossein Kabiri is in front of the traffic police

base in Hesarak, Karaj. His hands are in his pockets.

AV0032: 16th November 2019, special unit forces threaten those blocking the motorway from

Tehran to Karaj with assault weapons.

AV0033: The body of Pouya Bakhtiari is shown with a bullet hole in his head. This is in the

forensic medicine department in Karaj.

AV0034: Just before Pouya Bakhtiari is shot. 16th November 2019 in Rozhaban Boulevard, Karaj.

His mother, Nahid Shirbisheh, is heard saying, "He's my son! He's my son!"

AV0035: CCTV footage from Ebrahim Ketabdar's shop in Ghezelhesar motorway in Karaj, 16th

November. He is looking at the protestors on the other side of the street. He is shot and falls to

the ground.

AV0036: Protesters run away from security forces near Shohada square in Karaj on 16

November 2019. Sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard.

AV0037: People carrying the body of someone who was shot on Beheshti Street, Karaj, near

Rahour police station, 16th November 2019.

AV0038: Someone who has taken a bullet to the chest is lying on the ground near Golshahr,

Karaj, 16th November 2019. Ambulance sirens can be heard in the background. Someone says,

"He seems dead." Another person shouts, "ambulance!"
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AV0039: 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, 16th November 2019. A shot person is lying on the

ground but the ambulance will not stop.

AV0040: Two people are on the ground 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, November 16th. The

report claims that snipers were shooting from the roof of Melli Bank.

AV0041: 17th November 2019, Mahrshahr, Karaj. A man who has been shot and is bleeding

from his head is on the ground and special unit forces chase protestors with batons.

AV00101: Sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard while fires burn in the street near

the 3rd Square in Fardis on 17 November 2019.

AV00102: 17th November 2019. A driver is filming while passing the damage on Shohada street,

Fardis. Gunshots can be heard in the distance.

37. Mohammad Moazzami Goudarzi

Number in the List of Accused: 37

Position in November 2019: The Commander of the Police forces in the City of Karaj

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/121/mohammad-moazzami-goudarzi/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSCl, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against

protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces in the province, which

led to the death of at least 17 protesters in the city of Karaj.
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As the Commander of the Police forces in the city of Karaj, he is responsible for leading the

operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters in

November 2019.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under supervision of Moazami shooting firearms

and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. Several footages show that security forces shot

unarmed civilians who posed no threat or even weren’t protesting but simply standing or

passing by (re AV0031, AV0035). A brief list of such footages are as followed:

AV0031: November 16th, 2019, the body of Amirhossein Kabiri is in front of the traffic police

base in Hesarak, Karaj. His hands are in his pockets.

AV0032: 16th November 2019, special unit forces threaten those blocking the motorway from

Tehran to Karaj with assault weapons.

AV0033: The body of Pouya Bakhtiari is shown with a bullet hole in his head. This is in the

forensic medicine department in Karaj.

AV0034: Just before Pouya Bakhtiari is shot. 16th November 2019 in Rozhaban Boulevard, Karaj.

His mother, Nahid Shirbisheh, is heard saying, "He's my son! He's my son!"

AV0035: CCTV footage from Ebrahim Ketabdar's shop in Ghezelhesar motorway in Karaj, 16th

November. He is looking at the protestors on the other side of the street. He is shot and falls to

the ground.

AV0036: Protesters run away from security forces near Shohada square in Karaj on 16

November 2019. Sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard.

AV0037: People carrying the body of someone who was shot on Beheshti Street, Karaj, near

Rahour police station, 16th November 2019.
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AV0038: Someone who has taken a bullet to the chest is lying on the ground near Golshahr,

Karaj, 16th November 2019. Ambulance sirens can be heard in the background. Someone says,

"He seems dead." Another person shouts, "ambulance!"

AV0039: 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, 16th November 2019. A shot person is lying on the

ground but the ambulance will not stop.

AV0040: Two people are on the ground 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, November 16th. The

report claims that snipers were shooting from the roof of Melli Bank.

AV0041: 17th November 2019, Mahrshahr, Karaj. A man who has been shot and is bleeding

from his head is on the ground and special unit forces chase protestors with batons.

38. Majid Zanjani

Number in the List of Accused: 39

Position in November 2019: The Commander of the IRGC and Basij forces in the city of Karaj

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/122/majid-zanjani/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the County Security Council, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces in the

province, which led to the death of at least 17 protesters in the city of Karaj.
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As the Commander of the IRGC forces in the city of Karaj, he is responsible for leading the

operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters in

November 2019.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under supervision of Zanjani shooting firearms

and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. Several footages show that security forces shot

unarmed civilians who posed no threat or even weren’t protesting but simply standing or

passing by (re AV0031, AV0035). A brief list of such footages are as followed:

AV0031: 16 November 2019, the body of Amirhossein Kabiri is in front of the traffic police base

in Hesarak, Karaj. His hands are in his pockets.

AV0032: 16th November 2019, special unit forces threaten those blocking the motorway from

Tehran to Karaj with assault weapons.

AV0033: The body of Pouya Bakhtiari is shown with a bullet hole in his head. This is in the

forensic medicine department in Karaj.

AV0034: Just before Pouya Bakhtiari is shot. 16th November 2019 in Rozhaban Boulevard, Karaj.

His mother, Nahid Shirbisheh, is heard saying, "He's my son! He's my son!"

AV0035: CCTV footage from Ebrahim Ketabdar's shop in Ghezelhesar motorway in Karaj, 16th

November. He is looking at the protestors on the other side of the street. He is shot and falls to

the ground.

AV0036: Protesters run away from security forces near Shohada square in Karaj on 16

November 2019. Sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard.

AV0037: People carrying the body of someone who was shot on Beheshti Street, Karaj, near

Rahour police station, 16th November 2019.
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AV0038: Someone who has taken a bullet to the chest is lying on the ground near Golshahr,

Karaj, 16th November 2019. Ambulance sirens can be heard in the background. Someone says,

"He seems dead." Another person shouts, "ambulance!"

AV0039: 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, 16th November 2019. A shot person is lying on the

ground but the ambulance will not stop.

AV0040: Two people are on the ground 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj,16 November. The

report claims that snipers were shooting from the roof of Melli Bank.

AV0041: 17th November 2019, Mahrshahr, Karaj. A man who has been shot and is bleeding

from his head is on the ground and special unit forces chase protestors with batons.

AV0045: Meshkindasht Basij forces shoot at protestors from the roof and upper floors of their

base on 16 November 2019. Protestors have set fire to tires. The video taker says two people

have died.

AV0046: Meshkindasht Basij forces shoot at protestors from the roof and upper floors of their

base on November 16th, 2019. One of the protestors shows bullet casings to the camera.

39. Mehdi Kheiripour

Number in the List of Accused: 39

Position in November 2019: The commander of the Basij base in Abouzar Mosque, Karaj

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/123/mehdi-kheiripour/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces in a particular Basij base in the region. He operates under

the supervision of the county's IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:
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As the Commander of the Basij Base in Abouzar Mosque in the city of Karaj, he is responsible for

leading the operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed

protesters in November 2019.

The official telegram channel belonging to the Basij Base of Abouzar Mosque shows its forces

receiving special training for suppressing protesters including working with semi-automatic and

automatic assault weapons. The training has been taught by the commanders of Police Special

Unit, NOPO, and commander of anti-riot forces of Alborz province. (re OTE039_8,

OTE039_8_Eng, OTE039_9, OTE039_10). This evidence shows that not only these forces are

equipped with lethal weapons during their operation for suppressing protesters, but they also

receive special training with the sole purpose of using lethal force against protesters.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show Basij and other security forces shooting firearms and

tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. Several footages show that these forces

indiscriminately shot unarmed civilians who posed no threat or even weren’t protesting but

simply standing or passing by (re AV0031, AV0035). A brief list of such footages are as followed:

AV0031: November 16th, 2019, the body of Amirhossein Kabiri is in front of the traffic police

base in Hesarak, Karaj. His hands are in his pockets.

AV0033 The body of Pouya Bakhtiari is shown with a bullet hole in his head. This is in the

forensic medicine department in Karaj.

AV0034 Just before Pouya Bakhtiari is shot. 16th November 2019 in Rozhaban Boulevard, Karaj.

His mother, Nahid Shirbisheh, is heard saying, "He's my son! He's my son!"

AV0035: CCTV footage from Ebrahim Ketabdar's shop in Ghezelhesar motorway in Karaj, 16th

November. He is looking at the protestors on the other side of the street. He is shot and falls to

the ground.
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AV0038 Someone who has taken a bullet to the chest is lying on the ground near Golshahr,

Karaj, 16th November 2019. Ambulance sirens can be heard in the background. Someone says,

"He seems dead." Another person shouts, "ambulance!"

AV0039 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, 16th November 2019. A shot person is lying on the

ground but the ambulance will not stop.

AV0040 Two people are on the ground 45 meters from Golshahr, Karaj, November 16th. The

report claims that snipers were shooting from the roof of Melli Bank.

40. Fardin Jozani Far

Number in the List of Accused: 40

Position in November 2019: Commander of the police forces in Shahriar

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/124/fardin-jozani-far/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the County Security Council, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces in the

province, which led to the death of at least 52 protesters in the city of Shariar.

As the Commander of the Police forces in the city of Shahriar, he is responsible for leading the

operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters in

November 2019.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under supervision of Jozani Far shooting firearms

and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. A brief list of such footages are as followed:
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AV00125/126: Ordinary Police fire Kalashnikov rifles at oncoming protesters gathered on Fajr

(Farmandari) Square in Shahriar on 16 November 2019. Some are throwing rocks.

AV00127/128: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has been

shot and the crowd are running towards him.

AV00129: A person standing in the street is shot and carried away by several people in Shahriar

sometime between 16-18 November 2019. Shots are heard in the background.

AV00130: People gather around the body of someone who was shot and say he is dead.

Beheshti street, Shariar.

AV00131: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has been shot and

the crowd are running towards him.

AV00132: People carry the body of someone who was shot on Valiasr street, Shahriar

AV00133: An Emdad police car stops in the road and security forces shoot out of the window

with a handgun in ValiAsr street in Shahriar.

41. Faraj Shojaei

Number in the List of Accused: 41

Position in November 2019: Commander of the Police Forces in the City of Shiraz

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/125/faraj-shojaei/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the County Security Council, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces in the

province, which led to the death of at least 11 protesters in this city of Shiraz.
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As the Commander of the Police forces in Shiraz, he is responsible for leading the operation of

the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters in November

2019.  He is also responsible for the mass arrest of citizens after the crackdown.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under Shojai’s supervision shooting firearms and

tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. A brief list of such footages are as followed:

AV0047/48: Morning of 16th November 2019 under Maliabad bridge, Shiraz. Security forces cut

off protestors with tear gas.

AV0049: In the beginning of the video, two shot people on the ground can be seen. The rest of

the video shows protestors and special unit forces and gunfire can be heard. This is 16th

November 2019, Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz.

AV0050: 16th November 2019, someone who was shot on Maliabad Boulevard near Goldasht

police station is on the ground. Gunfire is heard. One of the protestors shouts, "Maliabad police

station is shooting at people! They're shooting at people!"

AV0051: 16th November 2019, special unit forces prepare their motorbikes to confront

protestors a few meters ahead. A gunshot can be heard at the end of the video.

AV0052: 16th November 2019, protestors on Maliabad boulevard throw stones but are met

with bullets from special unit forces.

AV0053: 16th November 2019, crowds disperse as a result of bullets from Goldasht police

station

AV0054: 16th November 2019, a helicopter is above Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz, and cars burn

in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard from different directions at the end of

the video.
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AV0055: 16 November 2019, police officers, special unit forces and plainclothes men back into

Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0056: 16 November 2019, ordinary police, special unit forces and plainclothes men are

present in large numbers in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire is heard. Video taker says

protesters are being arrested and someone has died.

AV0057: Protesters throw rocks at Goldasht police station on Mali Abad boulevard on 16

November 2019. Gunshots can be heard

AV0058: Afternoon of 16th November 2019. A military helicopter circles the area, gunfire is

heard.

AV0059: Heavy Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit & Special Unit presence in Paramount junction in

Shiraz on 16 or 17 November 2019. The sounds of weapons being fired can be heard.

AV0060: scattered presence of protestors on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz at night. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance.

AV0061: Scattered presence of protestors on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance. Someone says: the sound of gunfire is coming from the

police station. He says it's 5:45pm, Maliabad.

AV0062: Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces arrest protestors and

force them onto Goldasht police station yard. Gunshots can be heard in the background.

AV0063: Ordinary police and special unit forces at the intersection of Zendan-e-Shiraz shoot at

protestors.

42. Mohsen Beiranvand

Number in the List of Accused: 42
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Position in November 2019: Governor of the City of Mahshahr

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/143/mohsen-beiranvand/

Authority:

Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Mahshahr and head of the CSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces

in the city, which led to the death of at least 30 protesters in this city.53

In an interview with Iran State TV on 3 December 2019, Beiranvand claimed that protesters

‘were armed and had blocked the roads’ and ‘therefore Security and military forces arrived, and

the armed forces standing in front of the regime were severely dealt with’. Beiranvand did not

provide any evidence for his claims. (OS042_51). In another interview on the same day,

Beiranvand denies killing protesters in Mahshahr and says ‘All that is being said is intended to

disturb the public mind’ (OS042_52). Later, the Governor of Khuzestan province, contradicted

53 “Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020,
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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Beiranvand’s claims and completely denied that protesters were shot dead in marshes near

Mahshar. (OS019_40, OS019_41).

The New York Times claimed that IRGC forces arrived on 18 November 2019 upon the request

of the Governor and without any warning opened fire on protesters who blocked the streets.

The protesters then fled towards the marshes where they were surrounded and shot by heavy

machine guns. According to the New York Times, between 40 to 100 protesters were killed in

Mahshahr marshes. 54

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show military and security forces under supervision of

Beiranvand shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. A brief list of

these footage are as follows:

AV0001 Some protesters throw stones at security forces near 7 Tir gas station in Mahshahr.

Shots are heard. A protester is shot and carried away.

AV0002 A protester is shot near a petrol station in 7 Tir, Mahshahr. People are running towards

him.

AV0003 Police Special Unit forces in Chamran town (Jarrahi) by marshes crouch near armoured

vehicles and fire shots. Women are heard screaming in the background on 18 November 2019.

AV0004/5 Police Special Unit forces in Chamran town (Jarrahi) by marshes crouch near

armoured vehicles and fire shots. Women are heard screaming in the background on 18

November 2019.

AV0006 Morning of 18 November 2019, near marshes. Protestors are backing away while

throwing stones. Gunfire can be heard.

54 Rick Gladstone, With Brutal Crackdown, Iran Is Convulsed by Worst Unrest in 40 Years, New York Times, 1 Dec
2019
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/01/world/middleeast/iran-protests-deaths.html
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AV0007 Morning of 18 November 2019, at Basat roundabout in Mahshahr. Protestors are

escaping towards the entrance of Shahrak Chamran and the marshes. Gunfire can be heard in

the background.

AV0008 Between 16th-19th November on the streets of Mahshahr. Armed IRGC soldiers can be

seen.

AV0009 Sometimes between 15-19 November 2019, men stand in a residential road in

Taleghani town, in Mahshahr while the consistent sound of weapons being fired can be heard.

AV0010 Morning of 19th November 2019. Entrance to Shahrak Taleghani, Mahshahr. Armed

personnel can be seen.

43. Reza Papai

Number in the List of Accused: 43

Position in November 2019: Commander of the Police Forces in Mahshahr

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/237/reza-papi/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSCl, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against

protesters, which led to the death of at least 30 protesters in this city.55

As commander of police forces in Mahashahr, he is responsible for leading the operation of the

forces under his command using lethal weapons including heavy machine guns against unarmed

protesters in November 2019. He is also responsible for the mass arrest of citizens after the

crackdown. In an interview with State TV (IRIB), Papai claimed that armed groups were hiding in

55 “Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020,
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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the marshes shooting at security forces, while videos recorded by eyewitnesses clearly shows

that protesters were fleeing towards the marshes and had no weapons but stones and the

shooting came only from the security forces. (AV003, AV004, AV005, AV006, AV007).

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses showing military and security forces under Papai’s supervision

shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. Despite Papai’s claims about

armed protesters hiding in the marshes, videos show that police and security forces shot at

unarmed protesters who were withdrawing towards the marshes while throwing stones at

armored vehicles (AV003, AV004, AV005, AV006, AV007). A brief list of these footage are as

follows:

AV0001 Some protesters throw stones at security forces near 7 Tir gas station in Mahshahr.

Shots are heard. A protester is shot and carried away.

AV0002 A protester is shot near a petrol station in 7 Tir, Mahshahr. People are running towards

him.

AV0003/4/5 Police Special Unit forces in Chamran town (Jarrahi) by marshes crouch near

armoured vehicles and fire shots. Women are heard screaming in the background on 18

November 2019.

AV0006 Morning of 18 November 2019, near marshes. Protestors are backing away while

throwing stones. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0007 Morning of 18 November, 2019, at Basat roundabout in Mahshahr. Protestors are

escaping towards the entrance of Shahrak Chamran and the marshes. Gunfire can be heard in

the background.

AV0008 Between 16th-19th November on the streets of Mahshahr. Armed IRGC soldiers can be

seen.
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AV0009 Sometimes between 15-19 November 2019, men stand in a residential road in

Taleghani town, in Mahshahr while the consistent sound of weapons being fired can be heard.

AV0010 Morning of 19th November 2019. Entrance to Shahrak Taleghani, Mahshahr. Armed

personnel can be seen.

44. Mehdi Mohammadi

Number in the List of Accused: 44

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor in Mahshahr

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/361/mehdi-mohammadi/

Authority: Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre

of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is

also a legal member of the CSC. He is responsible for issuing arrest warrants and incitements

and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to

address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the general courts and the security

offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC of Mahshahr, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters which led to the death of at least 30 protesters in this city. He is also

responsible for mass arrest of citizens after the crackdown on the November 2019 protests.

As the Prosecutor of Mahshahr, Mehdi Mohammadi is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest

and subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Mahshahr. He is also responsible for torture

and mistreatment of the detainees.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses showing military and security forces under supervision of the

County Security Council shooting firearms directly at the protesters. A brief list of these footage

are as follows:
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Dozens of videos recorded by eyewitnesses showing military and security forces under

supervision of Beiranvand shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. A

brief list of these footage are as follows:

AV0001 Some protesters throw stones at security forces near 7 Tir gas station in Mahshahr.

Shots are heard. A protester is shot and carried away.

AV0002 A protester is shot near a petrol station in 7 Tir, Mahshahr. People are running towards

him.

AV0003/4/5 Police Special Unit forces in Chamran town (Jarrahi) by marshes crouch near

armoured vehicles and fire shots. Women are heard screaming in the background on 18

November 2019.

AV0006 Morning of 18 November 2019, near marshes. Protestors are backing away while

throwing stones. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0007 Morning of 18 November 2019, at Basat roundabout in Mahshahr. Protestors are

escaping towards the entrance of Shahrak Chamran and the marshes. Gunfire can be heard in

the background.

AV0008 Between 16th-19th November on the streets of Mahshahr. Armed IRGC soldiers can be

seen.

AV0009 Sometimes between 15-19 November 2019, men stand in a residential road in

Taleghani town, in Mahshahr while the consistent sound of weapons being fired can be heard.

AV0010 Morning of 19th November 2019. Entrance to Shahrak Taleghani, Mahshahr. Armed

personnel can be seen.

45. Hossein Sistani Mohammadabadi

Number in List of Accused: 45
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Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/133/hossein-sistani-mohammadabadi/

Position in November 2019: The Governor of Isfahan

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to

the Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is responsible for establishing and maintaining order and security in the

county. The security duties of Governors are determined by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and
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security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

As the Governor of Isfahan, and the head of the CSC, he was responsible for issuing an order to

use deadly weapons. This led to the death of at least 9 protesters, and the injury of dozens of

others during the November 2019 protests: In Isfahan a victim’s corpse showed up in a river

near a dam with evidence of torture and a broken skull (re. WS0017). Members of their family

were detained due to speaking to the media. Furthermore, the Ministry of Intelligence asked his

father ‘to say that Ershad had mental issues and had committed suicide. His father said that no,

he was not like that; he neither committed suicide nor had any mental health issues. He was a

student and was busy with his studies. Then they asked him to say that he had problems with

someone (and was killed in personal conflict).’

Six witnesses were shot (re. WS0016; re. WS0017; re. WS0018; re. WS0022; re. WS0027; re.

WS0043) and many of their families were not allowed to bury them in their preferred place.

Most were not granted a forensic report, the one that did read that the victim was killed by a

‘sharp object’ (re. WS0043). Some suffered injuries or beatings (re. WS00255) and others were

witnessed to assault with batons, firing of bullets directly at protestors including children, the

use of tear gas and water cannons (re. WS00122; re. WS00135; re. WS00140; re. WS00191), and

death (re. WS00198).
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One witness saw a plain clothed policeman plant a bomb under a car (re. WS00140) and

another witness had a knife planted on him after being shot (re. WS0022). Protestors were also

arrested for filming the events (re. WS0027) or had their films deleted (re. WS00122).

Those who had their relative’s body’s taken by special forces were made to sign undertakings

(re. WS0018; re. WS0022; re. WS0027; re. WS0043; re. WS00255), received threats (re.

WS00135) or were charged to have their sons’ body back (re. WS00191).

The victims were either too scared to bring a case to the military court (re. WS0017) or they

received no response (re. WS0016; re. WS0018; re. WS00309). One family member did receive a

response but was told their cousin was killed by thugs despite not being a protestor and having

been taken away by forces (re. WS0043).

Asghar Abedi, the father of 16 year old Mohammad Javad Abedi who was shot dead in Isfahan

on 17 November 2019, said in an interview with the Campaign for Human Rights that his son

‘went to work and his body was wrapped in shroud a few days later and handed to his family for

burial’. Mr. Abedi said his family had not been provided with a death certificate and he did not56

know where the bullet had hit him because he had not seen his son’s body before burial’. They

were not informed what happened so had no ground for complaint nor did they receive any

money for the delivery of their son’s body.

Navid Ebrahimi, the uncle of Arsham Ebrahimi who was shot dead in Isfahan on 16 November

2016 said his family had to bury their child at night in the presence of security forces. He said57

his nephew had been shot in the back and died in hospital.

57

https://persian.iranhumanrights.org/1398/09/arsham-ebrahimis-uncle-buried-overnight-say-who-killed-our-baby/

56 ‘Mohammad Javad Abedi’s father: We did not see my son’s body at the funeral’, Centre for Human Rights in Iran,
5 January at:
https://persian.iranhumanrights.org/1398/09/mohammad-javad-abedis-father-we-did-not-see-my-sons-body/
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Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show protesters shot with lethal weapons and security

forces shooting firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV0011 On 16 November 2019, in front of a government building in Zeynabieh area, a protester

lies on the ground next to a pool of blood. Other protesters shout "They killed him."

AV0012 Teargas fills the air as the Police Special Unit forces on motorbikes charge at protesters

in Zone 13 of Isfahan Municipality on 17 November 2019.

AV0013 On 17 November 2019, tires burned on the Dastgerdi expressway in Isfahan protesters

and ordinary police and plainclothes forces met. Sound of gunshots can be heard.

AV0014 An injured man lies near the intersection of Vahid and Zahraie streets in Isfahan on 17

November 2019. Another shows a bloodied head wound to the camera.

AV0015 Sometime between 16-18 November, the Police Special Unit forces advance through

Daneshgah street in Isfahan, firing tear gas canisters.

AV0098 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. Continuous gunfire can be heard.

AV0099 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. A body is shown and the person

filming speaks about the gunfire.

46. Mojtaba Fada

Number in List of Accused: 46

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/347/mojtaba-fada/

Position in November 2019: The Commander of IRGC in Esfahan Province

Authority: Provincial IRGC Commander is the commander of the IRGC brigade based in the

province and in charge of all IRGC forces in the region. He is also a member of the Provincial

Security Council. Along with other military forces based in the province, he operates under the
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supervision of the Provincial Governor in the case of security challenges. But he is accountable

to the IRGC Chief Commander.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

As IRGC commander of Isfahan Province and a member of the PSCl, Mojtaba Fada is responsible

for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed

protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in this province, which resulted in

the death of at least 21 protesters.

There are numerous videos of security forces shooting at protestors and even killing them.58

In Isfahan a victim’s corpse showed up in a river near a dam with evidence of torture and a

broken skull (re. WS0017). Members of their family were detained due to speaking to the

media.

6 witnesses were shot (re. WS0016; re. WS0017; re. WS0018; re. WS0022; re. WS0027; re.

WS0043) and many of their families were not allowed to bury them in their preferred place by

the security forces. Most were not granted a forensic report, the one that did read that the

victim was killed by a ‘sharp object’ (re. WS0043). Some suffered injuries or beatings (re.

WS00255) and others were witness to assault with batons, firing of bullets directly at protestors

including children, the use of tear gas and water cannons (re. WS00122; re. WS00135; re.

WS00140; re. WS00191), and death (re. WS00198).

One witness saw a plain clothed policeman plant a bomb under a car (re. WS00140) and

another witness had a knife planted on him after being shot (re. WS0022). Protestors were also

arrested for filming the events (re. WS0027) or had their films deleted (re. WS00122).

58 Metis, 16 November 2019, @Mshakiba0: https://twitter.com/MShakiba0/status/1195708702151577600 ;
Manoto News, 29 November 2019, @ManotoNews:
https://twitter.com/ManotoNews/status/1200491296428830722 ; BBC News, 8 December 2019, @bbcpersian:
https://twitter.com/bbcpersian/status/1203649772323823616
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Those who had their relative’s body’s taken by special forces were made to sign undertakings

(re. WS0018; re. WS0022; re. WS0027; re. WS0043; re. WS00255), received threats (re.

WS00135) or were charged to have their sons’ body back (re. WS00191).

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show protesters shot with lethal weapons and security

forces shooting firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV0011 On 16 November 2019, in front of a government building in Zeynabieh area, a protester

lies on the ground next to a pool of blood. Other protesters shout "They killed him."

AV0012 Teargas fills the air as the Police Special Unit forces on motorbikes charge at protesters

in Zone 13 of Isfahan Municipality on 17 November 2019.

AV0013 On 17 November 2019, tires burned on the Dastgerdi expressway in Isfahan protesters

and ordinary police and plainclothes forces met. Sound of gunshots can be heard.

AV0014 An injured man lies near the intersection of Vahid and Zahraie streets in Isfahan on 17

November 2019. Another shows a bloodied head wound to the camera.

AV0015 Sometimes between 16-18 November, the Police Special Unit forces advance through

Daneshgah street in Isfahan, firing tear gas canisters.

AV0098 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. Continuous gunfire can be heard.

AV0099 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. A body is shown and the person

filming speaks about the gunfire.

47. Mehdi Masoom Beigi

Number in List of Accused 47

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/208/mehdi-masoom-beigi/

Position in November 2019: The commander of the police force in Isfahan province
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Authority:

The law enforcement force of the Islamic Republic (NAJA) is one of the three main branches of

the armed forces of the Islamic Republic, which is under the supervision of the Supreme Leader

of the Islamic Republic. The operation of this force is under the supervision of the Ministry of

Interior. The Supreme Leader of the Islamic Republic usually appoints the Minister of the

Interior as the Deputy Commander-in-Chief in NAJA.

As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County Security

Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

Mehdi Masoom Beigi, as the commander of the police force in Isfahan province, was directly

responsible for the killing and brutal suppression of protesters by the forces under his

command. During the November 2019 protests in Isfahan, 21 protesters, including three59

children (Amir Hossein Davoodvand, Sasan Eidivand, and Mohammad Javad Abedi), were60

killed by direct fire from security and police forces.

In an interview with a reporter of Shabestan New Agency in Isfahan, stating that 7 ‘leaders of

the recent riots in Isfahan’ were arrested and said: ‘the charges include damaging and setting

fire to banks and petrol stations, demolition of city elements and traffic lights, blocking of some

streets and norm-breaking actions.’ (re OS047_79) He added that the detainees confessed to

their crimes. The investigations into the confessions obtained by the police and security forces

indicate that they are commonly false confessions extracted under severe torture and

ill-treatment.61

61 “Orwellian state: the Islamic republic of Iran state media as a weapon of mass suppression”, Justice for Iran, 1
June 2020
https://justice4iran.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ORWELLIAN-STATE-ISLAMIC-REPUBLIC-OF-IRAN%E2%80%99
S-STATE-MEDIA-AS-A-WEAPON-OF-MASS-SUPPRESSION-English-1.pdf

60 ‘Killings of Minors in Iran’s 2019 November Protests’, Amnesty International, 29 December at
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/MDE1318942020ENGLISH.PDF

59 Shoot to Kill: note 17.
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Masoom Beigi stated: ‘All the perpetrators of the riots in Isfahan province and their foreign

mercenaries abroad are under the police intelligence surveillance’ (re OS047_79)

He also denied that the police forces have killed protesters and said ‘Isfahan Police forces did

not take any shot that led to the death of civilians’ (re OS047_79). Amnesty International

identified 21 protesters killed by the security forces in Isfahan province. 62

Stating that the law enforcement officers are the guardians of the property, honor and security

of the people until his death added: ‘If the people are aware of the hiding place of the rioters in

recent days, they should inform the police’. (OS047_81).

In Isfahan a victim’s corpse showed up in a river near a dam with evidence of torture and a

broken skull (re. WS0017). Members of their family were detained due to speaking to the

media.

Six witnesses were shot (re. WS0016; re. WS0017; re. WS0018; re. WS0022; re. WS0027; re.

WS0043) and many of their families were not allowed to bury them in their preferred place.

Most were not granted a forensic report, the one that did read that the victim was killed by a

‘sharp object’ (re. WS0043). Some suffered injuries or beatings (re. WS00255) and others

witnessed assault with batons, firing of bullets directly at protestors including children, the use

62 “Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/

Forced Confessions and Iran’s Commitment Deficit to Human Rights, LSE,25 June 2020
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mec/2020/11/11/forced-confessions-and-irans-commitment-deficit-to-human-rights/
Iran: Detainees flogged, sexually abused and given electric shocks in gruesome post-protest crackdown – new
report, Amnesty International, 2 Sep 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/09/iran-detainees-flogged-sexually-abused-and-given-electric-sho
cks-in-gruesome-post-protest-crackdown-new-report/
Statement by Javaid Rehman, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, at
the 75th session of the General Assembly - Item 72(c)NEW YORK - 26 October 2020
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=26425&LangID=E
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of tear gas and water cannons (re. WS00122; re. WS00135; re. WS00140; re. WS00191), and

death (re. WS00198).

One witness saw a plain clothed policeman plant a bomb under a car (re. WS00140) and

another witness had a knife planted on him after being shot (re. WS0022). Protestors were also

arrested for filming the events (re. WS0027) or had their films deleted (re. WS00122).

Those who had their relative’s body’s taken by special forces were made to sign undertakings

(re. WS0018; re. WS0022; re. WS0027; re. WS0043; re. WS00255), received threats (re.

WS00135) or were charged to have their sons’ body back (re. WS00191).

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show protesters shot with lethal weapons and security

forces shooting firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV0011 On 16 November 2019, in front of a government building in Zeynabieh area, a protester

lies on the ground next to a pool of blood. Other protesters shout "They killed him."

AV0012 Teargas fills the air as the Police Special Unit forces on motorbikes charge at protesters

in Zone 13 of Isfahan Municipality on 17 November 2019.

AV0013 On 17 November 2019, tires burned on the Dastgerdi expressway in Isfahan protesters

and ordinary police and plainclothes forces met. Sound of gunshots can be heard.

AV0014 An injured man lies near the intersection of Vahid and Zahraie streets in Isfahan on 17

November 2019. Another shows a bloodied head wound to the camera.

AV0015 Sometime between 16-18 November, the Police Special Unit forces advance through

Daneshgah street in Isfahan, firing tear gas canisters.

AV0098 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. Continuous gunfire can be heard.
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AV0099 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. A body is shown and the person

filming speaks about the gunfire.

48. Ali Esfahani

Number in List of Accused: 48

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/51/ali-esfahani/

Position in November 2019: The Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Isfahan

Authority: Provincial Prosecutor is head of the Provincial Prosecutor’s Office based in the centre

of province and tasked with supervising the local prosecutors, judicial investigators and all

judicial investigations. He is also a legal member of the PSC. He is responsible for issuing arrest

warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences.

Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the

general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic

Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

Esfahani, as Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of the city of Isfahan, and a member of the

CSC and the PSC, is responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of deadly

weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in this

province, which resulted in the death of at least 21 protesters.63

As the Prosecutor of Isfahan, Ali Esfahani is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and

subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Isfahan. He is also responsible for torture and

mistreatment of the detainees.

63 Shoot to Kill: footnote 17.
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In Isfahan a victim’s corpse showed up in a river near a dam with evidence of torture and a

broken skull (re. WS0017). Members of their family were detained due to speaking to the

media. The family were too scared to bring a case to the military court (re. WS0017). In this

instance the Intelligence Ministry told them to pursue their case only against an individual

killed. But they provided no evidence for this. The Ministry has not advised the family as to how

the case is being conducted.

Alternatively some received no response against their claims (re. WS0016; re. WS0018; re.

WS00309). One family member did receive a response but was told their cousin was killed by

thugs despite not being a protestor and having been taken away by forces (re. WS0043).

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show protesters shot with lethal weapons and security

forces shooting firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV0011 On 16 November 2019, in front of a government building in Zeynabieh area, a protester

lies on the ground next to a pool of blood. Other protesters shout "They killed him."

AV0012 Teargas fills the air as the Police Special Unit forces on motorbikes charge at protesters

in Zone 13 of Isfahan Municipality on 17 November 2019.

AV0013 On 17 November 2019, tires burned on the Dastgerdi expressway in Isfahan protesters

and ordinary police and plainclothes forces met. Sound of gunshots can be heard.

AV0014 An injured man lies near the intersection of Vahid and Zahraie streets in Isfahan on 17

November 2019. Another shows a bloodied head wound to the camera.

AV0015 Sometimes between 16-18 November, the Police Special Unit forces advance through

Daneshgah street in Isfahan, firing tear gas canisters.

AV0098 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. Continuous gunfire can be heard.
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AV0099 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. A body is shown and the person

filming speaks about the gunfire.

49. Artikas Eghbal

Number in List of Accused:49

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/153/artikas-eghbal/

Position in November 2019: The Governor of Marivan

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to

the Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is responsible for establishing and maintaining order and security in the

county. The security duties of Governors are determined by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Marivan, and chairman of the CSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters. This led to the death of a number of protesters, including at

least one child, and injured several others. It also led to mass arrests during the November 2019

protests.

In a meeting of the administrative council of the city he said: ‘With the tact of the police,

security forces, the IRGC, the Basij and the support of the government and the people, normal

conditions have now returned to society and the people who caused insecurity and

inflammation in the city have been identified and arrested as soon as possible. They are being

investigated but know that the perpetrators of the unrest will be severely punished.’

(OS048_82)

IRGC, Police Special Units and plainclothes forces were present in Marivan throughout the

protests. Initially they did not interfere then clearly it was on 17 November when ‘a new way of
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suppression’ occurred’ (WS0099). The witnesses all saw shots and heard much shooting at

people.

The four witness statements related to Marivan are all from witnesses to the protests. One

witness stated that ‘The persons I saw were shot all over their body; I mean that not one

particular part of their body was aimed’ which suggests indiscriminate shooting (WS0099). He

also stated ‘When they wanted to pacify the people, they announced they would pay blood

money to the families of the victims. Those two victims’ families were denied payment.’ Even

families who were offered blood money were not provided with such relief.

The indiscriminate nature of shooting was affirmed by another witness (WS0220) as he

commented on ‘another case was of a woman who goes out after her child who was outside.

She was struck by a bullet'. He also affirms that the protestors were unarmed: 'people did not

have weapons, only stones'. He describes how fires were started by unknown foreigners 'those

who set the banks on fire were mostly in local dress: their language was also mostly local but

could not know who they were and from where they came'.

It was near Marivan dam that a body was found in the dam (WS0017). There was evidence he

had died under torture at detention centre and his body was discovered later. He had been

arrested. This was not the only situation concerning the dam. Another witness (WS0220)

described this story of other bodies found in the dam: ‘one person’s car falls in the dam. The

insurance company asks him to go and bring its license plate. That man brings a diver from

Kermanshah to dive and fetch the license plate. The diver sees 5-6 corpses in the water. They

were tied to a chain to keep them under water. They were the arrested men who had been

thrown in the river’.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting

firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV0016 In Shabrang square in Mariwan, the body of a protester is shown on the ground. It

allegedly belonged to Mehran Tak, killed on 16 November 2019.
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AV0017 On November 16th on Jomhouri street, Marivan, a protester shows his shot hand to the

camera.

AV0018 The Police Special Unit forces at Jomhuri street in Mariwan advance towards protesters

and fire shots on 16 November 2019.

AV0020 Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on November 16th 2019. They

are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the

ground.

50. Mansour Valiei

Number in List of Accused: 50

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/287/mansour-valiei/

Position in November 2019: The Commander of IRGC forces in Marivan

Authority : The IRGC is one of the three main branches of the Armed Forces of the Islamic

Republic that operate under the command of the Leader of the Islamic Republic.

Commander of the Revolutionary Guards in Mariwan city and a member of the city security

council, he was responsible in issuing orders to use deadly weapons against unarmed protesters

and commanding his forces in the field.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

Mansour Valiei as the commander of the Revolutionary Guards in Mariwan city and a member

of the city security council was responsible in issuing orders to use deadly weapons against

unarmed protesters during the November 2019 national protests and commanding his forces in

the field that led to the deaths of at least six protesters.
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Ershad Rahmanian was one of the protesters killed by forces under Valieie’s command. He was64

arrested on November 17, 2019 in front of his hospital in Marivan during the protests. A few

days later, his body was found with his head crushed near a dam. He was buried at night under

the heavy presence of the security forces. The security forces told the family that it was a

suicide.65

One witness (WS0099) noted that the ‘Sepah Pasdaran (IRGC), the Police Special Guards and a

number of plainclothes men – their origin is unknown – joined forces at about 03-3.30pm and

started suppressing the people’. This denotes the presence of extra foreign forces alongside the

Sepah. He commented on the lengths the Sepah would go to arrest people noting that ‘The

plainclothes men were mostly from the Sepah […] If they saw a person with a history known to

them, they would arrest him for his mere presence on the street, without giving any

explanations. They severely assaulted the people.’ He also stated that ‘security forces

transferred a large number of the wounded from the hospital to the detention centre’.

One witness (WS0220) described a secondhand account of detention and torture: ‘one of our

neighbours was the military police of one of the garrisons of Sepah. He said that the prisoners

were taken there. They were kept and tortured there. He said that “over 200-300 persons have

been arrested. Their clothes are removed at midnight and cold water is thrown over their

bodies. I heard their cries as they were tortured.” He also added that: ‘later, they arrest many

persons at their homes with the help of the security cameras. They said that the Sepah

Intelligence would go to people’s homes at midnight and pull the people out from under their

blankets.’

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting

firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

65 Relatives of Ershad Rahmanian: Killed under torture and said to have committed suicide, Center for Human Rights
in Iran, 29 December at: https://persian.iranhumanrights.org/1398/09/ershad-rahmanian/

64 "The story of Ershad Rahmanian, one of the victims of the November 1998 nationwide protests", Radio Zamaneh,
29 December at: https://www.radiozamaneh.com/480071
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AV0016 In Shabrang square in Mariwan, the body of a protester is shown on the ground. It

allegedly belonged to Mehran Tak, killed on 16 November 2019.

AV0017 On November 16th on Jomhouri street, Marivan, a protester shows his shot hand to the

camera.

AV0018 The Police Special Unit forces at Jomhuri street in Mariwan advance towards protesters

and fire shots on 16 November 2019.

AV0020 Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on November 16th 2019. They

are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the

ground.

51. Alireza Safari

Number in List of Accused: 51

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/289/alireza-safari/

Position in November 2019: The commander of the police force in Marivan

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

Alireza Safari as the Police commander in the city of Mariwan and a member of the County

security council was responsible in issuing orders to use deadly weapons against unarmed

protesters during the November 2019 national protests and commanding his forces in the field

that led to the deaths of at least six protesters.
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Ershad Rahmanian was one of the protesters killed by forces under his command. He was66

arrested on November 17, 2019 in front of his hospital in Marivan during the protests. A few

days later, his body was found with his head crushed near a dam. He was buried at night under

the heavy presence of the security forces. The security forces told the family that it was a

suicide.67

One witness noted in relation to the commander of the police force (WS0099): ‘the local forces

of Marivan had covered their faces with masks; they had particularly masked their faces in order

to avoid being identified. But the people had clearly identified the then commander of the

Marivan Police while he was commanding his forces. They were able to identify him; they had

even beaten him’.

One witness (WS0220) said that ‘the police station vehicles would go to the front yard of Bu Ali

Sina Hospital and park there, lying in wait to arrest an incoming wounded person’.

One witness was a police major in the forces (WS0195). He was the team leader and told by the

security forces the use of firearms was permitted. He said ‘When the sound of firing (of

Kalashnikovs) comes for 3-4 hours from various parts of the city, it means that the volume of

firing is too high’. He noted they ‘stationed snipers on top of buildings’ where ‘sniper has a

wireless set and below the building there is an officer in charge’. He noted ‘Both the police

forces and the sepah have snipers’. As per the supposed violence of the people he said ‘people

themselves came forward and stopped such behaviour; they themselves controlled the crowd'

and 'people were staging peaceful protests'. He noted that 'the commander of the Sepah and

the commander of the police roamed around tin the company of each other as one

amalgamated team' and further specified: 'If the police fired one shot, the Sepah killed 100

persons - they would say that this one police bullet killed one hundred persons'. He also

commented on the dead bodies: 'I saw 15 dead bodies […] the statistics are contradictory […]

67 Relatives of Ershad Rahmanian: Killed under torture and said to have committed suicide, Center for Human Rights
in Iran, 29 December at: https://persian.iranhumanrights.org/1398/09/ershad-rahmanian/

66 "The story of Ershad Rahmanian, one of the victims of the November 1998 nationwide protests", Radio Zamaneh,
29 December at: https://www.radiozamaneh.com/480071
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accurate statistics are not given'. This witness was later arrested for not authorising forces to act

and taking sympathy with the adversaries. He was put into solitary confinement at the

Department of the Sepah for 97 days without interrogation and then sentenced.

This situation seems to be quite unique to a dissenting police officer who sought peace. His

story was corroborated by another witness who was a police officer under his command

(WS0340) and described how his leader ‘told them to not hurt the people’. He also had action

taken against him through the military prosecutor's office, was acquitted at the court, but this

created problems for him after.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting

firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV0016 In Shabrang square in Mariwan, the body of a protester is shown on the ground. It

allegedly belonged to Mehran Tak, killed on 16 November 2019.

AV0017 On November 16th on Jomhouri street, Marivan, a protester shows his shot hand to the

camera.

AV0018 The Police Special Unit forces at Jomhuri street in Mariwan advance towards protesters

and fire shots on 16 November 2019.

AV0020 Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on November 16th 2019. They

are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the

ground.

52. Fazlollah Ranjbar

Number in List of Accused: 52

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/141/fazlollah-ranjbar/

Position in November 2019: The Governor of Kermanshah
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Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to

the Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is responsible for establishing and maintaining order and security in the

county. The security duties of Governors are determined by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.
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b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Kermanshah, and chairman of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters during the November 2019 protests. As a

result, at least 23 protesters were killed and several others injured, and led to the widespread

detention of protesters.68

Despite the death toll, Ranjbar praised the operation of the security forces and said ‘these

honest servants showed tolerance in many scenes [of the protests]’. (re OS052_83). All

witnesses from the witness statements witnessed firing at protestors. 3 were directly shot and

wounded (WS0175, WS0171, WS0127). One witness was shot and died on arrival at hospital

(WS0028). This witness’s death certificate read that his body was struck by a ‘hard body’,

instead of a bullet. Subsequently the family was asked to call their deceased a martyr and asked

to make a video to state that their son was killed by ‘strangers’ which means ‘rioters’ (WS0028)

and they refused.

68 Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/. See also, Shocking details of the killing of a protestor in Kermanshah’, Radio
Farda, 29 December at:
https://www.radiofarda.com/a/interview-with-borhan-mansouri-relative-on-his-murder/30323832.html; See also,
‘250 people were arrested in Kermanshah’, Deutsche Welle, 29 December:
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%
A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%D
B%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A
9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%
B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
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https://www.radiofarda.com/a/interview-with-borhan-mansouri-relative-on-his-murder/30323832.html
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807


One witness recounted how doctors and nurses were told to do nothing ‘for those who were

shot by bullets or were in trouble and had participated in the protests' (WS0127).

One account describes the use of underage boys between 14-15 by the Basiji (WS0003). Videos

recorded by the eyewitnesses show protesters shot and security forces shooting at protesters. A

brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV0020 Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on 16 November 2019. They

are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the

ground.

AV0021 Morning of 16 November 2019 at Azadi Roundabout, Kermanshah. Special forces throw

tear gas towards the crowd and use water cannons. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0022 Taxi car park near Azadi Roundabout, Kermanshah, morning of 16 November 2019.

Gunfire can be heard and protestors use scrap metal as shields.

AV0023 Gunfire can be heard on Azadi Roundabout

AV0024 A protester is shot at Azadi Roundabout and falls to the ground. It seems that he goes

into a seizure as a result of the bullet.

AV0025 Consistent sound of weapons being fired are heard in the area of Dowlatabad in

Kermanshah on 17 November 2019 where many deaths were reported.

AV0026 18 November 2019, Tagh-Bastan Boulevard, Kermanshah. A uniformed agent shoots

with what looks like a colt at the direction of where the crowd is.

AV0027 Gunfire heard at Tagh-Bastan Boulevard, Kermanshah. Protestors are escaping.

Someone says: they're shooting bullets.
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AV0028 Dozens of security forces in plain clothes, armed with rifles and batons, are searching

for someone probably to arrest them near Azadi square.

53. Bahman Reyhani

Number in List of Accused: 53

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/290/bahman-reyhani/

Position in November 2019: The Commander of IRGC forces in Kermanshah

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

As the IRGC Commander of Kermanshah Province, and a member of the Provincial Security

Council, Bahman Reyhani was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against

protesters by the forces under his command during the November 2019 protests. As a result, at

least 23 protesters were killed and several others injured, and more that 250 protesters were69

arrested.70

70 ‘250 people were arrested in Kermanshah’, Deutsche Welle, 29 December:
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%
A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%D
B%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A
9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%
B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807

69 Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
‘Shocking details of the killing of a protestor in Kermanshah’, Radio Farda, 29 December at:
https://www.radiofarda.com/a/interview-with-borhan-mansouri-relative-on-his-murder/30323832.html
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https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
https://www.radiofarda.com/a/interview-with-borhan-mansouri-relative-on-his-murder/30323832.html


The special forces had come prepared in black, wearing masks with protective gear and shields.

They also had water cannons. Statements recall no protestors having firearms or weapons other

than a few stones (WS0003). They kept their faces covered. They hit many people with pellets

all over their bodies, not just below the waist. It was common that if the forces caught a person,

they would beat them and take them away. (WS0127). They would also storm into hospitals and

open a file against anyone who was there on any pretext and arrest people (WS0127, WS0175).

On other occasions they would not allow nurses and medical staff to revive the wounded

(WS0028, WS0127).

One witness describes how he saw a protester lose their sight and was subsequently arrested

then committed suicide after his release (WS0175). Another died from being shot in the eyes.

This demonstrates the shooters were not targeting below the waists of protestors as ‘firing was

directed at people from all sides'. He also stated that the Basiji set the fire on the vehicles of the

fire department (as a direct witness to this). He noted ‘the Basijis started the fire so they would

be free to commit assault and violence against the people’. This witness also describes a

particularly gruesome account which describes torture by special forces in detention. They were

kept in solitary confinement for 37 days. He described how he was made to ‘lie down on a steel

chair and they would tie you at 10 different places […] Five or six torturers would come to you

and ask you to make a confession [...] slowly they would strike at your heels with a cable 40-50

times. They would hit with such force that if it was hit on a wall, it would crack. They threatened

you with death'. They would say: you want to get out? we'll kill you, even if we have to stage an

accidental death'.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting

firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows:

AV0021 Morning of November 16th 2019 at Azadi Roundabout, Kermanshah. Special forces

throw tear gas towards the crowd and use water cannons. Gunfire can be heard.
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AV0022 Taxi car park near Azadi Roundabout, Kermanshah, morning of November 16th 2019.

Gunfire can be heard and protestors use scrap metal as shields.

AV0023 Gunfire can be heard on Azadi Roundabout

AV0024 A protester is shot at Azadi Roundabout and falls to the ground. It seems that he goes

into a seizure as a result of the bullet.

AV0025 Consistent sound of weapons being fired are heard in the area of Dowlatabad in

Kermanshah on 17 November 2019 where many deaths were reported.

AV0026 18 November 2019, Tagh-Bastan Boulevard, Kermanshah. A uniformed agent shoots

with what looks like a colt at the direction of where the crowd is.

AV0027 Gunfire heard at Tagh-Bastan Boulevard, Kermanshah. Protestors are escaping.

Someone says: they're shooting bullets.

AV0028 Dozens of security forces in plain clothes, armed with rifles and batons, are searching

for someone probably to arrest them near Azadi Square.

54. Ali Akbar Javidan

Number in List of Accused: 54

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/291/ali-akbar-javidan/

Position in November 2019: The commander of the police force in Kermanshah province

Authority : As commander of the Police Force of the province, he is a legal member of the PSC

and in charge of all units of police force in the province. He is also responsible for appointing

and supervising the operation of the local police commanders.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 
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As the Police Commander of Kermanshah Province, and a member of the PSC, Ali Akbar Javidan

was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters by the forces under

his command during the November 2019 protests. As a result, at least 23 protesters were killed

and several others injured, and more that 250 protesters were arrested.71 72

A few weeks after the protests he announced the arrest of ”4 ringleaders of the riots”. They

were between the ages of 20-35. He said that: ‘the detainees are accused of provoking people

to riots, destruction of public properties and attacking the police forces’. (re OS054_84) He also

confirmed the arrest of 250 individuals for participating in the protests (re OS054_85).

One witness describes how officers chased him and ‘all of them stood in front of me at a

distance of about 5-6 meters […] one officer stood in front of me, calmly raised his weapon and

took aim. I mean to say we saw each other eye to eye. Then he fired at me' (WS0217). He was

paralyzed. When this witness lodged a complaint after he came out of hospital paralyzed, he

was informed by a police colonel that it was too late to complain.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting

firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows:

AV0020 Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on 16 November 2019. They

are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the

ground.

72 ‘250 people were arrested in Kermanshah’, Deutsche Welle, 29 December:
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%
A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%D
B%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A
9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%
B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807

71 “Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
‘Shocking details of the killing of a protestor in Kermanshah’, Radio Farda, 29 December at:
https://www.radiofarda.com/a/interview-with-borhan-mansouri-relative-on-his-murder/30323832.html
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https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
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AV0021 Morning of 16 November 2019 at Azadi Roundabout, Kermanshah. Special forces throw

tear gas towards the crowd and use water cannons. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0022 Taxi car park near Azadi Roundabout, Kermanshah, morning of 16 November 2019.

Gunfire can be heard and protestors use scrap metal as shields.

AV0023 Gunfire can be heard on Azadi Roundabout.

AV0024 A protester is shot at Azadi Roundabout and falls to the ground. It seems that he goes

into a seizure as a result of the bullet.

AV0025 Consistent sound of weapons being fired are heard in the area of Dowlatabad in

Kermanshah on 17 November 2019 where many deaths were reported.

AV0026 18 November 2019, Tagh-Bastan Boulevard, Kermanshah. A uniformed agent shoots

with what looks like a colt at the direction of where the crowd is.

AV0027 Gunfire heard at Tagh-Bastan Boulevard, Kermanshah. Protestors are escaping.

Someone says: they're shooting bullets.

AV0028 Dozens of security forces in plain clothes, armed with rifles and batons, are searching

for someone probably to arrest them near Azadi square.

55. Mohammad Hossein Sadeghi

Number in List of Accused: 55

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/292/mohammad-hossein-sadeghi/

Position in November 2019: The Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Kermanshah

Authority: Provincial Prosecutor is head of the Provincial Prosecutor’s Office based in the

centre of province and tasked with supervising the local prosecutors, judicial investigators and

all judicial investigations. He is also a legal member of the PSC. He is responsible for issuing

arrest warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences.
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Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the

general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic

Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

As the Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Kermanshah Province, and a member of the

Provincial Security Council, Mohammad Hossein Sadeghi was responsible for ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters during the November 2019 protests. As a result, at least 23

protesters were killed and several others injured, and more that 250 protesters were arrested.73

He stated in an interview: ‘Attacks on public property and people through a structured network

and opposition to the regime of the Islamic Republic of Iran will be responded with severe

punishments and the perpetrators will be dealt with severely. The views of Imam Khamenei and

the head of the judiciary regarding these recent unrests and the issue of petrol price were

broadcast on the national media and everyone was informed.’ (re OS055_86)

None of the witnesses who pursued the case had their case followed through. One was not

allowed to hire their own lawyer and were told the intelligence department would investigate

the matter themselves (WS0028). They found that they were killed by the ‘other’ and did not

conclude the case. It remains open. Another witness was taken to court and was not allowed a

lawyer (WS00175). He was charged with breach of internal peace and security of Iran and

propaganda against the system of the government of Iran. The judge told him ‘if you do not

73 “Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
Shocking details of the killing of a protestor in Kermanshah’, Radio Farda, 29 December at:
https://www.radiofarda.com/a/interview-with-borhan-mansouri-relative-on-his-murder/30323832.html; ‘250
people were arrested in Kermanshah’, Deutsche Welle, 29 December:
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%
A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%D
B%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A
9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%
B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
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https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%DB%B2%DB%B5%DB%B0-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF/a-51720807


confess […] you will be executed’. He had to sell his house to pay for bail. The judge’s clerk

subsequently took a bribe of 30 million toman to replace the deed with money. They also

expropriated all the physical money he had in his house.

As the Prosecutor of Kermanshah, Sadeghi is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and

subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Kermanshah. He is also responsible for torture

and mistreatment of the detainees.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting

firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows:

AV0020 Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on 16 November 2019. They

are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the

ground.

AV0021 Morning of 16 November 2019 at Azadi Roundabout, Kermanshah. Special forces throw

tear gas towards the crowd and use water cannons. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0022 Taxi car park near Azadi Roundabout, Kermanshah, morning of 16 November 2019.

Gunfire can be heard and protestors use scrap metal as shields.

AV0023 Gunfire can be heard on Azadi Roundabout.

AV0024 A protester is shot at Azadi Roundabout and falls to the ground. It seems that he goes

into a seizure as a result of the bullet.

AV0025 Consistent sound of weapons being fired are heard in the area of Dowlatabad in

Kermanshah on 17 November 2019 where many deaths were reported.

AV0026 18 November 2019, Tagh-Bastan Boulevard, Kermanshah. A uniformed agent shoots

with what looks like a colt at the direction of where the crowd is.
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AV0027 Gunfire heard at Tagh-Bastan Boulevard, Kermanshah. Protestors are escaping.

Someone says: they're shooting bullets.

AV0028 Dozens of security forces in plain clothes, armed with rifles and batons, are searching

for someone probably to arrest them near Azadi square.

56.  Ghafour Ghasempour

Number in List of Accused: 56

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/126/ghafour-ghasempour/

Position in IRI in November 2019: The Governor of Karaj

Authority (responsibilities in the role)

Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to

the Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is responsible for establishing and maintaining order and security in the

county. The security duties of governors are determined by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the
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governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As the Governor of Karaj and the head of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

issuing orders to use deadly weapons, which resulted in the death of at least 17 protesters and

the injury of dozens of others as well as the widespread detention of protesters during the

November 2019 protests.74

One witness was shot in the stomach (WS0104), but doctors refused to treat him in fear of

security forces. Many injured witnesses did not visit the hospital out of fear (WS0266). Officers

74 Video of the killing of one of the protesters in Golshahr, Karaj, Manoto TV, November 2019, 29 December at:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uh6_OsaufWA&bpctr=1586870779; “Detention of two citizens in Karaj under

the title of "agents of disturbances", HRANA News Agency, 29 December at:

https://www.hra-news.org/2020/hranews/a-23894/.
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were taking away injured persons from the hospital (WS0306), one was naked when being

detained (WS0033) and some patients were handcuffed in their beds (WS0257). Various

ambulances were riddled with bullets (WS0033) which suggests forces were impeding their

operations.

Some witnesses describe the arrest. One witness was tortured, beaten, and threatened with

hanging (WS0104). He recounted that they would ‘place 5-6 persons on the platform and put

the rope around our neck […] two times every day’. If someone got injured, the officers would

haul them and drive them away (WS0224).

Many witnesses had to make an undertaking (WS0033, WS0104, WS0132) not to speak of the

events or not to participate in demonstrations. Often forces would not hand over bodies to

families without conditions such as not holding a ceremony (WS0242). Some families had to pay

for the bullet with which their family members were shot (WS0133). One witness was followed

and threatened (WS0033). One witness describes that the Governor and his deputy, Mr

Ghassemi, was in contact with witnesses’ father where they asked for blood money WS0033

Various witnesses describe the indiscriminate nature of the shooting. Whenever they saw

someone, they would fire at them. It didn’t make any difference for them whether they were

protestors or pedestrians (WS0107, WS0306). They would hit indiscriminately and often people

who were not involved in protests at all (WS0224). One witness described the forces’ attitude:

‘They had no mercy and compassion’ (WS0104). One witness saw a woman shot in the heart

(WS0033). Eventually the firing was straight at the people, ‘at the face and the head’ (WS0266).

Children and vulnerable people were also shot at. One saw an 8-year-old girl shot (WS0033),

another saw a girl shot in the head (WS0132). One witness recounts the forces firing tear gas in

the bus stop where mother and children were hiding (WS0107). One saw a child shot to death

and elderly people shot at and other children killed (WS0132). One witness saw the blinding of

the eye of a 60-year-old woman (WS0242).
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All witnesses witnessed assault and battery in some form including a man being beaten

between his legs, so his testicles had wet his pants, or twisting the arms of people backwards,

kicking and hitting with batons (WS0265). About 300 people were killed in Alborz, Karaj, Shahr

Ghods and its neighbourhoods, a witness said (WS0132). This witness’s house was raided

(WS0132) and broke down the door and caused chaos inside the house. One witness became

paralyzed from being shot (WS0133). One witness described about 400 to 500 people being

killed (WS0133).

Some forces were described as seizing shop owners who harboured people and hauling him

away, accusing him that he had opened his shop and let people in (WS0224).

One notable scene was from a witness who describes the police ‘hauling young men who would

be taken to the Friday Mosque […] and would be hung upside down’ whilst calling them

‘human chicken kebabs’.

Many witnesses lay out descriptions of the forces versus the people. One describes the forces as

‘armed to the teeth’ (WS0265). Many had shields on their bodies and legs, batons, weapons,

shafts and canes, Kalashnikovs, paintballs, pellets or plastic bullets, and war bullets.

They had bullet proof vests, some held tear gas canisters in their hands (WS0104). Some forces

were firing from vehicles such as the black 405 vehicle and motorbikes (WS0257). One person

was struck by an MP5 bullet (WS0257). One witness saw a plain clothed guard get out of a car

and unloaded ‘seven or eight Kalashnikovs’ and they ‘fired on people with real bullets’

(WS0133). One witness' brother was shot by a heavy weapon (WS0033). Forces were shooting

from roofs, so they had a clear advantage in targeting people (WS0033). On the other hand,

people only had stones in self-defense WS0107, and stones, glass, sticks, and whatever we

could find (WS0132). It seems the forces exaggerated in their descriptions of rioters. What the

police called ‘thugs and rioters’ were described as ‘family people’ by one witness, ‘young men,

girls, boys, fathers’ including his own wife and child (WS0266).
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There seems to have been an element of preparation from the forces. One witness described

‘suspicious and unknown individuals to local people who set banks on fire while the security

forces were just watching them’ (WS0104). ‘There were no protestors in the area where the

bank was set on fire’ (WS0242). Even by the 16 November military men were put on ‘full alert’

(WS0266) and kept so for at least a month. The military man this witness spoke to was sent

from outside Karaj which suggests this force was premeditated.

The following videos recorded by the eyewitness account the use of lethal force against

unarmed protesters and bystanders:

AV0030 November 16th, 2019, the police are shooting from the inside and one person has been

shot the video taker claims

AV0031 November 16th, 2019, the body of Amirhossein Kabiri, shot by a bullet, is in front of the

traffic police base in Hesarak, Karaj. His hands are in his pockets.

AV0032 16th November 2019, special unit forces threaten those blocking the motorway from

Tehran to Karaj with assault weapons.

AV0033 The body of Pouya Bakhtiari is shown with a bullet hole in his head. This is in the

forensic medicine department in Karaj.

AV0034 Just before Pouya Bakhtiari is shot. 16th November 2019 in Rozhaban Boulevard, Karaj.

His mother, Nahid Shirbisheh, is heard saying, "He's my son! He's my son!"

AV0035 CCTV footage from Ebrahim Ketabdar's shop in Ghezel Hesar motorway in Karaj, 16th

November. He is looking at the protestors on the other side of the street. He is shot and falls to

the ground.

AV0036 Protesters run away from security forces near Shohada square in Karaj on 16 November

2019. The sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard.
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57. Haji Reza Shakarami

Number in List of Accused: 57

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/293/haji-reza-shakarami/

Position in IRI in November 2019: The Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Karaj

Authority (responsibilities in the role)

Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre of the county

and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is also a legal

member of the County's Security Council. He is responsible for issuing arrest warrants and

incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually

authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the general courts and the

security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

Haji Reza Shakermi, as the Karaj Public Prosecutor and Revolutionary Council and a member of

the city security council, participated in the issuance of orders to use deadly weapons against

unarmed protesters in the November 2019 nationwide protests that killed at least 17

protesters. He has also been directly responsible for widespread detentions following the

protests.75

Shakermi stated in an interview some were arrested in connection with the riots in Karaj, but

we will not give any information about them for the time being’. (OS057_93) Prior to any

investigation being held or concluded and without providing any evidence he claimed that

protesters shot one of their own during the protests in Karaj. (re OS057_94)

75 ‘75% of detainees were women’, Dana Information Network, 29 December at:

https://www.dana.ir/news/1400867.html/7-درصد-بازداشت-شدگان-تجمعات-کرج-زن-بودند--برای-تخریب-کنندگان-در-اغتشاشات-پرو
نده-قضایی-تشکیل-شد
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One witness describes the removal of films and closing of all files, thus deleting evidence

(WS0033). One witness filed a complaint with the court but after a year, they said the issue had

nothing to do with the court and closed the case. Court told the witnesses' mother ‘you should

have raised your children properly so we would not be forced to pay blood money for them. You

are responsible for their death’.

One witness was taken to court but there was no judge (WS0104). When the judge appeared, it

was a clergy in civilian clothes. Judgement was carried out for ‘25-30 people within 5 minutes.

He was not allowed to hire a lawyer. The security force tried to get a forced confession through

torture. The judge inserted a clause in the judgment that the case could be reopened. One

innocent man was killed by a bullet, but when the judiciary saw his birth certificate and that he

had not participated in any elections, they concluded he was an opponent of the government

(WS0014).

The following videos recorded by the eyewitness account the use of lethal force against

unarmed protesters and bystanders:

AV0030: November 16th, 2019, the police are shooting from the inside and one person has

been shot the video taker claims

AV0031: November 16th, 2019, the body of Amirhossein Kabiri, shot by a bullet, is in front of

the traffic police base in Hesarak, Karaj. His hands are in his pockets.

AV0032: 16th November 2019, special unit forces threaten those blocking the motorway from

Tehran to Karaj with assault weapons.

AV0033: The body of Pouya Bakhtiari is shown with a bullet hole in his head. This is in the

forensic medicine department in Karaj.

AV0034: Just before Pouya Bakhtiari is shot. 16th November 2019 in Rozhaban Boulevard, Karaj.

His mother, Nahid Shirbisheh, is heard saying, "He's my son! He's my son!"
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AV0035: CCTV footage from Ebrahim Ketabdar's shop in Ghezel Hesar motorway in Karaj, 16th

November. He is looking at the protestors on the other side of the street. He is shot and falls to

the ground.

AV0036: Protesters run away from security forces near Shohada square in Karaj on 16

November 2019. Sound of tear gas canisters being fired can be heard.

58. Mohsen Nikvarz

Number in List of Accused: 58

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/348/mohsen-nikvarz/

Position in IRI in November 2019: The Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Sirjan

Authority (responsibilities in the role)

Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre of county

and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is also a legal

member of the County's Security Council. He is responsible for issuing arrest warrants and

incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually

authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the general courts and the

security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

Nikvarz, as Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of the city of Sirjan, and a member of the City

Security Council and the Provincial Security Council, is responsible for the mass arrest of

protesters and ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the

November 2019 nationwide protests in this province, which resulted in the death of at least 2

protesters.76

76 supra note 17.
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The videos recorded by eyewitnesses in Sirjan:

AV0042: In the late hours of 15th November 2019, protestors are in front of a government

building, heavy gunfire can be heard. Protesters are peaceful and do not pose any threat.

As the Prosecutor of Sirjan, Nikvarz is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and subsequent

detention of the demonstrators in Sirjan. He is also responsible for torture and mistreatment of

the detainees.

AV0043: A shot individual (Javad Nazari) is on the ground and bleeding from his head. Video is

from the late hours of November 15th, 2019 in Sirjan.

59.  Mohammad Reza Amiri

Number in List of Accused: 59

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/135/mohammad-reza-amiri/

Position in IRI in November 2019: The Governor of Shiraz

Authority (responsibilities in the role)

Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to

the Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:
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1. The governor is responsible for establishing and maintaining order and security in the

county. The security duties of governors are determined by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As the governor of Shiraz and the head of the city security council, he was responsible for

issuing orders to use deadly weapons against, which resulted in the death of at least 11
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protesters and the injury of dozens of others in the November 2019 protests, as well as the

widespread detention of protesters.77

One witness describes how most people in the hospital who were in a critical condition had

been on their way to work when they got shot (WS0038). For example, one was shot whilst

installing a short-circuit camera. All of them were young men between 25-27.

‘They brutally shot people in the head, face and eye. They didn’t shoot in the air’ and many

were shot in the eye (WS0147). One witness said, ‘the distance was not important at all; they

would shoot at anyone who was close to them’ (WS0183). One witness describes the utter

brutality of one policeman in a white Basij shawl who encouraged protestors to come forward

saying ‘we have no problem with you; come forward’. And then as they moved closer would fire

shots directly at them.

Reported that injured people were arrested at hospital (WS0103, WS0147, WS0038). Police

would carry out raids on houses for many days after the protests and arrest people with the use

of videos (WS0183).

Many witnesses had injured relatives. Some had relatives who died, one from being shot by an

assault bullet (WS0032) when he was shot, he was removed from hospital by the IRGC

Intelligence. One witness's brother was rendered paralysed (WS0038).

Many witnesses were asked for an undertaking (WS0032) and were then threatened

subsequently, and forces attempted to run his brother over by car and to hit him with a

motorbike. Other witnesses recounted victims not returned to their families, or on condition

they would not file any complaint and refrain from talking about the incident or holding a

funeral ceremony in their chosen place or at all (WS0147, WS0167, WS0013, WS0285). Many

77 Video of shooting at protesters in Sadra city of Shiraz province, Tavana, November 16, 2019,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1HvegKYca4
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received threats and when they pursued their case at the Governor’s Office they were warned

and interrogated (WS0013).

One witness was told by the Governor’s Office that her phone number is under their control,

that they hacked her Instagram, and ‘we have you under our full control. If you cut your cloak in

excess of your cloth, you will be dealt with harshly’ (WS0013).

Family members whose relatives died and were sent to the forensic department were not given

answers (WS0013). They wouldn’t let them see the body for 6 days. The department would

routinely shout at people and throw them out.

One witness testified as to the situation of the city’s prisons after the protests. He himself

visited some of them (WS0185). He describes them as very cold, solitary cells. Some had small

doors and high ceilings. Cameras would come to. A prisoner would be instructed to turn his

back and come backwards. Then to stick his back to the door and spread his hands sideways so

he could be handcuffed. Then he would be blindfolded. There was another type of cell like

tombstones. A prisoner would be made to sleep on it for a month or two. Another mode of

torture described by the prison physicians is telling the prisoners they would be released

tomorrow and bring them false news to them about their families. When prisoners were in a

bad mental condition, they were given pills which prevents delirium. Some prisoners did not

survive as a result of medication or mental pressure.

One witness describes how he had friends who were plain clothed Basiji and thinking he was

part of them admitted that ‘we have been tasked to come and mingle with the people, throw

stones and make a racket’ (WS0285).

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show military and security forces under supervision of Amiri

using excessive force against unarmed protesters and shooting firearms and tear gas at

protesters. A brief list of those footage are as follows:
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AV0063: Ordinary police and special unit forces at the intersection of Zendan-e-Shiraz shoot at

protestors.

AV0047: Morning of 16th November 2019 under Maliabad bridge, Shiraz. Security forces cut off

protestors with tear gas.

AV0048: Morning of 16th November 2019 under Maliabad bridge, Shiraz. Security forces cut off

protestors with tear gas.

AV0049: In the beginning of the video, two shot people on the ground can be seen. The rest of

the video shows protestors and special unit forces and gunfire can be heard. This is 16th

November 2019, Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz.

AV0050: 16th November 2019, someone who was shot on Maliabad Boulevard near Goldasht

police station is on the ground. Gunfire is heard. One of the protestors shouts, "Maliabad police

station is shooting at people! They're shooting at people!"

AV0051: 16th November 2019, special unit forces prepare their motorbikes to confront

protestors a few meters ahead. A gunshot can be heard at the end of the video.

AV0052: 16th November 2019, protestors on Maliabad boulevard throw stones but are met

with bullets from special unit forces.

AV0053: 16th November 2019, crowds disperse as a result of bullets from Goldasht police

station

AV0054: 16th November 2019, a helicopter is above Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz, and cars burn

in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard from different directions at the end of

the video.

AV0055: November 16th, 2019, police officers, special unit forces and plainclothes men back

into Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard.
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AV0056: November 16th, 2019, ordinary police, special unit forces and plainclothes men are

present in large numbers in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire is heard. Video taker says

protesters are being arrested and someone has died.

AV0057: Protesters throw rocks at Goldasht police station on Mali Abad boulevard on 16

November 2019. Gunshots can be heard

AV0058: Afternoon of 16th November 2019. A military helicopter circles the area, gunfire is

heard.

AV0059: Heavy Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit & Special Unit presence in Paramount junction in

Shiraz on 16 or 17 November 2019. The sounds of gunfire can be heard.

AV0060: scattered presence of protestors on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz at night. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance.

AV0061: Scattered presence of protestors on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance. Someone says: the sound of gunfire is coming from the

police station. He says it's 5:45pm, Maliabad.

AV0062: Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces arrest protesters and

force them onto Goldasht police station yard. Gunfire can be heard in the background.

60. Seyyed Hashem Ghiasi

Number in List of Accused: 60

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/346/seyed-hashem-ghiasi/

Position in IRI in November 2019: The Commander of Fajr Corps in Fars Province

Authority (responsibilities in the role)

Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the commander in

charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the supervision of
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provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal member of the

County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As IRGC commander of Fars Province and a member of the Provincial Security Council, Ghiasi is

responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of deadly weapons against

unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in this province, which

resulted in the death of at least 24 protesters.78

In a speech on 26 November 2019, Ghiasi admitted that the order for the deadly suppression of

the protests came from the Provincial Security Council and said ‘In the recent sedition, all the

members of the Provincial Security Council, headed by the governor, along with all the security

and law enforcement members of the council, carried out the necessary work, plans and

measures so that the enemies could not succeed in this conspiracy.’ (OS060_95)

One witness describes the control of the Governor as head of the security council and controls

the jurisdiction of the public prosecutor (WS0185). However, in red alert situation ‘everyone is

under the jurisdiction of the commander of the IRGC […] even the Intelligence Department and

the Army, on the basis of approvals of the province’s security council, are governed by the

commander of the IRGC and the representative of the Vali-e Faghih (jurisconsult). In other

words, the representative of the Jurisconsult and the commander of the IRGC make decisions

jointly. The governorate at that time was entirely in the hands of the IRGC. This witness was told

by many officers in private gatherings that they had personally killed somebody. One

commander of a police station told him that his forces had killed 21 protestors. The commander

of another told him he had killed 6 persons. 78 persons were shot by Basijis.

78 Alexi Lalass, 16 November 2019, 2.20pm, @alexi_lalass

https://twitter.com/alexi_lalass/status/1195708302484627456; Shima, 16 November 2019, 3.20pm,

@shimababaeii https://twitter.com/shimababaeii/status/1195723227034726402
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One witness saw a protester giving the security police flowers asking them not to crush the

crowd (WS0303). This witness also saw advanced equipped anti-riot trucks surrounding

protestors. This witness was shot at 2-m proximity and then arrested and was deprived of

medical care. He saw the beatings of teenage boys and several under 18 detainees.

All witnesses saw firing and people injured as a result. One witness describes the use of a

helicopter to provide backup ammunition for the Basiji and that anti-riot vehicles would drive

straight over people (WS0103, WS03370). They were described as having helmets and military

cabs, they had Kalashnikov rifles, tear gas launchers, actual bullets and shotguns (WS0147). This

witness also described the IRGC uniform and anti-riot forces as having helmets, riot gloves,

shoes, and protective gear. They also had water cannons (WS0285). One helicopter opened its

doors and shot at them with a machine gun with bursts of fire (WS03370). It was a heavy

machine gun.

Some security forces were described as vandalising the city by breaking the doors of shops and

throwing stones at the banks (WS0147).

When protestors ran into civilians' homes to shelter, the Basij and IRGC officers threw tear gas

through the windows and smashed the glass. Families would have to bring children outside in

order to breathe. One witness saw several new-born babies who developed breathing problems

(WS0337). This witness describes how the township was entirely under control of the security

forces. In every street there were Police Special Unit black vehicles with personnel in black

uniform, forces on motorbikes. They all carried AK-47.

Dozens of videos recorded by eyewitnesses show IRGC forces under Ghiasi’s command

operating next to police forces using excessive force against unarmed protesters and shooting

firearms. A brief list of those footage are as follows:

AV0047/48: Morning of 16th November 2019 under Maliabad bridge, Shiraz. Security forces cut

off protestors with tear gas.
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AV0049: In the beginning of the video, two shot individuals on the ground can be seen. The rest

of the video shows protestors and special unit forces and gunfire can be heard. This is 16th

November 2019, Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz.

AV0050: 16th November 2019, someone who was shot on Maliabad Boulevard near Goldasht

police station is on the ground. Gunfire is heard. One of the protestors shouts, "Maliabad police

station is shooting at people! They're shooting at people!"

AV0052: 16th November 2019, protestors on Maliabad boulevard throw stones but are met

with bullets from special unit forces.

AV0053: 16th November 2019, crowds disperse as a result of bullets from Goldasht police

station

AV0054: 16th November 2019, a helicopter is above Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz, and cars burn

in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard from different directions at the end of

the video.

AV0055: November 16th, 2019, police officers, special unit forces and plainclothes men rushing

back into Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0056: November 16th, 2019, ordinary police, special unit forces and plainclothes men are

present in large numbers in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire is heard. Video taker says

protesters are being arrested and someone has died.

AV0057/58: Protesters throw rocks at Goldasht police station on Mali Abad boulevard on 16

November 2019. The station has been on fire and voices of shooting are heard in the

background.Gunfire can be heard

AV0060: Scattered presence of protestors on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz at night. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance.
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AV0061: Scattered presence of protestors on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance. Someone says: the sound of gunfire is coming from the

police station. He says it's 5:45pm, Maliabad.

AV0062: Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces arrest protestors and

force them onto Goldasht police station yard. Gunfire can be heard in the background.

AV0063: Ordinary police and special unit forces at the intersection of Zendan-e-Shiraz shoot at

protestors.

AV0064: 16th November 2019, from a hill, probably near Commercial Complex Parmida, Sadra.

Smoke can be seen from the town and the sound of heavy gunfire can be heard.

AV0065/66: Gunfire from Basij base in Bostan Boulevard, Sadra, 16th November.

AV0067: 16th November 2019, Bostan Boulevard, Sadra. A blood-covered body is lying in front

of Sadra's Basij base. Gunshots can be heard from the Basij base.

AV0068: A helicopter flies overhead. Basij forces shoot at protesters in Boustan boulevard from

a Basij headquarters' rooftop on 16 November 2019.

AV0069: Imam Boulevard, Sadra, between 15th-23rd November 2019. Scenes of tumult while

an injured protester is on the ground and people are carrying other injured protestors.

61. Heidar Asiabi

Number in List of Accused: 61

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/345/heidar-asiabi/

Position in IRI in November 2019: The Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Shiraz

Authority (responsibilities in the role)

Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre of county

and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is also a legal
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member of the County's Security Council. He is responsible for issuing arrest warrants and

incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually

authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the general courts and the

security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

Asiabi, as Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of the city of Isfahan, and a member of the City

Security Council and the Provincial Security Council, is responsible for the mass arrest of

protesters and ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the

November 2019 nationwide protests in this province, which resulted in the death of at least 24

protesters.79

In a speech on 21 November 2019, Asiabi threatened that ‘the security, law enforcement and

judicial apparatuses will identify, arrest and punish rioters of the recent incidents to the last

person’ (OS061_96)

One witness filed a complaint at the court. This was delayed because of the coronavirus. They

requested that the cameras at the intersection were viewed. They said they had done it but the

cameras were put out of order by the people and had been broken by them and so nothing was

recorded (WS0013).

As the Prosecutor of Shiraz, Asiabi is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and subsequent

detention of the demonstrators in Shiraz. He is also responsible for torture and mistreatment of

the detainees.

One witness filed a complaint and after a year they wrote a final judgment that the son was

innocent but that they had no right to pursue the matter (WS0032). They said the defence was

justified but the case could not be prosecuted.

79 supra note 11
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Another witness filed a complaint for her husband. She was told to lodge a complaint with the

Security Police. However, they gave no answer to her. The last time she went to the court, they

said he was innocent and acquitted the defendant.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show military and security forces using excessive force against

unarmed protesters and shooting firearms and tear gas at protesters by the order of the County

Security Council. A brief list of those footage are as follows:

AV0063: Ordinary police and special unit forces at the intersection of Zendan-e-Shiraz shoot at

protestors.

AV0047: Morning of 16th November 2019 under Maliabad bridge, Shiraz. Security forces cut off

protestors with tear gas.

AV0048: Morning of 16th November 2019 under Maliabad bridge, Shiraz. Security forces cut off

protestors with tear gas.

AV0049: In the beginning of the video, two shot people on the ground can be seen. The rest of

the video shows protestors and special unit forces and gunfire can be heard. This is 16th

November 2019, Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz.

AV0050: 16th November 2019, someone who was shot on Maliabad Boulevard near Goldasht

police station is on the ground. Gunfire is heard. One of the protestors shouts, "Maliabad police

station is shooting at people! They're shooting at people!"

AV0051: 16th November 2019, special unit forces prepare their motorbikes to confront

protestors a few meters ahead. A gunshot can be heard at the end of the video.

AV0052: 16th November 2019, protestors on Maliabad boulevard throw stones but are met

with bullets from special unit forces.

AV0053: 16th November 2019, crowds disperse as a result of bullets from Goldasht police

station
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AV0054: 16th November 2019, a helicopter is above Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz, and cars burn

in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard from different directions at the end of

the video.

AV0055: November 16th, 2019, police officers, special unit forces and plainclothes men back

into Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0056: November 16th, 2019, ordinary police, special unit forces and plainclothes men are

present in large numbers in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire is heard. Video taker says

protesters are being arrested and someone has died.

AV0057: Protesters throw rocks at Goldasht police station on Mali Abad boulevard on 16

November 2019. Gunshots can be heard

AV0058: Afternoon of 16th November 2019. A military helicopter circles the area, gunfire is

heard.

AV0059: Heavy Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit & Special Unit presence in Paramount junction in

Shiraz on 16 or 17 November 2019. The sounds of gunfire can be heard.

AV0060: scattered presence of protestors on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz at night. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance.

AV0061: Scattered presence of protestors on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance. Someone says: the sound of gunfire is coming from the

police station. He says it's 5:45pm, Maliabad.

AV0062: Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces arrest protesters and

force them onto Goldasht police station yard. Gunfire can be heard in the background.

62. Mir-Jalal Mousavi

Number in List of Accused: 62

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/294/mir-jalal-mousavi/
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Position in IRI in November 2019: The Commander of NAJA Special Units in Shiraz

Authority (responsibilities in the role)

Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the commander in

charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the supervision of

provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal member of the

County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

Mir Jalal Mousavi, as the commander of NAJA special units in Fars province, was directly

responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons by forces under his command against

unarmed protesters during the November 2019 protests that killed at least 24 protesters.80

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show forces under Mousavi’s command using excessive

force and lethal weapons against unarmed protesters:

AV0049: In the beginning of the video, two shot people on the ground can be seen. The rest of

the video shows protestors and special unit forces and gunfire can be heard. This is 16th

November 2019, Maliabad boulevard, Shiraz.

AV0052: 16th November 2019, protestors on Maliabad boulevard throw stones but are met

with bullets from special unit forces.

AV0055: November 16th, 2019, police officers, special unit forces and plainclothes men back

into Goldasht police station. Gunfire can be heard.

80 See supra note 17
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AV0056: November 16th, 2019, ordinary police, special unit forces and plainclothes men are

present in large numbers in front of Goldasht police station. Gunfire is heard. Video taker says

protesters are being arrested and someone has died.

AV0059: Heavy Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit & Special Unit presence in Paramount junction in

Shiraz on 16 or 17 November 2019. The sounds of weapons being fired can be heard.

AV0061: Scattered presence of protesters on Maliabad Boulevard, Shiraz. Gunfire and

explosions can be heard at a distance. Someone says: the sound of gunfire is coming from the

police station. He says it's 5:45pm, Maliabad.

AV0062: Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces arrest protestors and

force them onto Goldasht police station yard. Gunfire can be heard in the background.

AV0063: Ordinary police and special unit forces at the intersection of Zendan-e-Shiraz shoot at

protestors.

63 Abbas Jamshidi

Number in the List of Accused: 63

Position in November 2019: Governor of the City of Bushehr

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/129/abbas-jamshidi/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.
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The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:
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As Governor of Bushehr and head of the CSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces in this

city.

In a meeting on 21 November 2019, Jamshidi stated that ‘With the help of the officials, we were

able to control the unrest and tension in the city without harming anyone.’ (re OS063_55)

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses showing military and security forces under supervision of

Jamshidi shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. Despite Jamshidi’s

claims, videos show a protester shot by the police and security forces (AV0071). A brief list of

these footage are as follows:

AV0071: 16th November 2019, in front of Bushehr provincial government building. People are

hurriedly carrying the body of a shot individual away from the scene.

AV0072: 16th November 2019, in front of Bushehr provincial government building. Gunshots

can be heard.

AV0073: Special unit forces disperse the crowd in front of Bushehr provincial buildings with

batons on the morning of 16th November 2019. The sound of a gunshot and a woman's scream

can be heard.

AV0074: Special unit forces attack protestors gathered around Imam Khomeini roundabout in

Bushehr on November 16th 2019. Gunshots can be heard and protesters scream and run away.

The poster claims that someone died in this incident.

AV0075: Police officers shoot at people while escaping around Zahra gardens, Bushehr,

November 16th, 2019. Protestors are not shown in the video but the film taker says, "Military

force is escaping from the people."

64. Ali Razmjou

Number in the List of Accused: 64
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Position in November 2019: Commander of the IRGC Imam Sadegh Corps in Bushehr Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/344/ali-razmjou/

Authority: Provincial IRGC Commander is the commander of the IRGC brigade based in the

province and in charge of all IRGC forces in the region. He is also a member of the Provincial

Security Council. Along with other military forces based in the province, he operates under the

supervision of the Provincial Governor in the case of security challenges. But he is accountable

to the IRGC Chief Commander.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against

protesters.

As the Commander of the IRGC Imam Sadegh Corps, he is responsible for leading the operation

of the IRGC forces in Bushehr province using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters in

November 2019. On 25 November 2019 he called the protests ‘a global sedition that was

subdued and destroyed with the unity and empathy of the people and the officials together.’ (re

OS064_58).

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show military and security forces shooting firearms and tear

gas canisters directly at the protesters. A brief list of these footage are as follows:

AV0071: 16th November 2019, in front of Bushehr provincial government building. People are

hurriedly carrying the body of a shot individual away from the scene.

AV0072: 16th November 2019, in front of Bushehr provincial government building. Gunshots

can be heard.

AV0074: Special unit forces attack protestors gathered around Imam Khomeini roundabout in

Bushehr on 16 November 2019. Gunshots can be heard and protesters scream and run away.

The poster claims that someone died in this incident.
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65. Khalil Vaezi

Number in the List of Accused: 65

Position in November 2019: Commander of the Police forces in Bushehr Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/343/khalil-vaezi/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the province, he is a legal member of the

Provincial Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the province. He is also

responsible for appointing and supervising the operation of the local police commanders.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSCl, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against

protesters in November 2019.

As the Commander of the Police forces, he is responsible for supervising the operation of the

forces under his command in Bushehr province using lethal weapons against unarmed

protesters in November 2019. On 24 November 2019 he stated that ‘A number of sellouts and

anti-regime forces abused public gatherings in some cities and destroyed public property in the

center and a number of cities in Bushehr province.’ (re OS065_60).

Despite Vaezi’s claims, videos recorded by eyewitnesses show military and security forces

shooting firearms and tear gas canisters at peaceful protesters who posed no threat. (AV0071,

AV0072, AV0074). A brief list of these footage are as follows:

AV0071: 16th November 2019, in front of Bushehr provincial government building. People are

hurriedly carrying the body of a shot individual away from the scene.

AV0072: 16th November 2019, in front of Bushehr provincial government building. There is a

gunshot.
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AV0073: Special unit forces disperse the crowd in front of Bushehr provincial buildings with

batons on the morning of 16th November 2019. The sound of a gunshot and a woman's scream

can be heard.

AV0074: Special unit forces attack protestors gathered around Imam Khomeini roundabout in

Bushehr on 16 November 2019. Gunshots can be heard (probably tear gas) and protestors

scream and run away. The poster claims that someone died in this incident.

AV0075: Police officers shoot at people while escaping around Zahra gardens, Bushehr, 16

November 2019. Protestors are not shown in the video but the film taker says, "Military force is

escaping from the people."

66. Ali Hassanpour

Number in the List of Accused: 66

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of the centre of Bushehr

Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/342/ali-hassanpour/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the province, he is a legal member of the

Provincial Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the province. He is also

responsible for appointing and supervising the operation of the local police commanders.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the Provincial Security Council, he was responsible for ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters in November 2019.

As the prosecutor of Bushehr province, he is responsible for mass arrests of protesters and

dissidents during and after the crackdown. Hassanpour is also responsible for sanctioning illegal
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arrest and subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Bushehr. He is also responsible for

torture and mistreatment of the detainees.

On 19 November 2019, he promised that more protesters will be arrested and encouraged the

government institutions to file lawsuits against detainees for destroying public property and

promised ‘the judiciary will deal with these offenders decisively’. (re OS066_61)

67. Abdolali Arzhang

Number in the List of Accused: 67

Position in November 2019: Governor of Shahr-e-Kord

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/131/abdolali-arzhang/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

• The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.
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2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As the Governor of Shahr-e-Kord and the head of the County Security Council, he was

responsible for issuing orders to use deadly weapons against protesters during the November

2019 protests, and the widespread detention of protesters.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show police and security forces using excessive use of

force, including firearms against peaceful protesters:

AV0077 16th November 2019, special unit forces, ordinary police and security forces shoot into

the air around peaceful protestors in Shahre Kord. They forcefully arrest an individual at the

intersection.
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AV0078 Ordinary police officers and Emdad police run towards protestors with batons at

Ostandari intersection in Shahre Kord. A few gunshots can be heard towards the end of the

video.

68. Ali Mohammad Akbari

Number in the List of Accused: 68

Position in November 2019: The Commander of the IRGC Qamar Bani-Hashem Corps in

Chaharmahal Bakhtiari Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/349/ali-mohammad-akbari/

Authority: Provincial IRGC Commander is the commander of the IRGC brigade based in the

province and in charge of all IRGC forces in the region. He is also a member of the Provincial

Security Council. Along with other military forces based in the province, he operates under the

supervision of the Provincial Governor in the case of security challenges. But he is accountable

to the IRGC Chief Commander.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSCl, he was responsible for making the decision of ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters in November 2019.

As the Commander of the IRGC Qamar Bani-Hashem Corps, he is responsible for leading the

operation of the IRGC forces in Chaharmahal Bakhtiari province using lethal weapons against

unarmed protesters in November 2019. On 21 November 2019 he praised the operation of the

IRGC forces in suppressing the protests and said ‘the recent incidents were the enemy's

planning and conspiracy to overthrow the regime, which with the vigilance of the people, the

instructions of the Supreme Leader and the support of the government, and the officials of the

three branches of the enemy conspiracy was foiled.’ (re OS068_62)

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show security forces using excessive use of force,

including firearms against peaceful protesters:
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AV0077 16th November 2019, special unit forces, ordinary police and security forces shoot into

the air around peaceful protestors in Shahre Kord. They forcefully arrest an individual at the

intersection.

AV0078 Ordinary police officers and Emdad police run towards protestors with batons at

Ostandari intersection in Shahre Kord. A few gunshots can be heard towards the end of the

video.

69. Ali Sepahvand

Number in the List of Accused: 69

Position in November 2019: The commander of the Police forces of Shahr-E Kord

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/350/ali-sepahvand/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the County Security Council, he was responsible for making the decision of

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters in November 2019.

As the Commander of the Police forces of Shahr-e-Kord, he is responsible for leading the

operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters in

November 2019.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show security forces using excessive use of force,

including firearms against peaceful protesters:

AV0077 16th November 2019, special unit forces, ordinary police and security forces shoot into

the air around peaceful protestors in Shahr-e Kord. They forcefully arrest an individual at the

intersection.
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AV0078 Ordinary police officers and Emdad police run towards protestors with batons at

Ostandari intersection in Shahr-e Kord. A few gunshots can be heard towards the end of the

video.

70. Abdolreza Alimohammadi

Number in the List of Accused: 70

Position in November 2019: The General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Shahr-E Kord

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/350/ali-sepahvand/

Authority: Local Prosecutor is the head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the

centre of the county. It is tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial

investigations. He is also a legal member of the County's Security Council. He is responsible for

issuing arrest warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of

sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences

addressed by the general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of

the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSCl, he was responsible for making the decision of ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters in November 2019. He is also responsible for ordering the

mass arrest of protesters.

As the Prosecutor of Shahr-e-Kord, Alimohammadi is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest

and subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Shahr-e-Kord. He is also responsible for

torture and mistreatment of the detainees.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show security forces using excessive use of force,

including firearms against peaceful protesters:
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AV0077 16th November 2019, special unit forces, ordinary police and security forces shoot into

the air around peaceful protestors in Shahr-e Kord. They forcefully arrest an individual at the

intersection.

AV0078 Ordinary police officers and Emdad police run towards protestors with batons at

Ostandari intersection in Shahr-e Kord. A few gunshots can be heard towards the end of the

video.

71. Reza Nasiri

Number in the List of Accused: 71

Position in November 2019: The commander of the Special Units of the Police forces in

Chaharmahal Bakhtiari Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/356/reza-nasiri/

Authority: He is tasked with commanding and supervising the operation of the police special

forces units in the province. These highly trained forces are tasked with assisting in

counter-terrorism, hostage situations, and suppressing protests.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As the Commander of the Police forces’ Special Units in the province, he is responsible for

supervising the operation of these forces in Chaharmahal province using excessive force

including lethal weapons against unarmed protesters in November 2019.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show security forces using excessive use of force,

including firearms against peaceful protesters:

AV0077 16th November 2019, special unit forces, ordinary police and security forces shoot into

the air around peaceful protestors in Shahr-e Kord. They forcefully arrest an individual at the

intersection.
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AV0078 Ordinary police officers and Emdad police run towards protestors with batons at

Ostandari intersection in Shahr-e Kord. A few gunshots can be heard towards the end of the

video.

72. Zeinolabedin Mousavi

Number in the List of Accused: 72

Position in November 2019: The Governor of Abadan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/148/zeinolabedin-mousavi/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

• The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the
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Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Abadan and head of the CSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces in the

City of Abadan, which led to the death of at least three protesters in this province.

On 25 November 2019, Mousavi admitted that the protesters were peaceful and said ‘there

were no Monafegh , usurper or killer among the protesters.’ Yet the forces under his81

supervision were authorized to use lethal weapons against protesters. A video recorded by an

eyewitness shows Basij forces shooting at protesters in Abadan (AV0070).

73. Shapour Ahmadi

Number in the List of Accused: 73

Position in November 2019: The Commander of IRGC forces of Abadan

81 A demeaning term used by the IRI officials for dissident Mujahedin-e-Khalgh organisation (MEKO)
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Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/339/shapour-ahmadi/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of a provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he was responsible for making a decision of ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters in Abadan, which led to the death of at least three protesters in this

city.

As Abadan’s IRGC commander, he is responsible for authorising and supervising the operation of

the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters. A video

recorded by an eyewitness shows Basij forces under Ahmadi’s command shooting at protesters

in Abadan (AV0070).

74. Seyyed Mohsen Taghizadeh

Number in the List of Accused: 74

Position in November 2019: The commander of the Police forces of Abadan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/340/seyed-mohsen-taghizadeh/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSCl, he was responsible for making a decision of ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters in Abadan, which led to the death of at least three protesters

in this city.
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As Abadan’s Police commander, he is responsible for authorising and supervising the operation

of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters.

75. Hamid Maranipour

Number in the List of Accused: 75

Position in November 2019: The General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Abadan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/341/hamid-maranipour/

Authority: Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre

of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is

also a legal member of the County's Security Council. He is responsible for issuing arrest

warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences.

Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the

general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic

Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the County Security Council, he was responsible for making a decision of

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters in Abadan during November 2019

protests, which led to the death of at least three protesters in this city. He is also responsible for

mass arrest of protesters during and after the crackdown.

On 24 November 2019, Maranipour announced the arrest of two citizens and accused them of

being the ‘riot leader’ and ‘stashing arms’. He promised that they will receive the ‘capital

punishment’. The investigations into the confessions broadcast by the IRIB indicate that they are

false confessions commonly obtained under severe torture and ill-treatment.82

82 ‘'Iran tortured me into confessing to be an Israeli spy', BBC, 13 Aug 2019
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-49284659
“Orwellian state: the Islamic republic of Iran state media as a weapon of mass suppression”, Justice for Iran, 1 June
2020
https://justice4iran.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ORWELLIAN-STATE-ISLAMIC-REPUBLIC-OF-IRAN%E2%80%99
S-STATE-MEDIA-AS-A-WEAPON-OF-MASS-SUPPRESSION-English-1.pdf
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76. Behrouz Mahdavi

Number in the List of Accused: 76

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Tabriz

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/352/behrouz-mahdavi/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the CSCl and responsible for establishing and maintaining order and

security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

Forced Confessions and Iran’s Commitment Deficit to Human Rights, LSE,25 June 2020
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mec/2020/11/11/forced-confessions-and-irans-commitment-deficit-to-human-rights/
Iran: Detainees flogged, sexually abused and given electric shocks in gruesome post-protest crackdown – new
report, Amnesty International, 2 Sep 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/09/iran-detainees-flogged-sexually-abused-and-given-electric-sho
cks-in-gruesome-post-protest-crackdown-new-report/
Statement by Javaid Rehman, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, at
the 75th session of the General Assembly - Item 72(c)NEW YORK - 26 October 2020
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=26425&LangID=E
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2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests:

As the head of the CSC in Tabriz. he is responsible for making the decision on issuing the order

to use lethal weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of police and other

armed forces during November 2019 protests.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show security forces shooting firearms and teargas at peaceful

protesters in Tabriz:

AV0079: 16th November 2019, special unit forces drive towards protestors at Shahid Fahmideh

roundabout in Tabriz with water cannons. Gunfire can be heard and the smoke from tear gas

can be seen.
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AV0080: 16th November 2019, Shahid-e-Fahmideh roundabout, Tabriz. Smoke from tear gas is

everywhere and gunfire can be heard.

77. Abedin Khorram

Number in the List of Accused: 77

Position in November 2019: The Commander of Ashoura Corps in East Azerbaijan Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/353/abedin-khorram/

Authority: Provincial IRGC Commander is the commander of the IRGC brigade based in the

province and in charge of all IRGC forces in the region. He is also a member of the PSC. Along

with other military forces based in the province, he operates under the supervision of the

Provincial Governor in the case of security challenges. But he is accountable to the IRGC Chief

Commander.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSCl, he was responsible for making a decision of ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters in East Azerbaijan Province.

As the East Azerbaijan's IRGC commander, he is responsible for authorising and supervising the

operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters

and mass arrest of protesters in Tabriz. On 20 November 2019, he announced that 30 protesters

were arrested by forces under his command in Tabriz and said ‘we reacted very gently during

the riots’. (re OS077_66) Despite his claim, videos recorded by eyewitnesses show security

forces shooting firearms and teargas at peaceful protesters in Tabriz who are not armed or

violent and posed no threat to security forces. (AV0079, AV0080).

78. Hossein Abdi Fathabadi

Number in the List of Accused: 78

Position in November 2019: The commander of the Police forces in East Azerbaijan Province
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Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/355/hossein-abdi-fathabadi/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the province, he is a legal member of the

Provincial Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the province. He is also

responsible for appointing and supervising the operation of the local police commanders.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the Provincial Security Council, he was responsible for making a decision of

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters in East Azerbaijan Province.

As the East Azaerbaijan’s Police commander, he is responsible for authorising and supervising

the operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed

protesters. Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show security forces shooting firearms and

teargas at peaceful protesters in Tabriz. (AV0079, AV0080).

On 29 November 2019, he announced that 70 protesters were arrested by forces under his

command and accused the detainees of rioting and damaging the public property (re

OS078_67).

79. Babak Mahboub Alilou

Number in the List of Accused: 79

Position in November 2019: The General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Tabriz

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/354/babak-mahboub-alilou/

Authority: Provincial Prosecutor is head of the Provincial Prosecutor’s Office based in the

centre of province and tasked with supervising the local prosecutors, judicial investigators and

all judicial investigations. He is also a legal member of the PSC. He is responsible for issuing

arrest warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences.

Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the

general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic

Revolutionary Courts.
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the Provincial Security Council, he was responsible for making a decision of

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters in East Azerbaijan Province. Videos

recorded by eyewitnesses show security forces shooting firearms and teargas at peaceful

protesters in Tabriz. (AV0079, AV0080).

As the prosecutor of Tabriz, he is responsible for authorising the mass arrest of protesters by

Police and IRGC forces. According to the Police and IRGC commanders at least 70 protesters

were arrested by Police and 30 protesters were detained by IRGC forces during and after the

crackdown on November 2019 protests (re OS077_66, OS078_67). Further, in his capacity as the

prosecutor of Tabriz, he is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and subsequent detention of

the demonstrators in Tabriz. He is also responsible for torture and mistreatment of the

detainees.

In a speech on 28 November 2019, Alilou called the protesters ‘thugs, criminals and rioters’ and

promised severe punishment for those arrested. (re OS079_68).

80. Mohammad Hamidi

Number in the List of Accused: 80

Position in November 2019: Governor of Gorgan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/138/mohammad-hamidi/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

• The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.
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The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the CSC and responsible for establishing and maintaining order and

security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:
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As the Governor of Gorgan and Chairman of the CSC, he was responsible for issuing orders to

use deadly weapons against protesters, supervising the operation of military and security forces

in the city of Gorgan, as well as mass arrest of protesters during the November 2019 protests.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show police and security forces shooting and beating

protesters even after they are subdued and arrested.

AV0083 In Valiasr square in Gorgan, Ordinary Police & Special Unit shoot a person multiple

times at close range as they back away, before beating him on 16 November 2019.

AV0084 Ordinary Police, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces confront protesters at Valiasr square

2019. Shots are heard as security forces drag several protesters away.

81. Vahid Fakhroddin

Number in the List of Accused: 81

Position in November 2019: The Commander of IRGC Forces of Gorgan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/338/vahid-fakhroddin/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the CSC.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he was responsible for making a decision of ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters in the City of Gorgan.

As the IRGC commander of the City of Gorgan, he is responsible for authorising and supervising

the operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed
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protesters. Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show Basij forces shooting and beating protesters

even after they are subdued and arrested:

AV0083: In Valiasr square in Gorgan, Ordinary Police & Basij forces shoot a person multiple

times at close range as they back away, before beating him on 16 November 2019.

AV0084: Ordinary Police, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces confront protesters at Valiasr square

2019. Shots are heard as security forces drag several protesters away.

In a speech on 21 November 2019, Fakhroddin praised the operation forces under his command

in suppressing the protests and said ‘The Basijis will not stand idly by against those who, with

the support and guidance of the enemies, cause chaos, destruction and looting of public

property.’ (re OS081_69).

82. Rouholamin Ghassemi,

Number in the List of Accused: 82

Position in November 2019: The commander of the Police forces in Golestan Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/337/rouholamin-ghassemi/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the province, he is a legal member of the PSC

and in charge of all units of police force in the province. He is also responsible for appointing

and supervising the operation of the local police commanders.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSCl, he was responsible for making a decision of ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters in Golestan province.

As the Police commander of Golestan province, he is responsible for authorising and supervising

the operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed

protesters. Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show police forces shooting and beating protesters

even after they are subdued and arrested:
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AV0083: In Valiasr square in Gorgan, Ordinary Police & Basij forces shoot a person multiple

times at close range as they back away, before beating him on 16 November 2019.

AV0084: Ordinary Police, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces confront protesters at Valiasr square

2019. Shots are heard as security forces drag several protesters away.

On 27 November 2019, in reference to the suppression of protests, Ghassemi said ‘The

authority of the police was proved to those thugs on that special day [November 17th].’ (re

OS082_70)

83. Mohammad Masroor

Number in the List of Accused: 83

Position in November 2019: The Commander of NAJA Special Units in East Azerbaijan Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/302/mohammad-masroor/

Authority: He is tasked with commanding and supervising the operation of the Units of police

special forces in the province. These highly trained forces are tasked with assisting in

counter-terrorism, hostage situations, and suppressing protests.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As NAJA Special Units’ Commander of East Azerbaijan province, he is responsible for the violent

suppression of peaceful protests in the city of Tabriz. At the behest of Masroor, security forces

used brutal violence including lethal weapons, tear gas, pepper spray, heavy beatings, to

suppress peaceful protests in November 2019.

A video recorded by a witness shows Special Units forces driving towards protestors at Shahid

Fahmideh roundabout in Tabriz with water cannons. Gunshots can be heard and the smoke

from tear gas can be seen. (AV0079)
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84. Seyed Reza Seyed Hosseini

Number in the List of Accused: 84

Position in November 2019: The Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Golestan Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/336/seyed-reza-seyed-hosseini/

Authority: Provincial Prosecutor is head of the Provincial Prosecutor’s Office based in the centre

of province and tasked with supervising the local prosecutors, judicial investigators and all

judicial investigations. He is also a legal member of the PSC. He is responsible for issuing arrest

warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences.

Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the

general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic

Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

Seyed Hosseini, as General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of the City of Gorgan, centre of

Golestan province, a member of Provincial Security Council is responsible for the mass arrest of

protesters and ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the

November 2019 protests. As the Prosecutor of Golestan Province, Hosseini is responsible for

sanctioning illegal arrest and subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Golestan. He is also

responsible for torture and mistreatment of the detainees.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show security forces shooting and beating protesters even

after they are subdued and arrested:

AV0083: In Valiasr square in Gorgan, Ordinary Police & Basij forces shoot a person multiple

times at close range as they back away, before beating him on 16 November 2019.

AV0084: Ordinary Police, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces confront protesters at Valiasr square

2019. Shots are heard as security forces drag several protesters away.
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85. Ali Babaei Rayeni

Number in the List of Accused: 85

Position in November 2019: The Governor of city of Kerman

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/139/ali-babaei-rayeni/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As the Governor of Kerman and head of the CSCl, he was responsible for issuing orders to use

deadly weapons against protesters, supervising the operation of military and security forces in

the city of Kerman during the November 2019 protests, which led to the death of at least two

protesters.

A video recorded by an eyewitness shows security forces with assault weapons rushing towards

protesters as the gunshots can be heard in the background. (AV0085).

86. Abdolreza Nazeri

Number in the List of Accused: 86

Position in November 2019: The commander of the Police forces in Kerman Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/334/abdolreza-nazeri/
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Authority: As Commander of the Police Force of the province, he is a legal member of the PSC

and in charge of all units of police force in the province. He is also responsible for appointing

and supervising the operation of the local police commanders.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSC, he was responsible for the decision to order the use of deadly

weapons against protesters in Kerman province during the November 2019 protests, which led

to the death of at least two protesters.

As Police commander of Kerman province, he is responsible for authorizing and supervising the

operation of forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters. A

video recorded by an eyewitness shows security forces with assault weapons rushing towards

protesters as the gunshots can be heard in the background. (AV0085)

He is also responsible for the mass arrest of citizens who allegedly participated in the protests

after the crackdown. On 29 November 2019, he announced that 25 citizens including five

women who participated in the protests in Sirjan were arrested by his forces. He added these

thugs who had vandalized and destroyed public property in recent riots tried to hide their

identities by changing their faces and confessed to their crimes after their arrest.’ (re

OS086_72). On 28 December 2019, he announced the arrest of 13 citizens for blocking the

streets with their cars during the protests in November 2019. Once again he claimed that these

protesters ‘confessed to their crimes’.(OS086_73) The investigations into the confessions

broadcast by the IRIB indicate that they are false confessions commonly obtained under severe

torture and ill-treatment.83

83 Jiar, Gol, ‘Iran tortured me into confessing to be an Israeli spy’, BBC, 19 Aug 2019
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-49284659
“Orwellian state: the Islamic republic of Iran state media as a weapon of mass suppression”, Justice for Iran, 1 June
2020
https://justice4iran.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ORWELLIAN-STATE-ISLAMIC-REPUBLIC-OF-IRAN%E2%80%99
S-STATE-MEDIA-AS-A-WEAPON-OF-MASS-SUPPRESSION-English-1.pdf
Forced Confessions and Iran’s Commitment Deficit to Human Rights, LSE,25 June 2020
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mec/2020/11/11/forced-confessions-and-irans-commitment-deficit-to-human-rights/
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87. Dadkhoda Salari

Number in the List of Accused: 87

Position in November 2019: The General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Kerman province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/335/dadkhoda-salari/

Authority: Provincial Prosecutor is head of the Provincial Prosecutor’s Office based in the

centre of province and tasked with supervising the local prosecutors, judicial investigators and

all judicial investigations. He is also a legal member of the PSCl. He is responsible for issuing

arrest warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences.

Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the

general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic

Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Kerman province, and a member of provincial

Security Council, he is responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of

deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in

this province, which resulted in the death of at least two protesters. He is also responsible for

sanctioning illegal arrest and subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Kerman. He is also

responsible for torture and mistreatment of the detainees.

A video recorded by an eyewitness shows security forces with assault weapons rushing towards

protesters as the gunshots can be heard in the background. (AV0085).

Iran: Detainees flogged, sexually abused and given electric shocks in gruesome post-protest crackdown – new
report, Amnesty International, 2 Sep 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/09/iran-detainees-flogged-sexually-abused-and-given-electric-sho
cks-in-gruesome-post-protest-crackdown-new-report/
Statement by Javaid Rehman, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, at
the 75th session of the General Assembly - Item 72(c)NEW YORK - 26 October 2020
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=26425&LangID=E
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88. Eisa Farhadi Sartangi

Number in the List of Accused: 88

Position in November 2019: The Governor of the City of Tehran

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/158/eissa-farhadi-sartangi/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Tehran and head of the CSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security forces in this

city, which led to the death of dozens of protesters during November 2019 protests.

He is also responsible for covering up the details of the crackdown by refusing the release of the

number of protesters killed in the city of Tehran in November 2019 and effectively obstructing

the access to the information regarding the details of the events by dismissing and misdirecting

the responsibility of releasing this information.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show security forces under supervision of Sartangi shooting

firearms and tear gas canisters directly at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as followed:

AV0086: 16th November 2019, Shariaty street, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and two gunshots

are heard. It seems that they are tear gas.
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AV0087: Ordinary police and Special Unit forces fire tear gas into crowds gathered on Shariati

street on 16 November 2019.

AV0088: 16th November 2019, Tehransar boulevard, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and one

gunshot is heard. It seems that it is tear gas.

AV0089: 16th November 2019, Kashani boulevard, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and one

gunshot is heard. It seems that it is tear gas. Special unit forces are present.

AV0090: The sound of gunfire is audible as some protesters throw stones towards or run away

from security forces at Fadaeiyan Eslam street in Tehran on 16 November 2019.

AV0095: Police Special Unit forces at Vafadar street in Tehran shoot at protesters who are

running away on 17 November 2019.

AV0096: 21st November 2019, Haft Hoz square, Tehran. Special unit forces shoot into the air on

motorbikes and terrorise people.

AV0097: In the first Sadeghieh Square, Tehran, people chant slogans and gunshots can be heard

89. Esmaeil Kowsari

Number in the List of Accused: 89

Position in November 2019: The Deputy Commander of the IRGC Sarallah Headquarter

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/333/mohammad-esmaeil-kowsari/

Authority: Sar-Allah Headquarters is considered to be the most important center during any

periods of civil unrest. The center is tasked with the safety and security of the capital city of

Tehran. In the time of a security crisis in general, Sar-Allah HQ has overall command of Tehran’s

provincial Corps, Alborz Provincial Corps, Imam Ali Security Brigades, Sahib al Zaman Special

Forces and the Basij forces of the province. Deputy Commander of Sar-Allah HQ is tasked with

coordinating and supervising the operation forces under this headquarters’ command. Forces

operating under this command have rank superiority over the police and other security forces in

Tehran province.
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

Kowsari, as deputy commander of the Sar-Allah HQ, the IRGC headquarters in charge of the

security of the capital and a key entity involved in suppressing any protest in Tehran province is

directly responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of deadly weapons by

forces under his command against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide

protests in Tehran province, which resulted in the death of at least 130 protesters.

On 1 December 2019, Kowsari accused protesters of being ‘enemy's agents and pawns who

committed arson and other crimes.’ (re OS089_73) and added ‘many of them have been

arrested and will be interrogated. When asked about the connection between the detainees

and Israeli government, he said ‘when the officials said so, there is definitely evidence for that,

they [detainees] accepted this connection during the interrogations themselves, and this issue

is being pursued so that all its angles can be identified.’ (re OS089_73) The investigations into

the confessions broadcast by the IRIB indicate that they are false confessions commonly

obtained under severe torture and ill-treatment.84

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show forces under Kowsari’s supervision using lethal weapons

against unarmed protesters in Tehran province. A brief list such footage are as follows:

84 “Orwellian state: the Islamic republic of Iran state media as a weapon of mass suppression”, Justice for Iran, 1
June 2020
https://justice4iran.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ORWELLIAN-STATE-ISLAMIC-REPUBLIC-OF-IRAN%E2%80%99
S-STATE-MEDIA-AS-A-WEAPON-OF-MASS-SUPPRESSION-English-1.pdf
Forced Confessions and Iran’s Commitment Deficit to Human Rights, LSE,25 June 2020
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mec/2020/11/11/forced-confessions-and-irans-commitment-deficit-to-human-rights/
Iran: Detainees flogged, sexually abused and given electric shocks in gruesome post-protest crackdown – new
report, Amnesty International, 2 Sep 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/09/iran-detainees-flogged-sexually-abused-and-given-electric-sho
cks-in-gruesome-post-protest-crackdown-new-report/
Statement by Javaid Rehman, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, at
the 75th session of the General Assembly - Item 72(c)NEW YORK - 26 October 2020
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=26425&LangID=E
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AV0086 16th November 2019, Shariaty street, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and two gunshots

are heard. It seems that they are tear gas.

AV0088 16th November 2019, Tehransar boulevard, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and one

gunshot is heard. It seems that it is tear gas.

AV0089: 16th November 2019, Kashani boulevard, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and one

gunshot is heard. It seems that it is tear gas. Special unit forces are present.

AV0090: The sound of gunfire is audible as some protesters throw stones towards or run away

from security forces at Fadaeiyan Eslam street in Tehran on 16 November 2019.

AV0091/92/93/94: Late hours of 16th November 2019, Chahardangeh, Tehran. Continuous

shooting at protestors from the top of a Basij base. It has been said that at least 1 and at most 3

people died in this incident.

AV0097: In the first Sadeghieh Square, Tehran, people chant slogans and gunshots can be heard

AV00107: A lot of blood has been spilled on Donyamali boulevard, Andisheh. Video was taken

between 15th-19th November.

AV00108: Someone who was shot is being transported across Donyamali boulevard, Andisheh.

Video was taken between 16th-20th November.

AV00109: Teargas used against protesters in front of a Basij base in Donya Mali Boulevard in

Andisheh Town on 16 November 2019. The woman filming says Basij forces are shooting at

protesters.

AV00110: A security official on the rooftop of a Basij base aims his rifle at protesters in Donya

Mali Boulevard in Andisheh Town on 16 November. The man filming says he shot at the crowd.

AV00118: Riot police shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of Bahrestan county in

Saveh road.
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AV00119: Protesters gather in Adaran junction, Baharetan as the sound of weapons being fired

is heard in the background on 16 November 2019.

AV00120: 17th November 2019, Nasim shahr police station, Baharestan. The body of someone

who was shot at from the top of the building is shown. Before, protestors were standing outside

in large numbers.

AV00121: Aderan three-way, Baharestan, in front of the police base. Several dead bodies shot

on November 17th 2019 are shown.

AV00122: 16th November 2019, Bagh-e-Feiz, Eslamshahr. Protestors are scattered and gunshots

can be heard.

AV00123: At Basij boulevard in Eslamshahr, tear gas fills the air and the sound of weapons

consistently firing can be heard on 16 November 2019.

AV00127/128: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has been

shot and the crowd are running towards him.

AV00129: A person standing in the street is shot and carried away by several people in Shahriar

sometimes between 16-18 November 2019. Shots are heard in the background.

AV00130: People gather around the body of someone who was shot and say he is dead.

Beheshti street, Shariar.

AV00131: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has been shot and

the crowd are running towards him.

AV00132: People carry the body of someone who was shot on Valiasr street, Shahriar

AV00149: An injured protester is carried away at Donya Mali Boulevard in Andisheh town on 16

November 2021.
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90. Hossein Rahimi

Number in the List of Accused: 90

Position in November 2019: The Police Commander of Greater Tehran

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/3/hossein-rahimi/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the province, he is a legal member of the

Provincial Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the province. He is also

responsible for appointing and supervising the operation of the local police commanders.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the PSC, he is responsible for making a decision of ordering the use of lethal

weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 protests, which led to the

death of hundreds of protesters in Tehran province.

As Police Commander of the Greater Tehran, he is responsible for mass arrest of protesters and

supervising the operation of the forces under his command using lethal weapons against

unarmed protesters. On 3 December 2019, Rahimi announced that 51 protesters were arrested

by his forces and promised that more arrests would be made. (OS090_74).

On 31 December, Rahimi said ‘In the recent incidents, our colleagues were fighting protesters in

165 points and a large number of ordinary people were injured, but not a single one of the

rioters was injured.’ (re OS090_75) This was said, while Amnesty International has identified at

least 130 protesters killed by the security forces in Tehran province.85

Despite Rahimi’s claims, videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show forces under Rahimi’s

command shooting firearms at protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows:

85 “Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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AV0044: In reaction to blocking the government building of Shahr-e-Ghods on November 16th,

police officers shoot at protestors.

AV0086: 16th November 2019, Shariaty street, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and two gunshots

are heard. It seems that they are tear gas.

AV0087: Ordinary police and Special Unit forces fire tear gas into crowds gathered on Shariati

street on 16 November 2019.

AV0088: 16th November 2019, Tehransar boulevard, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and one

gunshot is heard. It seems that it is tear gas.

AV0089: 16th November 2019, Kashani boulevard, Tehran. Protests are ongoing and one

gunshot is heard. It seems that it is tear gas. Special unit forces are present.

AV0090: The sound of gunfire is audible as some protesters throw stones towards or run away

from security forces at Fadaeiyan Eslam street in Tehran on 16 November 2019.

AV0091: Late hours of 16th November 2019, Chahardangeh, Tehran. Continuous shooting at

protestors from the top of a Basij base. It has been said that at least 1 and at most 3 people died

in this incident.

AV0092: Late hours of 16th November 2019, Chahardangeh, Tehran. Continuous shooting at

protestors from the top of a Basij base. It has been said that at least 1 and at most 3 people died

in this incident.

AV0093: Late hours of 16th November 2019, Chahardangeh, Tehran. Continuous shooting at

protestors from the top of a Basij base. It has been said that at least 1 and at most 3 people died

in this incident.

AV0094: Late hours of 16th November 2019, Chahardangeh, Tehran. Continuous shooting at

protestors from the top of a Basij base. It has been said that at least 1 and at most 3 people died

in this incident.
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AV0095: Police Special Unit forces at Vafadar street in Tehran shoot at protesters who are

running away on 17 November 2019.

AV0096: 21st November 2019, Haft Hoz square, Tehran. Special unit forces shoot into the air on

motorbikes and terrorise people.

AV0097: In the first Sadeghieh Square, Tehran, people chant slogans and gunshots can be heard.

AV00105: Police Special Unit forces take shots at protesters gathered near Shaheed Sayyad

Shirazi bridge in Andisheh town on 16 November 2019.

AV00106: Protestors in Velayat boulevard, Andisheh, on 16 November 2019. They are throwing

stones at ordinary police officers who are escaping. Gunfire can be heard. An officer returns and

shoots at the protestors.

AV00107: A lot of blood has been spilled on Donyamali boulevard, Andisheh. Video was taken

between 15th-19th November.

AV00108: Someone who was shot is being transported across Donyamali boulevard, Andisheh.

Video was taken between 16th-20th November.

AV00109: Teargas used against protesters in front of a Basij base in Donya Mali Boulevard in

Andisheh Town on 16 November 2019. The woman filming says Basij forces are shooting at

protesters.

AV00110: A security official on the rooftop of a Basij base aims his rifle at protesters in Donya

Mali Boulevard in Andisheh Town on 16 November. The man filming says he shot at the crowd.

AV00116: 16th November 2019, Aderan three-way, Baharestan. Special unit forces shoot at

peaceful protestors.

AV00117: Ordinary police forces shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of

Bahrestan county in Saveh road on 16 November 2019.
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AV00118: Riot police shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of Bahrestan county in

Saveh road.

AV00119: Protesters gather in Adaran junction, Baharetan as the sound of weapons being fired

is heard in the background on 16 November 2019.

AV00120: 17th November 2019, Nasim shahr police station, Baharestan. The body of someone

who was shot at from the top of the building is shown. Before, protestors were standing outside

in large numbers.

AV00121: Aderan three-way, Baharestan, in front of the police base. Several dead bodies shot

on 17 November 2019 are shown.

AV00122: 16th November 2019, Bagh-e-Feiz, Eslamshahr. Protestors are scattered and gunshots

can be heard.

AV00123: At Basij boulevard in Eslamshahr, tear gas fills the air and the sound of weapons

consistently firing can be heard on 16 November 2019.

AV00125/126: Ordinary Police fire Kalashnikov rifles at oncoming protesters gathered on Fajr

(Farmandari) Square in Shahriar on 16 November 2019. Some are throwing rocks.

AV00127 /128 /131: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has

been shot and the crowd are running towards him.

AV00129: A person standing in the street is shot and carried away by several people in Shahriar

sometimes between 16-18 November 2019. Shots are heard in the background.

AV00130: People gather around the body of someone who was shot and say he is dead.

Beheshti street, Shariar.

AV00132: People carry the body of someone who was shot on Valiasr street, Shahriar
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AV00133: An Emdad police car stops in the road and security forces shoot out of the window

with a handgun in ValiAsr street in Shahriar.

AV00149: An injured protester is carried away at Donya Mali Boulevard in Andisheh town on 16

November 2021.

91. Ali Alghasi Mehr

Number in the List of Accused: 91

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Tehran province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/175/ali-alghasi-mehr/

Authority: Provincial Prosecutor is head of the Provincial Prosecutor’s Office based in the

centre of province and tasked with supervising the local prosecutors, judicial investigators and

all judicial investigations. He is also a legal member of the PSCl. He is responsible for issuing

arrest warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences.

Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the

general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic

Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Tehran province, and a member of provincial

Security Council, he is responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of

deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in

this province, which resulted in the death of at least 130 protesters. As the Prosecutor of Tehran

he is also responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and subsequent detention of the

demonstrators in Tehran.  He is also responsible for torture and mistreatment of the detainees.

He has also played a key role in issuing prison, flogging, and death sentences for protesters

during the November 2019 protests in Tehran. In February 2020, Amir Hossein Moradi, Saeed

Tamjidi, and Mohammad Rajabi, detainees of the November 2019 protests, were sentenced to

death, 38 years in prison and 222 lashes in Branch 15 of the Revolutionary Court of Tehran. The
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detainees repeatedly stated that they had been severely tortured and beaten during

interrogation by security police to obtain false confessions.86

92. Mojtaba Raei

Number in the List of Accused: 92

Position in November 2019: Governor of NajafAbad

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/134/mojtaba-raei/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the PSC.

86 Three detainees of November 2019 protests sentenced to imprisonment, flogging and death, Deutsche Welle,
February 2017,
https://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D9%85%D8%AD%DA%A9%D9%88%D9%85%DB%8C%D8%AA-%D8%B3%D9%87-%D8
%A8%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA%DB%8C-%D8%A2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86-%D9%85%
D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%A8%D9%87-%D8%AD%D8%A8%D8%B3-%D9%88-%D8%B4%D9%84%D8%A7%D9%82-%D9%
88-%D8%A7%D8%B9%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%85/a-52470190
77 Fashafoyeh detainees of November 2019 protests: Three death sentence, 246 Years in Prison, Radio Zamaneh,

September 2020

https://www.radiozamaneh.com/526778
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2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of NajafAbad and head of the CSC, he was responsible for ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters during November 2019 protests and supervising the

operation of military and security forces in this city, which led to the death of at least 6

protesters in Yazdan-Shahr, 2 of them were 16 and 17 years old children.87

87 "Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces' killing spree", Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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The videos recorded by eyewitnesses indicate that security forces under supervision of Raei

shot firearms and dozens of tear gas canisters at protesters:

AV0098: 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. Continuous gunfire can be heard

(probably tear gas).

AV0099: 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. A body is shown and the person

filming speaks about the gunfire by the security forces.

93. Hojjatollah Safarpour

Number in the List of Accused: 93

Position in November 2019: Commander of IRGC forces in NajafAbad

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/330/hojjatollah-safarpour/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the CSC.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSCl, he is responsible for the decision of ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters during November 2019 protests.

As Najad Abad’s IRGC commander, he is responsible for leading the operation of forces under

his command using lethal weapons, which led to the death of at least 6 protesters in

Yazdan-Shahr, 2 of them were 16 and 17 years old children.88

88 "Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces' killing spree", Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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The videos recorded by eyewitnesses indicate that security forces in Yazdan-Shahr, NajafAbad

shot firearms and dozens of tear gas canisters at protesters:

AV0098: 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. Continuous gunfire can be heard

(probably tear gas).

AV0099: 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. A body is shown and the person

filming speaks about the gunfire by the security forces.

94. Mohammad Hossein Babakalani

Number in the List of Accused: 94

Position in November 2019: Commander of Police forces in NajafAbad

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/331/mohammad-hossein-babakalani/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he is responsible for the decision of ordering the use of deadly

weapons against protesters during November 2019 protests.

As Najad Abad’s Police commander, he is responsible for leading the operation of forces under

his command using lethal weapons, which led to the death of at least 6 protesters in

Yazdan-Shahr, two of them were 16 and 17 years old children. He is also responsible for the89

mass arrest of protesters during and after the crackdown. On 10 December 2019, he announced

the arrest of 26 citizens for their involvement in protests. He claimed ‘in the face of police

evidence, the detainees explicitly confessed to destroying and burning public property and

inciting people to disturb public order’ (re OS094_76). The investigations into the confessions

89 "Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces' killing spree", Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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obtained from detainees in Iran’s prisons indicate that they are mostly false confessions

commonly obtained under severe torture and ill-treatment.90

The videos recorded by eyewitnesses indicate that security forces in Yazdan-Shahr, NajafAbad,

shot firearms and dozens of tear gas canisters at protesters:

AV0098: 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. Continuous gunfire can be heard

(probably tear gas).

AV0099: 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. A body is shown and the person

filming speaks about the gunfire by the security forces.

95. Ali Zare

Number in the List of Accused: 95

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of NajafAbad

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/332/ali-zare/

Authority: Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre

of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is

also a legal member of the CSC. He is responsible for issuing arrest warrants and incitements

and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to

90 “Orwellian state: the Islamic republic of Iran state media as a weapon of mass suppression”, Justice for Iran, 1
June 2020
https://justice4iran.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ORWELLIAN-STATE-ISLAMIC-REPUBLIC-OF-IRAN%E2%80%99
S-STATE-MEDIA-AS-A-WEAPON-OF-MASS-SUPPRESSION-English-1.pdf
Forced Confessions and Iran’s Commitment Deficit to Human Rights, LSE,25 June 2020
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mec/2020/11/11/forced-confessions-and-irans-commitment-deficit-to-human-rights/
Iran: Detainees flogged, sexually abused and given electric shocks in gruesome post-protest crackdown – new
report, Amnesty International, 2 Sep 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/09/iran-detainees-flogged-sexually-abused-and-given-electric-sho
cks-in-gruesome-post-protest-crackdown-new-report/
Statement by Javaid Rehman, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, at
the 75th session of the General Assembly - Item 72(c)NEW YORK - 26 October 2020
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=26425&LangID=E
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address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the general courts and the security

offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he is involved in reaching the decision of ordering the use of deadly

force against protesters, which led to the death of at least 6 protesters, two of them were 16

and 17 year-old children.

As the Prosecutor of Najaf Abad, Ali Zare is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and

subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Najaf Abad. He is also responsible for torture

and mistreatment of the detainees.

The videos recorded by eyewitnesses indicate that security forces in Yazdan-Shahr, NajafAbad,

shot firearms and dozens of tear gas canisters at protesters:

AV0098: 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. Continuous gunfire can be heard

(probably tear gas).

AV0099: 17th November 2019, Taleghani street, Yazdanshah. A body is shown and the person

filming speaks about the gunfire by the security forces.

96. Kourosh Maveddat

Number in the List of Accused: 96

Position in November 2019: Governor of Khorramshahr

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/144/kurosh-maveddat/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.
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● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Khorramshahr, and chairman of the CSC, he was responsible for ordering the use

of deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military and security

forces during the crackdown on November 2019 protests. This led to the death of at least 6

protesters, including at least three children, and injured dozens of others, as well as mass

arrests of protesters during the November 2019 protests. 91

The video recorded by an eyewitness shows continuous shooting of firearms at a peaceful

gathering on 15 November 2019 in Khorramshahr. (re AV00100)

97. Alireza Kheradmand

Number in the List of Accused: 97

Position in November 2019: Commander of the IRGC forces in Khorramshahr

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/327/alireza-kheradmand/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the CSC.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

91 “Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International,
4 March 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-November
-protests-new-evidence/#:~:text=An%20investigation%20by%20Amnesty%20International,protests%20in%20Nove
mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2.
“Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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As a member of the CSC, he is responsible for the decision of ordering the use of lethal force

against peaceful protesters during November 2019 protests in Khorramshahr. This led to the

death of at least 6 protesters, including at least three children, as well as mass arrests of

protesters. 92

A commander of the IRGC forces in Khorramshahr, he is responsible for leading the forces under

his command using lethal weapons against peaceful protesters.

The video recorded by an eyewitness shows continuous shooting of firearms at a peaceful

gathering on 15 November 2019 in Khorramshahr. (re AV00100)

98. HemmatAli Tarkarani

Number in the List of Accused: 98

Position in November 2019: Commander of the Police Forces

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/328/hemmat-ali-tarkarani/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he is responsible for the decision of ordering the use of lethal force

against peaceful protesters during November 2019 protests in Khorramshahr. This led to the

92 “Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International,
4 March 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-November
-protests-new-evidence/#:~:text=An%20investigation%20by%20Amnesty%20International,protests%20in%20Nove
mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2.
“Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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death of at least six protesters, including at least three children, as well as mass arrests of

protesters. 93

A commander of the police forces in Khorramshahr, he is responsible for leading the forces

under his command using lethal weapons against peaceful protests.

The video recorded by an eyewitness shows continuous shooting of firearms at a peaceful

gathering on 15 November 2019 in Khorramshahr. (re AV00100)

99. Fakher Bavi

Number in the List of Accused: 99

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/329/fakher-bavi/

Authority: Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre

of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is

also a legal member of the CSC. He is responsible for issuing arrest warrants and incitements

and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to

address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the general courts and the security

offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

93 “Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International,
4 March 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-November
-protests-new-evidence/#:~:text=An%20investigation%20by%20Amnesty%20International,protests%20in%20Nove
mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2.
“Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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As a member of the CSCl, he is responsible for the decision of ordering the use of lethal force

against peaceful protesters during November 2019 protests in Khorramshahr. This led to the

death of at least 6 protesters, including at least three children, as well as mass arrests of

protesters. 94

The video recorded by an eyewitness shows continuous shooting of firearms at a peaceful

gathering on 15 November 2019 in Khorramshahr. (re AV00100).

100.  Abolfazl Inanloo

Number in the List of Accused: 100

Position in November 2019: Governor of Fardis

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/127/abolfazl-inanloo/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

94 “Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International,
4 March 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-November
-protests-new-evidence/#:~:text=An%20investigation%20by%20Amnesty%20International,protests%20in%20Nove
mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2.
“Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the CSC and responsible for establishing and maintaining order and

security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Ferdis and Chairman of the CSC, he has been responsible for issuing orders to

use deadly weapons against protesters in November 2019 and supervising the operation of

military and security forces that killed at least 12 protesters and injured dozens more.
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On 3 December 2019, Inanloo expressly named Police Special Units, Basij, IRGC and other

military forces as the main forces responsible for the crackdown on the protesters and added

‘Law enforcement, military, security forces, IRGC prevented worse events in Ferdis and the

presence of the special unit was very valuable and valuable, if it were not for the police during

the two days of unrest, we would have witnessed strange events in this city.’ (re OS100_76)

Inanloo also threatened the celebrities who criticised the government for suppressing

protesters and stated ‘In his recent speech, the Supreme Leader said that those who disturbed

the peace of the country are thugs and no one supports the thugs unless he accompanies

them.’ (re OS100_76)

Inanloo stated that ‘Although the Ministry of Interior asked the local Governors not to talk to

the press about the protests, I wanted to thank the authoritative presence of the Police, the

IRGC, the security forces, the judiciary and all the members of the Security Council.’ (re

OS100_76)

In the videos recorded by eyewitnesses, continuous sound of gunfire can be heard and the

witnesses state that the security forces are shooting bullets and gas canisters directly at

protesters. (AV00101, AV00102)

101. Ehsan Alizadeh

Number in the List of Accused: 101

Position in November 2019: Commander of the IRGC forces in Fardis

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/326/ehsan-alizadeh/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the CSC.
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he is responsible for the decision of ordering the use of lethal force

against peaceful protesters during November 2019 protests in Fardis. This led to the death of at

least 12 protesters including children. 95

A commander of the IRGC forces in Fardis, he is responsible for leading the forces under his

command using lethal weapons against peaceful protesters. In the videos recorded by

eyewitnesses, continuous sound of gunfire can be heard and the witnesses state that the

security forces are shooting bullets and gas canisters directly at protesters. (AV00101, AV00102)

102. Bijan Jannati

Number in the List of Accused: 102

Position in November 2019: Commander of the Police forces in Fardis

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/325/bijan-jannati/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he is responsible for the decision of ordering the use of lethal force

against peaceful protesters during November 2019 protests in Fardis. This led to the death of at

least 12 protesters, including children. 96

96 “Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International,
4 March 2020

95 “Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International,
4 March 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-November
-protests-new-evidence/#:~:text=An%20investigation%20by%20Amnesty%20International,protests%20in%20Nove
mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2.
“Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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A commander of the Police forces in Fardis, he is responsible for leading the forces under his

command using lethal weapons against peaceful protesters. In the videos recorded by

eyewitnesses, continuous sound of gunfire can be heard and the witnesses state that the

security forces are shooting bullets and gas canisters directly at protesters. (AV00101, AV00102)

103. Hossein JahanShahlou

Number in the List of Accused: 103

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Fardis

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/324/hassan-jahanshahlou/

Authority: Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre

of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is

also a legal member of the CSC. He is responsible for issuing arrest warrants and incitements

and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to

address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the general courts and the security

offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he is responsible for the decision of ordering the use of lethal force

against peaceful protesters during November 2019 protests in Fardis. This led to the death of at

least 12 protesters, including children. 97

97 “Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International,
4 March 2020
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mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2.
“Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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In the videos recorded by eyewitnesses, continuous sound of gunfire can be heard and the

witnesses state that the security forces are shooting bullets and gas canisters directly at

protesters. (AV00101, AV00102)

On 23 November 2019, JahanShahlou called the protesters ‘thugs’ and called on the public to

send him the ‘photos of rioters’. (OS103_77).

104. Mohammad Ebrahim Zarei

Number in the List of Accused: 104

Position in November 2019: Governor of Sanandaj

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/52/mohammad-ebrahim-zarei/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2
“Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020,
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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1. The Governor is head of the CSC and responsible for establishing and maintaining order and

security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of City security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Sanandaj and Chairman of the CSC, he has been responsible for issuing orders to

use deadly weapons against protesters in November 2019 and supervising the operation of

military and security forces that killed at least 2 protesters and injured dozens more.
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Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show security forces shooting gunfire at a completely

peaceful gathering in Azadi square Sanandaj on 16 November 2019. A brief list of such footages

are as follows.

AV0016: In Shabrang square in Mariwan, the body of a protester is shown on the ground. It

allegedly belonged to Mehran Tak, killed on 16 November 2019.

AV0017: A protester on November 16th on Jomhouri street, Marivan. He shows his shot hand to

the camera.

AV0018: The Police Special Unit forces at Jomhuri street in Mariwan advance towards protesters

and fire shots on 16 November 2019.

AV0020: Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on November 16th 2019.

They are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the

ground.

AV00103/104: 16th November, Azadi square, Sanandaj. Protests are peaceful until the sound of

tear gas is heard.

The following witness statements are related to the crackdown on the November 2019 protests

in Sanandaj. WS0011, WS00116, WS00125, WS00225

105. Hassan Askari (AKA: Hassan Asgari)

Number in the List of Accused: 105

Position in November 2019: The IRGC Commander of Sanandaj

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/323/hassan-askari/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the
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supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests

As a member of the County Security Council, he is responsible for the decision of ordering the

use of lethal force against peaceful protesters during November 2019 protests in Sanandaj. This

led to the death of at least 2 protesters. 98

A commander of the IRGC forces in Sanandaj, he is responsible for leading the forces under his

command using lethal weapons against peaceful protesters.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show security forces shooting gunfire at a completely

peaceful gathering in Azadi square Sanandaj on 16 November 2019. A brief list of such footage

are as follows.

AV0016: In Shabrang square in Mariwan, the body of a protester is shown on the ground. It

allegedly belonged to Mehran Tak, killed on 16 November 2019.

AV0017: A protester on November 16th on Jomhouri street, Marivan. He shows his shot hand to

the camera.

AV0018: The Police Special Unit forces at Jomhuri street in Mariwan advance towards protesters

and fire shots on 16 November 2019.

98 “Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International,
4 March 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-November
-protests-new-evidence/#:~:text=An%20investigation%20by%20Amnesty%20International,protests%20in%20Nove
mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2.
“Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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AV0020: Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on 16 November 2019. They

are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the

ground.

AV00103/104: 16th November, Azadi square, Sanandaj. Protests are peaceful until the sound of

tear gas is heard.

106. Ali Azadi

Number in the List of Accused: 106

Position in November 2019: Commander of the Police forces in Sanandaj

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/322/ali-azadi/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he is responsible for the decision of ordering the use of lethal force

against peaceful protesters during November 2019 protests in Sanandaj. This led to the death of

at least two protesters. 99

A commander of the Police forces in Sanandaj, he is responsible for leading the forces under his

command using lethal weapons against peaceful protesters and mass detaining the protesters.

99 “Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International,
4 March 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-November
-protests-new-evidence/#:~:text=An%20investigation%20by%20Amnesty%20International,protests%20in%20Nove
mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2.
“Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
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On 1 December 2019, he announced that 25 protesters were arrested and added ‘Kurdistan will

never be a place for thugs to flaunt and those who disrupt public order must adapt themselves

to the norms of society, otherwise they should expect severe punishment.’ (OS106_78)

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show security forces shooting gunfire at a completely

peaceful gathering in Azadi square Sanandaj on 16 November 2019. A brief list of such footage

are as follows.

AV0016: In Shabrang square in Mariwan, the body of a protester is shown on the ground. It

allegedly belonged to Mehran Tak, killed on 16 November 2019.

AV0017: A protester on November 16th on Jomhouri street, Marivan. He shows his shot hand to

the camera.

AV0018: The Police Special Unit forces at Jomhuri street in Mariwan advance towards protesters

and fire shots on 16 November 2019.

AV0020: Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on 16 November 2019. They

are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the

ground.

AV00103/104: 16th November, Azadi square, Sanandaj. Protests are peaceful until the sound of

tear gas is heard.

107. Mohammad Jabbari

Number in the List of Accused: 107

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Sanandaj

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/321/mohammad-jabbari/

Authority: Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre

of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is

also a legal member of the County's Security Council. He is responsible for issuing arrest
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warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences.

Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the

general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic

Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of the city of Sanandaj, and a member of City Security

Council, Jabbari is responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of deadly

weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in this

city, which resulted in the death of at least 2 protesters. He is also responsible for sanctioning

illegal arrest and subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Sanandaj. He is also

responsible for torture and mistreatment of the detainees.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show security forces shooting gunfire at a completely

peaceful gathering in Azadi square Sanandaj on 16 November 2019. A brief list of such footage

are as follows.

AV0016: In Shabrang square in Mariwan, the body of a protester is shown on the ground. It

allegedly belonged to Mehran Tak, killed on 16 November 2019.

AV0017: A protester on November 16th on Jomhouri street, Marivan. He shows his shot hand to

the camera.

AV0018: The Police Special Unit forces at Jomhuri street in Mariwan advance towards protesters

and fire shots on 16 November 2019.

AV0020: Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on November 16th 2019.

They are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the

ground.
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AV00103/104: 16th November, Azadi square, Sanandaj. Protests are peaceful until the sound of

tear gas is heard.

108. Jamal Alemi Neisi

Number in the List of Accused: 108

Position in November 2019: Governor of Ahvaz

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/149/jamal-alemi-neisi/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the PSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the CSC and supervising the proper

implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Ahvaz, and chairman of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters during the November 2019 protests, and

supervising the operation of military and security forces, which led to the death of at least 7

protesters, including at least three children, and injured several others.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show the security forces shooting firearms at protesters. A

brief list such footage are as follows:

AV00111: People are standing on both sides of a street in Ahwaz. Gunfire can be heard.

AV00112: Special forces unit shoot firearms towards protestors on Kiyan Pars street, Ahwaz,

15th November 2019.

AV00113: A member of the Police Special Unit beats a man with a baton as he and other

protesters near Kianpars street in Ahwaz try to run away.
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AV00114: Video taken from official sources. Protestors are throwing stones at Ahmadi Religious

School in Ahwaz, 15th-18th November. After, the body of a shot individual is carried by

protesters.

AV00115: Peaceful protests in Kiyan Pars area, Ahwaz. Gunfire is heard.

The following witness statements confirm the use of lethal weapons by the security forces in

Ahvaz (WS0115, WS0190, WS0329).

109. Mohsen Dalvand

Number in the List of Accused: 109

Position in November 2019: Commander of the Police forces in Ahavaz

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/298/mohsen-dalvand/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he was responsible for making the decision of ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters during the November 2019 protests, which led to the death

of at least 7 protesters, including at least three children, and injured several others.100

100 “Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International, 4
March 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-November
-protests-new-evidence/#:~:text=An%20investigation%20by%20Amnesty%20International,protests%20in%20Nove
mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2.
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As commander of the police forces, he is responsible for leading the forces under his command

using lethal weapons against protesters.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show the security forces shooting firearms at protesters. A

brief list such footage are as follows:

AV00111: People are standing on both sides of a street in Ahwaz. Gunfire can be heard.

AV00112: Special forces unit shoot firearms towards protestors on Kiyan Pars street, Ahwaz,

15th November 2019.

AV00113: A member of the Police Special Unit beats a man with a baton as he and other

protesters near Kianpars street in Ahwaz try to run away.

AV00114: Video taken from official sources. Protestors are throwing stones at Ahmadi Religious

School in Ahwaz, 15th-18th November. After, the body of a shot individual is carried by

protesters.

AV00115: Peaceful protests in Kiyan Pars area, Ahwaz. Gunfire is heard.

110. Hosseini Pouya

Number in the List of Accused: 110

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Ahvaz

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/320/abbas-hosseini-pouya/

Authority: Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre

of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is

also a legal member of the CSC. He is responsible for issuing arrest warrants and incitements

and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to

address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the general courts and the security

offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the CSC, he was responsible for making the decision of ordering the use of

deadly weapons against protesters during the November 2019 protests, which led to the death

of at least 7 protesters, including at least three children, and injured several others.101

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show the security forces shooting firearms at protesters. A

brief list such footage are as follows:

AV00111: People are standing on both sides of a street in Ahwaz. Gunfire can be heard.

AV00112: Special forces unit shoot firearms towards protestors on Kiyan Pars street, Ahwaz,

15th November 2019.

AV00113: A member of the Police Special Unit beats a man with a baton as he and other

protesters near Kianpars street in Ahwaz try to run away.

AV00114: Video taken from official sources. Protestors are throwing stones at Ahmadi Religious

School in Ahwaz, 15th-18th November. After, the body of a shot individual is carried by

protesters.

AV00115: Peaceful protests in Kiyan Pars area, Ahwaz. Gunfire is heard.

111.  Nourollah Taheri

Number in the List of Accused: 111

101 “Iran: Details released of 304 deaths during protests six months after security forces’ killing spree”, Amnesty
International, 20 May 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months
-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests – new evidence”, Amnesty International, 4
March 2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-November
-protests-new-evidence/#:~:text=An%20investigation%20by%20Amnesty%20International,protests%20in%20Nove
mber%20last%20year.&text=The%20children%20killed%20include%2022,aged%20between%20eight%20and%201
2.
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Position in November 2019: Governor of Shahriar

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/160/nourollah-taheri/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.
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a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of the city of Shahriar, and the head of the County Security Council, Taheri is

responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters and supervising

the operation of security and military forces during the November 2019 nationwide protests in

this City , which resulted in the death of at least 50 protesters.

He is also responsible for the mass arrest of protesters. On 17 November 2019, Taheri

announced that at least 80 protesters were arrested in Shahriar. (OS111_86)

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting lethal

weapons at protesters from close range. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV00125: Ordinary Police fire Kalashnikov rifles at oncoming protesters gathered on Fajr

(Farmandari) Square in Shahriar on 16 November 2019. Some are throwing rocks.

AV00126: Ordinary Police fire Kalashnikov rifles at oncoming protesters gathered on Fajr

(Farmandari) Square in Shahriar on 16 November 2019. Some are throwing rocks.

AV00127/128: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has been

shot and the crowd are running towards him.
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AV00129: A person standing in the street is shot and carried away by several people in Shahriar

sometimes between 16-18 November 2019. Shots are heard in the background.

AV00130: People gather around the body of someone who was shot and say he is dead.

Beheshti street, Shariar.

AV00131: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has been shot and

the crowd are running towards him.

AV00132: People carry the body of someone who was shot on Valiasr street, Shahriar

AV00133: An Emdad police car stops in the road and security forces shoot out of the window

with a handgun in ValiAsr street in Shahriar.

The following witness statements confirm the use of lethal weapons against unarmed and

peaceful protesters. WS0112, WS0112, WS0367, WS0023, WS0364,WS0026, WS0344, WS0290,

WS0232, WS0236, WS0173, WS0196, WS0119, WS0365.

112. Fayaz Allahyari

Number in the List of Accused: 112

Position in November 2019: Commander of IRGC forces in Shahriar

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/319/fayaz-allahyari/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the

supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the CSC.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:
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As a member of the County Security Council, Allahyari is responsible for making the decision of

ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019

nationwide protests in this city, which resulted in the death of at least 50 protesters.

As commander of the IRC forces in Shahriar, he is responsible for leading the operation of the

forces under his command using lethal weapons against unarmed protesters.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting lethal

weapons at protesters from close range. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV00125/126: Ordinary Police fire Kalashnikov rifles at oncoming protesters gathered on Fajr

(Farmandari) Square in Shahriar on 16 November 2019. Some are throwing rocks.

AV00127/128/131: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has been

shot and the crowd are running towards him.

AV00129: A person standing in the street is shot and carried away by several people in Shahriar

sometime between 16-18 November 2019. Shots are heard in the background.

AV00130/AV00131: People gather around the body of someone who was shot and say he is

dead. Beheshti street, Shariar.

AV00132: People carry the body of someone who was shot on Valiasr street, Shahriar

AV00133: An Emdad police car stops in the road and security forces shoot out of the window

with a handgun in Valiasr street in Shahriar.

113. Hamid Asgaripour

Number in the List of Accused: 113

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Shahriar

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/318/hamid-asgaripour/
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Authority: Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre

of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is

also a legal member of the County's Security Council. He is responsible for issuing arrest

warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of sentences.

Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the

general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic

Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the County Security Council, Allahyari is responsible for making the decision of

ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019

nationwide protests in this city , which resulted in the death of at least 50 protesters.

He is also responsible for authorising the mass arrest of protesters during and after the

crackdown on the November 2019 protests in Shariar. (re OS111_86).

As the Prosecutor of Shahryar, Asgharipour is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and

subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Shahryar. He is also responsible for torture and

mistreatment of the detainees.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting lethal

weapons at protesters from close range. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV00125/AV00126: Ordinary Police fire Kalashnikov rifles at oncoming protesters gathered on

Fajr (Farmandari) Square in Shahriar on 16 November 2019. Some are throwing rocks.

AV00127/AV00128: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has

been shot and the crowd are running towards him.

AV00129: A person standing in the street is shot and carried away by several people in Shahriar

sometimes between 16-18 November 2019. Shots are heard in the background.
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AV00130: People gather around the body of someone who was shot and say he is dead.

Beheshti street, Shariar.

AV00131: 16th November 2019, Fajr (Farmandari) square, Shahriar. Someone has been shot and

the crowd are running towards him.

AV00132: People carry the body of someone who was shot on Valiasr street, Shahriar

AV00133: An Emdad police car stops in the road and security forces shoot out of the window

with a handgun in Valiasr street in Shahriar.

114. Mojtaba Khanjani

Number in the List of Accused: 114

Position in November 2019: Governor of Baharestan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/163/mojtaba-khanjani/

Authority: Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of Governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)
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2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of the city of Baharestan, and the Head of the CSC, Khanjani is responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters and supervising the operation

of security and military forces during the November 2019 nationwide protests in this city ,

which resulted in the death of at least nine protesters.

He is also responsible for covering up the details of the suppression by refusing the release of

the number of protesters killed in November 2019 protests in Baharestan and effectively
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obstructing the access to the information regarding the details of the events by dismissing and

misdirecting the responsibility of releasing this information. In an interview on 26 November

2019, Khanjani said "It is one of the cases that has a security aspect and [whether or not to

announce the death toll] goes back to the judiciary and security apparatus’ decision and they

should be asked for that. But as far as the legislature has predicted, we know the details, how

could we not?" (reOS114_88)

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show the security forces shooting firearms at peaceful

protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows.

AV00116: 16th November 2019, Aderan three-way, Baharestan. Special unit forces shoot at

peaceful protestors.

AV00117: Ordinary police forces shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of

Bahrestan county in Saveh road on 16 November 2019.

AV00118: Riot police shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of Bahrestan county in

Saveh road.

AV00119: Protesters gather in Adaran junction, Baharestan as the sound of weapons being fired

is heard in the background on 16 November 2019.

AV00121: Aderan three-way, Baharestan, in front of the police base. Several dead bodies shot

on November 17th 2019 are shown.

115. Yadollah Soleimani

Number in the List of Accused: 115

Position in November 2019: Commander of the IRGC forces in Baharestan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/317/yadollah-soleimani/

Authority: Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the

commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the
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supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal

member of the County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the County Security Council in Baharestan, he is responsible for making the

decision of ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the

November 2019 nationwide protests in this city , which resulted in the death of at least 9

protesters.

As commander of the IRGC forces in Baharestan, he is responsible for leading the forces under

his command using lethal weapons against the protesters. He is also responsible for the mass

arrest of protesters during and after the crackdown on November 2019 protests.

On 20 November 2019, Soleimani announced that ‘Many of the main leaders of the riots have

been arrested, and these arrests continue.(re OS115_89) ’ He added ‘with the iron fist of Basij

and the IRGC, we will not allow no one to act with boldness and we will break the hand of

rioters and seditionists.’ (re OS115_89) He also said ‘The enemies of the Islamic Revolution

inside and outside the country will never have a good sleep and the soldiers of this land will be

the guardians of the revolution, the system and the leadership everywhere in the Islamic

Republic.’

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting

firearms at the protesters.

AV00118: Anti-riot forces shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of Bahrestan

county in Saveh road.

AV00119: Protesters gather in Adaran junction, Baharestan as the sound of weapons being fired

is heard in the background on 16 November 2019.
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AV00121: Aderan three-way, Baharestan, in front of the police base. Several dead bodies shot

on November 17th 2019 are shown.

116. Faramarz Rezaei

Number in the List of Accused: 116

Position in November 2019: Commander of the Police forces in Baharestan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/316/faramarz-rezaei/

Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a legal member of the County

Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the County Security Council in Baharestan, he is responsible for making the

decision of ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the

November 2019 nationwide protests in this city , which resulted in the death of at least 9

protesters.

As commander of the Police forces in Baharestan, he is responsible for leading the forces under

his command using lethal weapons against the protesters. He is also responsible for the mass

arrest of protesters during and after the crackdown on November 2019 protests.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting

firearms at the protesters.

AV00116: 16th November 2019, Aderan three-way, Baharestan. Special unit forces shoot at

peaceful protestors.

AV00117: Ordinary police forces shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of

Bahrestan county in Saveh road on 16 November 2019.
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AV00118: Riot police shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of Bahrestan county in

Saveh road.

AV00119: Protesters gather in Adaran junction, Baharestan as the sound of weapons being fired

is heard in the background on 16 November 2019.

AV00121: Aderan three-way, Baharestan, in front of the police base. Several dead bodies shot

on 17 November 2019 are shown.

117. Gholamreza Sadeghi

Number in the List of Accused: 117

Position in November 2019: General and Revolutionary Prosecutor of Baharestan

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/315/gholamreza-sadeghi/

Authority: Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre of

county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is also

a legal member of the CSC. He is responsible for issuing arrest warrants and incitements and is

tasked with supervising the execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to

address both civil and criminal offences addressed by the general courts and the security

offences, which fall under the competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As a member of the County Security Council in Baharestan, he is responsible for making the

decision of ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the

November 2019 nationwide protests in this city , which resulted in the death of at least 9

protesters.

He is also responsible for authorising the mass arrest of protesters during and after the

crackdown on November 2019 protests.
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As the Prosecutor of Baharestan, Sadeghi is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and

subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Baharestan. He is also responsible for torture

and mistreatment of the detainees.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show shot protesters and security forces shooting

firearms at the protesters.

AV00116: 16th November 2019, Aderan three-way, Baharestan. Special unit forces shoot at

peaceful protestors.

AV00117: Ordinary police forces shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of

Bahrestan county in Saveh road on 16 November 2019.

AV00118: Riot police shoot a protester near the building of the Governor of Bahrestan county in

Saveh road.

AV00119: Protesters gather in Adaran junction, Baharestan as the sound of weapons being fired

is heard in the background on 16 November 2019.

AV00121: Aderan three-way, Baharestan, in front of the police base. Several dead bodies shot

on 17 November 2019 are shown.

118. Massoud Morsalpour

Number in List of Accused: 118

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/164/massoud-morsalpour/

Position in IRI in November 2019 Governor, Eslamshahr (Tehran Province)

Authority (responsibilities in the role Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High

Representative of the Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public

policies in relation to ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies
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that use public fund, the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the

Islamic councils of the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations. 

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to

the Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior. 

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is responsible for establishing and maintaining order and security in the

county. The security duties of governors are determined by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests:

As Governor of Eslamshahr, and chairman of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters. This killed at least 9 protesters, including

at least two children, and led to the mass arrests of protesters.

On 17 November 2019, Morsalpour asked Tehran and other provinces for backup force to

suppress the protesters (re OS120_91) On the same day, he announced that at least 25

protesters were arrested and more arrests were to be made. (re OS120_92).

AV00122, AV00123: Basij boulevard in Eslamshahr on November 16, 2019, with tear gas filling

the air and the sound of weapons constantly firing. Similarly, video shows Bagh-e-Feiz,

Eslamshahr on November 16, 2019, where protestors are scattered and gunshots can be heard.

WS0040: Witness statement testifies to killing of witness’s brother, Mohsen Jafar Panah, on

November 17, 2019. The deceased had not participated in protests, but the forces that had

descended on the city, including from the Intelligence Ministry and the Basij had seized him and

beat him to death.

WS0141: Witness’s husband was not participating in protests but was shot with an assault

bullet by authorities on Zarafshan Avenue on November 17th. The victim’s kidneys and lungs

were damaged and his leg was destroyed.

WS0194: Witness testifies that he, as a regular government employee, was asked to fire tear gas

at protesters.

119. Hadi Ilka

Number in List of Accused: 119

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/314/hadi-ilka/

Position in IRI in November 2019 IRGC Commander of Eslamshahr
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Authority (responsibilities in the role):

Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC Resistance District is the commander in

charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He operates under the supervision of

provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij Organisation. He is a legal member of the

County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests:

Hadi Ilka, as the IRGC commander of the city of Eslamshahr, and a member of City Security

Council is directly responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of deadly

weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in this

city, which resulted in the death of at least 9 protesters, including 2 children.

AV00122, AV00123: Video evidence shows Basij boulevard in Eslamshahr on November 16,

2019, with tear gas filling the air and the sound of weapons consistently firing can be heard.

Similarly, video shows Bagh-e-Feiz, Eslamshahr on November 16, 2019, where protestors are

scattered and gunshots can be heard.

120. Mehdi Karami

Number in List of Accused: 120

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/313/mehdi-karami/

Position in IRI in November 2019 Police Commander of Eslamshahr

Authority (responsibilities in the role): As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a

legal member of the Provincial Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the

city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests:

Karami, as the Police commander of the city of Eslamshahr, and a member of City Security

Council is directly responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of deadly
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weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in this

city, which resulted in the death of at least 9 protesters.

AV00122, AV00123: Video evidence shows Basij boulevard in Eslamshahr on November 16,

2019, with tear gas filling the air and the sound of weapons constantly firing can heard.

Similarly, video shows Bagh-e-Feiz, Eslamshahr on November 16, 2019, where protestors are

scattered and gunshots can be heard.

121. Yunes Asadi Moghaddam

Number in List of Accused: 121

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/312/yunes-asadi-moghaddam/

Position in IRI in November 2019 Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor, Eslamshahr (29 Apr

2016 - present)

Authority (responsibilities in the role): Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial

Administration based in the centre of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators

and all judicial investigations. He is also a legal member of the County's Security Council. He is

responsible for issuing arrest warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the

execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal

offences addressed by the general courts and the security offences, which fall under the

competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests:

Asadi Moghaddam, as the Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of the city of Eslamshahr, and a

member of City Security Council is responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering

the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide

protests in this city, which resulted in the death of at least 9 protesters. Further he is

responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and subsequent detention of the demonstrators in

Eslamshahr.  He is also responsible for torture and mistreatment of the detainees.
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AV00122, AV00123: Video evidence shows Basij boulevard in Eslamshahr on November 16,

2019, with tear gas filling the air and the sound of weapons constantly firing can be heard.

Similarly, video shows Bagh-e-Feiz, Eslamshahr on November 16, 2019, where protestors are

scattered and gunshots can be heard.

122. Saeed Hajian Saeedi

Number in List of Accused: 122

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/311/saeed-hajian-saeedi/

Position in IRI in November 2019: Governor, Shadegan (Mar 2018 - present)

Authority (responsibilities in the role) Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the

High Representative of the Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of

public policies in relation to ministries, institutions and government companies and other

agencies that use public fund, the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement

forces, the Islamic councils of the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental

organizations. 

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to

the Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior. 

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is responsible for establishing and maintaining order and security in the

county. The security duties of Governors are determined by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the
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Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement

agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

Hajian Saeedi, the Governor of the city of Shadegan, and the head of City Security Council is

responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of deadly weapons against

unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in this city, which resulted

in the death of at least one protester.

AV00124: video evidence of machine guns seen attached to white vans belonging to the IRGC

near a school in Shadegan.

123. Sadegh Maniat (Mani)

Number in List of Accused: 123

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/310/sadegh-maniat/

Position in IRI in November 2019: IRGC Commander, Shadegan (28 May 2019 - present)
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Authority (responsibilities in the role): Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC

Resistance District is the commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He

operates under the supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij

Organisation. He is a legal member of the County’s Security Council.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

Maniat, as the IRGC Commander of the city of Shadegan, and a member of City Security Council

is directly responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters

during the November 2019 nationwide protests in this city, which resulted in the death of at

least one protester.

AV00124: video evidence of machine guns seen attached to white vans belonging to the IRGC

near a school in Shadegan.

124. Eskandar Jamashiani

Number in List of Accused: 124

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/297/eskandar-jamashiani/

Position in IRI in November 2019: Police commander, Shadegan (Falahiyah) (Khuzestan

Province) (9 Jun 2019 - present)

Authority (responsibilities in the role) As commander of the Police Force of the City, he is a

legal member of the PSC and in charge of all units of police force in the city. 

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

Jamashiani, as the Police Commander of the city of Shadegan, and a member of City Security

Council, is directly responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed

protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in this city, which resulted in the

death of at least one protester.
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AV00124: Video evidence of machine guns seen attached to white vans belonging to the IRGC

near a school in Shadegan.

125. Reza Kianirad

Number in List of Accused: 125

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/309/reza-kianirad/

Position in IRI in November 2019: Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor, Shadegan

Authority (responsibilities in the role): Head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in

the centre of the county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial

investigations. He is also a legal member of the County's Security Council. He is responsible for

issuing arrest warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the execution of

sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal offences

addressed by the general courts and the security offences, which fall under the competence of

the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

Kianirad, as the Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of the city of Shadegan, and a member of

City Security Council is responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of

deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in

Shadegan city, which resulted in the death of at least 1 protester.

As the Prosecutor of Shadeghan, he is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and subsequent

detention of the demonstrators in Shadegan. He is also responsible for torture and

mistreatment of the detainees.

AV00124: Video evidence of machine guns seen attached to white vans belonging to the IRGC

near a school in Shadegan.
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126. Yousef Zamani Asl

Number in List of Accused: 126

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/146/yousef-zamani-asl/

Position in IRI in November 2019: Governor , Behbahan (Khuzestan Province) (Sep 2019 -

present

Authority (responsibilities in the role): Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the

High Representative of the Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of

public policies in relation to ministries, institutions and government companies and other

agencies that use public fund, the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement

forces, the Islamic councils of the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental

organizations. 

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to

the Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior. 

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is responsible for establishing and maintaining order and security in the

county. The security duties of Governors are determined by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Behbahan, and chairman of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters. This led to the death of at least 6

protesters and injured several others, as well as mass arrests during the November 2019

protests.

AV00134, AV00135, AV00136, AV00138, AV00139, AV00144: Several videos shot in Behbahan

on November 16, 2019 show protesters gathered at Bank Melli Sq. Gunfire is heard and

protesters are seen escaping.

AV00137: In at least one video, security forces can be seen fighting protesters.

AV00140: In one video, police can be seen shooting at protesters.

AV00141: Video shot on 16 November 2019 shows protesters at Nahayi Street with gunfire

heard.
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AV00142: Another video shows protesters at Shiraz bridge throwing stones at uniformed

officers, with heavy gunfire heard in the background.

AV00143: Another video on 16 November shows IRGC and Basij forces standing on Shiraz

boulevard bridge, Behbahan, where gunfire is heard. The video taker notes that four people

have been shot there (three men and one woman). Farzad Ansarifar and Dashti brothers were

shot dead and Maryam Payab was injured.

WS0012: Witness testifies that on 16 November 2019, he saw shooting at Bank Melli Square.

He saw armed men on top of buildings and the sound of machine gun fire from the top of the

buildings. Between 11-12pm, the witness saw three persons shot dead at Bank Melli Square.

He later saw three other persons shot, including two brothers (one of whom was shot in the

eye.)  The Witness also reports hearing of a primary school student fatally shot that day.

WS0034: Amin Ansarifar testifies to the killing of his son, Farzad, on 16 November 2019, near

the Shiraz roundabout in Behbahan. He had gone to see what was going on with the protests

and was struck by a bullet to the back of the head. The family was given only two hours to bury

the body after the determination that it had been shot by a Kalishnakov.

WS00156: Witness testifies that at about 11:00 am on 16 November, security forces began firing

plastic bullets to disperse the crowd. She states that she was later hit by a bullet close to Bank

Melli at the Shiraz roundabout.

WS00179: Witness testifies that police and basij forces shot at protesters. Indicated that a

sniper on the rooftop near City Star shopping center shot at protester, shattering his leg. At 10

am, security forces shot and killed Eshan Abdollahnejad, which the witness saw directly.

Indicates that police forces shot two bullets at Mohammad Hossein Ghanavati. Witnesses also

saw the shooting of Mr. Farzad Ansarifar near the Police bridge at the Shiraz Roundabout.

Witnesses also saw the shooting of Mohammad Hashamdar at Godbaghal by young Basij

fighters.
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127. Abdollah Kheiranpour (Kheiry Pour)

Number in List of Accused: 127

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/123/mehdi-kheiripour/

Position in IRI in November 2019: The Commander of IRGC Forces of Behbahan

Authority (responsibilities in the role): Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC

Resistance District is the commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He

operates under the supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij

Organisation. He is a legal member of the CSCl.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

As the commander of the Basij base in Abouzar Mosque (Martyr Ali Moghaddam Base), he is

responsible for brutal suppression of November 2019 protests in Golshahr, Karaj and ordering

the forces under his command to use lethal weapons against protesters.

AV00134, AV00135, AV00136, AV00138, AV00139, AV00144: Several videos shot in Behbahan

on 16 November 2019 show protesters gathered at Bank Melli Sq. Gunfire is heard and

protesters are seen escaping.

AV00137: In at least one video, security forces can be seen fighting protesters.

AV00141: November 16, 2019 shows protesters at Nahayi Street, gunfire can be heard.

AV00142: Another video shows protesters at Shiraz bridge throwing stones at uniformed

officers, with heavy gunfire heard in the background.

AV00143: Another video on November 16th shows IRGC and Basij forces standing on Shiraz

boulevard bridge, Behbahan, where gunfire is heard. The video taker notes that four people

have been shot there (three men and one woman). Farzad Ansarifar and Dashti brothers were

shot dead and Maryam Payab was injured.
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128. Mohammad Azizi

Number in List of Accused: 128

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/307/mohammad-azizi/

Position in IRI in November 2019: Police commander, Behbahan

Authority (responsibilities in the role):  Azizi, as commander of Police Force of the city, is a

legal member of the Provincial Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the

city.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

Azizi, as the Police Commander of the city of Behbahan, and a member of City Security Council

is directly responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters

during the November 2019 nationwide protests in Behbahan city, which resulted in the death of

at least 6 protesters.

AV00134, AV00135, AV00136, AV00138, AV00139, AV00144: Several videos shot in Behbahan

on November 16, 2019 show protesters gathered at Bank Melli Sq. Gunfire is heard and

protesters are seen escaping.

AV00137: In at least one video, security forces can be seen fighting protesters.

AV00140: In one video, police can be seen shooting at protesters.

AV00141: Video shot on 16 November 2019 shows protesters at Nahayi Street with gunfire

heard.

AV00142: Another video shows protesters at Shiraz bridge throwing stones at uniformed

officers, with heavy gunfire heard in the background.

AV00143: Another video on 16 November shows IRGC and Basij forces standing on Shiraz

boulevard bridge, Behbahan, where gunfire is heard.. The video taker notes that four people
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have been shot there (three men and one woman). Farzad Ansarifar and Dashti brothers were

shot dead and Maryam Payab was injured.

129. Rouhollah Zandi

Number in List of Accused: 129

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/306/rouhollah-zandi/

Position in IRI in November 2019: Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor, Behbahan

Authority (responsibilities in the role): Local Prosecutor is head of the County’ Judicial

Administration based in the centre of county and tasked with supervising judicial investigators

and all judicial investigations. He is also a legal member of the County's Security Council. He is

responsible for issuing arrest warrants and incitements and is tasked with supervising the

execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both civil and criminal

offences addressed by the general courts and the security offences, which fall under the

competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

Zandi, as the Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of the city of Behbahan, and a member of

City Security Council is responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering the use of

deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in

Behbahan city, which resulted in the death of at least 6 protesters.

As the Prosecutor of Behbahan, Zandi is responsible for sanctioning illegal arrest and

subsequent detention of the demonstrators in Behbahan. He is also responsible for torture and

mistreatment of the detainees.

AV00134, AV00135, AV00136, AV00138, AV00139, AV00144: Several videos shot in Behbahan

on November 16, 2019 show protesters gathered at Bank Melli Sq. Gunfire is heard and

protesters are seen escaping.

AV00137: In at least one video, security forces can be seen fighting protesters.
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AV00140: In one video, police can be seen shooting at protesters.

AV00141: Video shot on 16 November 2019 shows protesters at Nahayi Street with gunfire

heard.

AV00142: Another video shows protesters at Shiraz bridge throwing stones at uniformed

officers, with heavy gunfire heard in the background.

AV00143: Another video on 16 November shows IRGC and Basij forces standing on Shiraz

boulevard bridge, Behbahan, where gunfire is heard. The video taker notes that four people

have been shot there (three men and one woman). Farzad Ansarifar and Dashti brothers were

shot dead and Maryam Payab was injured.

WS00156: Witness testifies that at about 11:00 am on 16 November, security forces began

firing plastic bullets to disperse the crowd. She states that she was later hit by a bullet close to

Bank Melli at the Shiraz roundabout.

WS00179: Witness testifies that police and basij forces shot at protesters. Indicated that a

sniper on the rooftop near City Star shopping center shot at protester, shattering his leg. At 10

am, security forces shot and killed Eshan Abdollahnejad, which the witness saw directly.

Indicates that police forces shot two bullets at Mohammad Hossein Ghanavati. The witness also

saw the shooting of Mr Farzad Ansarifar near the Police bridge at the Shiraz Roundabout. The

witness also saw the shooting of Mohammad Hashamdar at Godbaghal by young Basij fighters.

130. Rastegar Yousefi (Yoosefi)

Number in List of Accused: 130

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/142/rastegar-yousefi/

Position in IRI in November 2019: Governor, Javanroud (Kermanshah Province)

Authority (responsibilities in the role): Local Governors in the scope of their mission are the

High Representative of the Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of

public policies in relation to ministries, institutions and government companies and other
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agencies that use public fund, the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement

forces, the Islamic councils of the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental

organizations. 

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to

the Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior. 

Parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is responsible for establishing and maintaining order and security in the

county. The security duties of Governors are determined by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2 Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and

security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of

their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.
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c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Javanroud, and Chairman of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

issuing orders to use deadly weapons against protesters, which led to the death of at least 6

protesters, as well as for the mass arrests during the November 2019 protests.

Several videos filmed on 17 November show security forces of Javanroud shooting at protesters

from the top of the Justice building in that city. (AV00145, AV00146).

Video shot on 16 November shows police forces running after protesters at Hamze street in

Javandroud. (AV00147)

(WS0039) According to one witness: security agents in Javanroud killed unarmed bystander

Mobin Abdollahi by shooting into a shopping center. The witness claims that the shooting was

filmed.

131. Abouzar Anvari

Number in List of Accused: 131

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/305/abouzar-anvari/

Position in IRI in November 2019: IRGC Commander, Javanroud (2018 - 13 Dec 2020)

Authority (responsibilities in the role): Local IRGC Commander or Commander of the IRGC

Resistance District is the commander in charge of Basij forces and Basij bases in the region. He

operates under the supervision of provincial IRGC commander and is part of the Basij

Organisation. He is a legal member of the County’s Security Council.
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

Anvari, as the IRGC Commander of the city of Javanroud city, and a member of City Security

Council is directly responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against unarmed

protesters during the November 2019 nationwide protests in Javanroud city, which resulted in

the death of at least 6 protesters .

Several videos filmed on 17th November show security forces of Javanroud shooting at

protesters from the top of the Justice building in that city. (AV00145, AV00146).

Video shot on 16 November shows police forces running after protesters at Hamze street in

Javandroud. (AV00147)

132. Hushang Mubaraki (Mobaraki)

Number in List of Accused: 132

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/255/hushang-mubaraki/

Position in IRI in November 2019 Police Commander, Javanroud (2018 – present)

Authority (responsibilities in the role): As commander of the Police Force of the city, he is a

legal member of the Provincial Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the

city. 

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

Mubaraki, as the police commander of Javanrood city, was directly responsible for ordering the

use of deadly weapons by the forces under his command against unarmed protesters during the

November 2019 nationwide protests in Javanrood city, which resulted in the death of at least 6

protesters.

Several videos filmed on 17 November show security forces of Javanroud shooting at protesters

from the top of the Justice building in that city. (AV00145, AV00146).
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Video shot on 16 November shows police forces running after protesters at Hamze street in

Javandroud. (AV00147)

133. Amin Mohammadi

Number in List of Accused: 133

Face of Crime Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/304/amin-mohammadi/

Position in IRI in November 2019: The Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor , Javanroud (Mar

2019 - 25 Jul 2021)

Authority : Head of the County’ Judicial Administration based in the centre of the county and

tasked with supervising judicial investigators and all judicial investigations. He is also a legal

member of the CSCl. He is responsible for issuing arrest warrants and incitements and is tasked

with supervising the execution of sentences. Prosecutors are usually authorised to address both

civil and criminal offences addressed by the general courts and the security offences, which fall

under the competence of the Islamic Revolutionary Courts.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests: 

Mohammadi, as the Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor of the City of Javanroud , and a

member of City Security Council is responsible for the mass arrest of protesters and ordering

the use of deadly weapons against unarmed protesters during the November 2019 nationwide

protests in Javanroud city, which resulted in the death of at least six protesters.

Several videos filmed on November 17th show security forces of Javanroud shooting at

protesters from the top of the Justice building in that city.

AV00145, AV00146, AV00147: Security forces shoot at protestors from the top of the justice

building on 17 November.

AV00148: Protesters throw stones, Ordinary Police forces chase the protesters at Hamze street

in Javanroud on 16 November 2019 and the sound of gunfire can be heard.
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134. Kioumars Heydari

Number in the List of Accused: 134

Position in November 2019: Commander of Army Ground Force (AGF)

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/264/kioumars-heydari/

Authority: Commander of Army Ground Force is in charge of the main military branch of the IRI

Army and tasked with supervising the operation of all AGF military units.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

Kioumars Heydari, as the commander of the army's ground forces, has been responsible for

ordering the use of force and firearms against protesters by forces under his command during

the nationwide protests in November 2019, which led to the death of hundreds of protesters

and injuring thousands across the country.

On 12 March 2021, in an interview with the site for the preservation and publication of Ali

Khamenei's works, Heydari explicitly confirmed the role of the army's ground forces in

suppressing the protests and said: “We announced our readiness to Major General Bagheri, the

Chief of General Staff of the Armed Forces, and told him that the ground forces do not have a

mission at the moment, but given the trained and loyal forces that we have, now is the best

time for us to help the security forces of our country. Fortunately, he accepted, and we were

able to make a significant impact on establishing security inside the troubled cities, and the

report reached the Supreme Leader of the Revolution, who issued special orders in this regard."

(re OS134_38)

On 12 December 2019, in a meeting with Abdul Rahim Mousavi, Chief Commander of the Army,

Hossein Ashtari, Chief Commander of the Police Force thanked the army for its role in

suppressing the protests. (re OS134_039).

135.Abbas Rezaei

Number in the List of Accused: 135
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Position in November 2019: Governor of Isfahan Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/132/abbas-rezaei/

Authority: According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated

20 Oct 1998:

Provincial Governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds,

the institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of

the cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the Governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

● The Governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet , and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province, and will be

accountable to the interior minister.

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the Governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The Governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for

establishing and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties

of Governors are determined by the CSC.

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the PSC and supervising the

proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

Governor and to report security and political issues to the Governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

Governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining

and formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties

and security powers of all the executive organs of the province within the

framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and

policies, enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law

enforcement agencies in the province within the framework of relevant laws and

instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of November 2019 protests:

As Governor of Isfahan province and head of the Provincial Security Council, he was responsible

for ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of

military and security forces in the province, which led to the death of at least 21 protesters in

this province.

He is also responsible for covering up the details of the suppression by refusing the release of

the number of protesters killed in November 2019 and effectively obstructing the access to the

information regarding the details of the events by dismissing and misdirecting the responsibility

of releasing this information.

In a meeting with Police and IRGC commanders in Isfahan province on 24 November 2019,

Rezaei praised the operation of security forces and called the protesters ‘some evil thugs and

mercenaries who acted on the orders of their masters’. (re OS076_65).
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Despite Rezaei’s claims, videos recorded by eyewitnesses show security forces shooting firearms

and tear gas canisters directly at peaceful protesters. A brief list of such footage are as followed:

AV0011: On 16 November 2019, in front of a government building in Zeynabieh area, a

protester lies on the ground next to a pool of blood. Other protesters shout "They killed him."

AV0012: Teargas fills the air as the Police Special Unit forces on motorbikes charge at protesters

in Zone 13 of Isfahan Municipality on 17 November 2019.

AV0013: On 17 November 2019, tires burned on the Dastgerdi expressway in Isfahan protesters

and ordinary police and plainclothes forces met. Sounds of shots or tear gas are heard.

AV0014: An injured man lies near the intersection of Vahid and Zahraie streets in Isfahan on 17

November 2019. Another shows a bloodied head wound to the camera.

AV0015: Sometime between 16-18 November, the Police Special Unit forces advance through

Daneshgah street in Isfahan, firing tear gas canisters.

It was in Isfahan where one of the most shocking cases of disappearance took place. A victim’s

corpse showed up in a river near a dam with evidence of torture and a broken skull (re.

WS0017). Members of their family were detained due to speaking to the media.

Six witnesses were shot (re. WS0016; re. WS0017; re. WS0018; re. WS0022; re. WS0027; re.

WS0043) and many of their families were not allowed to bury them in their preferred place.

Most were not granted a forensic report, the one that did read that the victim was killed by a

‘sharp object’ (re. WS0043). Some suffered injuries or beatings (re. WS00255) and others

witnessed assault with batons, firing of bullets directly at protestors including children, the use

of tear gas and water cannons (re. WS00122; re. WS00135; re. WS00140; re. WS00191), and

death (re. WS00198).
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One witness saw a plain clothed policeman plant a bomb under a car (re. WS00140) and

another witness had a knife planted on him after being shot (re. WS0022). Protestors were also

arrested for filming the events (re. WS0027) or had their films deleted (re. WS00122).

Those who had their relative’s body’s taken by special forces were made to sign undertakings

(re. WS0018; re. WS0022; re. WS0027; re. WS0043; re. WS00255), received threats (re.

WS00135) or were charged to have their sons’ body back (re. WS00191).

Either people were too scared to bring a case to the military court (re. WS0017) or they received

no response (re. WS0016; re. WS0018; re. WS00309). One family member did receive a

response but was told their cousin was killed by thugs despite not being a protestor and having

been taken away by forces (re. WS0043).

Asghar Abedi, the father of 16 year old Mohammad Javad Abedi who was shot dead in Isfahan

on 17 November 2019, said in an interview with the Campaign for Human Rights that his son

‘went to work and his body was wrapped in shroud a few days later and handed to his family for

burial’. Mr Abedi said his family had not been provided with a death certificate and he did not102

know where the bullet had hit him because he had not seen his son’s body before burial’. They

were not informed what happened so had no ground for complaint nor did they receive any

money for the delivery of their son’s body.

Navid Ebrahimi, the uncle of Arsham Ebrahimi who was shot dead in Isfahan on 16 November

2016 said his family had to bury their child at night in the presence of security forces. He said103

his nephew had been shot in the back and died in hospital. According to his family, he was not

part of the protest but went out to get gas and was shot when people set fire to his tires and he

had to leave the car.

103

https://persian.iranhumanrights.org/1398/09/arsham-ebrahimis-uncle-buried-overnight-say-who-killed-our-baby/

102 ‘Mohammad Javad Abedi’s father: We did not see my son’s body at the funeral’, Centre for Human Rights in Iran,
5 January at:
https://persian.iranhumanrights.org/1398/09/mohammad-javad-abedis-father-we-did-not-see-my-sons-body/
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136. Dariush Dehghan

Number in the List of Accused: 136

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Kazerun

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/136/dariush-dehghan/

Authority:

Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior. Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in

the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As the Governor of Kazerun, and the head of the City Security Council, he was responsible for issuing

orders to use deadly weapons against protesters the November 2019 protests, supervising the

operation of military and security forces, as well as for the widespread detention of protesters.104

137. Hadi Haghshenas

Number in the List of Accused: 137

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of the Golestan province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/137/hadi-haghshenas/

Authority: 

According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated 20 Oct

1998: Provincial governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

104 "Arrest of 10 rioters in Kazerun", IRNA, November 2019
https://www.irna.ir/news/83591873/%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1%DB%8C-%DB%B1%DB
%B0-%D8%B9%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%84-%D8%A7%D8%BA%D8%AA%D8%B4%D8%A7%D8%B4-%D8%AF%D8%B1-
%DA%A9%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86-%D9%88-%D9%85%D9%85%D8%B3%D9%86%DB%8C
"The provincial police commander announced the arrest of 31 leaders and the main perpetrators of the recent riots
in the city of Kazerun", Fars Province Information Council, 2019 https://icfars.ir/posts/10042/10045
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ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

● The governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet , and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province, and will be

accountable to the interior minister .

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1.       The governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for establishing

and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties of governors are

determined by the Country Security Council (CSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the Provincial Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.
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c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As the Provincial Governor of Golestan and Chairman of the Provincial Security Council, he was

responsible for issuing orders to use deadly weapons against protesters, supervising the

operation of military and security forces, as well as mass arrests during the November 2019

protests.105

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show police and security forces shooting and beating

protesters even after they are subdued and arrested.

AV0083: In Valiasr square in Gorgan, Ordinary Police & Special Unit shoot a person multiple

times at close range as they back away, before beating him on 16 November 2019.

AV0084: Ordinary Police, Special Unit & Plainclothes Forces confront protesters at Valiasr square

2019. Shots are heard as security forces drag several protesters away.

138. Hossein Panbedaneh Pour

Number in the List of Accused: 138

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Shushtar

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/147/hossein-panbedaneh-pour/

Authority: 

105 Direct shooting at protesters in Gorgan, Manoto TV, November 2019
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2479773775403744
Arrest of 2 people in charge of the recent riots in Golestan, IRNA, November 2019
https://www.irna.ir/news/83576310/%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1%DB%8C-%D8%AF%D9
%88-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%B3%D8%B1%DA%AF%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%87-%D8%A7%D8%BA%D8%AA%
D8%B4%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D8%A7%D8%AE%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DA%AF%D9%8
4%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86
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Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Shushtar, and chairman of the County Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters, and supervising the operation of

military and security forces, which led to the death of protesters, including at least one child,

and injured several others during the November 2019 protests.106

139. Hossein Kalantari

Number in the List of Accused: 139

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/150/hossein-kalantari/

Authority: 

According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated 20 Oct

1998:

Provincial governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

● The governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet , and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

106 See supra note 17
see also ‘Iran: They shot our children’: Killings of minors in Iran’s November 2019 protests’, Amnesty International,
2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/1894/2020/en/
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responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province, and will be

accountable to the interior minister .

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1.       The governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for establishing

and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties of governors are

determined by the Country Security Council (CSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the Provincial Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad, and chairman of the Provincial Security Council,

he was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters, supervising the
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operation of military and security forces, as well as the mass arrest of protesters during the

November 2019 protests. 107

140. Hekmatollah Sanei

Number in the List of Accused: 140

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Bahmai

Full Profile:https://facesofcrime.org/profile/151/hekamtollah-sanaei/

Authority: 

Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

107 " special units fighting with the protesters in Gachsaran", Radio Farda, 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzmDdTG0c_U
Video of the transferring one of the injured protesters in the city of Liqak (Bahmaei) to the hospital, 2019
https://twitter.com/hashtag/%D9%84%DB%8C%DA%A9%DA%A9?src=hashtag_click 
"Arrest of 150 people in Gachsaran during the recent unrest", ILNA, 2019
https://www.ilna.news/%D8%A8%D8%AE%D8%B4-%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86-%D9%87%D8%A7-
15/836647-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%DA%AF%DB%8C%D8%B1%DB%8C-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D
8%B1-%DA%AF%DA%86%D8%B3%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D9%86%D8%A7%D8%A2
%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%85%DB%8C-%D9%87%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D8%A7%D8%AE%DB%8C%D8%B1
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2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Bahmaei, and chairman of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military

and security forces during the November 2019 protests.108

141. Bahman Moradnia

Number in the List of Accused: 141

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Kurdistan province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/152/bahman-moradnia/

Authority: 

108 Video of the transferring one of the injured protesters in the city of Liqak (Bahmaei) to the hospital, 2019
https://twitter.com/hashtag/%D9%84%DB%8C%DA%A9%DA%A9?src=hashtag_click
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According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated 20 Oct

1998:

Provincial governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

● The governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet , and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province, and will be

accountable to the interior minister .

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1.       The governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for establishing

and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties of governors are

determined by the Country Security Council (CSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the Provincial Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.
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a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Kurdistan province, and chairman of the Provincial Security Council, he was

responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters. This led to the death of

at least 7 protesters, including children, and injured several others. It also led to mass arrests

during the November 2019 protests.109

Moradnia participated in a state organised rally to condemn the protesters and alleged the

press that the protesters were led by the political opponents abroad.110

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show security forces shooting firearms at a completely
peaceful gathering in Azadi square Sanandaj on 16 November 2019. A brief list of such footage
are as follows. 

AV0016: In Shabrang square in Marivan, the body of a protester is shown on the ground. The
body allegedly belonged to Mehran Tak, killed on 16 November 2019.

AV0017: A protester on November 16th on Jomhouri street, Marivan. He shows his shot hand to
the camera.

AV0018: The Police Special Unit forces at Jomhuri street in Mariwan advance towards protesters
and fire shots on 16 November 2019.

110 Condemnation of recent riots by senior officials and commanders of Kurdistan, Tasnim, December 2019

109 See supra note 17
See also  ‘Iran: They shot our children’: Killings of minors in Iran’s November 2019 protests’, Amnesty International,
2020
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/1894/2020/en/
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AV0020: Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on November 16th 2019.
They are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting. Bullet casings can be seen on the
ground.

AV00103/104: 16th November, Azadi square, Sanandaj. Protests are peaceful until the sound of
tear gas is heard.

142. Ali Mirzaei

Number in the List of Accused: 142

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Saveh

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/155/ali-mirzaei/

Authority: 

Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Saveh, and chairman of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters during the November 2019 protests.

A video recorded by an eyewitness shows a protester being shot with lethal weapon in Saveh.111

143. Ahmad Hosseinzadegan

Number in the List of Accused: 143

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Mazandaran province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/156/ahmad-hosseinzadegan/

Authority: 

According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated 20 Oct

1998:

Provincial governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

111 Video of a protester being shot in Saveh, BBC Farsi November 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4hn418g_10
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institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

● The governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet , and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province, and will be

accountable to the interior minister .

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1.       The governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for establishing

and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties of governors are

determined by the Country Security Council (CSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the Provincial Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.
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c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As the Governor of the Mazandaran province, and chairman of the Provincial Security Council,

he was responsible for issuing orders to use deadly weapons against protesters, supervising the

operation of military and security forces, as well as mass arrest of protesters during the

November 2019 protests.112

Hosseinzadegan participated in a state organised rally to condemn the protests and told the

press ‘arresting some in the provinces across the country reveals that the rioters are connected

to the enemies and the opposition forces abroad’.113

144. Seyed Mehdi Sadati

Number in the List of Accused: 144

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Robat Karim

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/162/seyed-mehdi-sadati/

Authority: 

Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

113 "Governor of Mazandarn: People turned the hopes of the enemies into despair by separating the line of
turmoil", Mehr News Agency, December 2019

112 "Arrest of leaders and perpetrators of riots in Mazandaran", Journalists Club, December 2019
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The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Robat Karim, and chairman of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

the mass detention of protesters, ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters and

supervising the operation of military and security forces during the crackdown on the
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November 2019 protests. This killed at least 6 protesters and injured dozens of others in Robat

Karim.114

On December 2019, Sadati praised the operation of security forces in suppressing the

protesters. This was said while eyewitnesses reported that these forces shot indiscriminately115

at the residential buildings’ windows and balconies. 116

145. Bahman Khatibi

Number in the List of Accused: 145

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Gharchak

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/165/bahman-khatibi/

Authority: 

Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

116 Iran International report quotes an eyewitness as saying, "Officers shoot at balconies and windows", November
2019

115 "Sadati: The performance of the people of Nasirshahr is a good model for all parts of the country", Robat Karim
Governor's Website, December 2019

114 See supra note 17
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2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Qarchak, and chairman of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters, supervising the operation of military

and security forces, as well as the mass detention of protesters.  117

A video recorded by an eyewitness shows IRGC and Special Unit forces shooting at protesters in

Gharchak.118

146. Loghman Khosropour Azar

Number in the List of Accused: 146

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Bukan

118 "Qarchak: IRGC forces and special unit shooting at protesters", Tavana, November 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4s63Yu9uL8

117 "Seven other perpetrators of riots in the east of Tehran province were arrested", IRNA, December 2019
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Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/166/loghman-khosropour-azar/

Authority: 

Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.
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c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Bukan and chairman of the County Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military

and security forces, which led to the killing of at least two protesters and injuring several others,

as well as mass arrest of protesters. He is also responsible for authorising the obtaining of119

false confessions from detained protesters under torture.120

147. Yadollah Javani

Number in the List of Accused: 147

Position in Nov 2019: Political Deputy of the IRGC and advisor to the Supreme Leader

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/197/yadollah-javani/

Authority: 

Political Deputy is the liaison body overseeing the political allegiance of the IRGC members to

the Supreme Leader of Iran. This office is a subdivision of the Political and Ideological Office of

the Commander-in-Chief, responsible for coordinating and policymaking for the representatives

of the supreme leader and political and ideological organizations active in the military and law

enforcement forces.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

120 A Woman in a Red Leather Jacket; New Scenarios, and Advertising Teasers for Broadcasting Confessions",
IranWire, November 2019 https://iranwire.com/fa/features/34593
Broadcast of the TV confessions of one of the detainees of the Urmia protests, BBC Farsi, November 2019
https://www.bbc.com/persian/50502381

119 List of protesters killed in November 2019 protests, Radio Zamaneh, Dec 2019
https://www.radiozamaneh.com/476007
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Yadollah Javani, as Political Deputy of the IRGC and an advisor to the representative of the

Supreme Leader in the IRGC, has defended the deadly suppression of the November 2019

nationwide protests by the IRGC forces.

In a speech on 3 December 2019, he said ‘the enemy had organized an army for the recent riots’

and claimed that the protests were led by the United States and political opponents abroad.121

148. Seyed Ali Asghar Hejazi

Number in the List of Accused: 148

Position in Nov 2019: Deputy of Political-Security Affairs of the Supreme Leader’s Office

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/200/seyed-ali-asghar-hejazi/

Authority: He is in charge of communicating the orders of the Leader to all political, security

and intelligence institutions of the IRI.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

Seyyed Ali Asghar Hejazi, as the Deputy of Political-Security Affairs of the Supreme Leader’s

Office, has played a key role in communicating the Supreme Leader's orders to the SNSC and

Country’s Security Council for suppressing the November 2019 nationwide protests, which

resulted in the deaths of hundreds of people across Iran. According to Reuters citing informed122

sources, Ali Khamenei personally ordered the crackdown and killing of protesters.123

149. Vahid Haghanian

Number in the List of Accused: 149

Position in Nov 2019: The executive deputy of the Supreme Leader’s Office

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/19/seyed-vahid-haghanian/

123 Special Report - Iran’s leader ordered crackdown on unrest: 'Do whatever it takes to end it', Reuters, 23
December 2019
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-iran-protests-specialreport/special-report-irans-leader-ordered-crackdown-on-un
rest-do-whatever-it-takes-to-end-it-idUKKBN1YR0QN

122 Who is the most powerful man in Ali Khamenei’s Office?, Radio Farda, 2010

121 General Javani: In the recent riots, the enemy had organized an army for riots, IRNA, 3 December, 2019
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Authority: He is tasked with supervising the execution of the Leaders order to all governmental

and non-governmental bodies of the IRI.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As the executive deputy of the Supreme Leader’s Office, Haghanian is responsible for carrying

out the commands of the Supreme leader, regarding the suppression of protests and liaising124

with the paramilitary and security forces for the mass arrest, torture and killing of Iranian

protesters during November 2019 protests. The crackdown led to the death of hundreds of125

protesters.   126

150. Eghbal Abbasi

Number in the List of Accused: 150

Position in Nov 2019: The Governor of Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/130/eghbal-abbasi/

Authority: 

According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated 20 Oct

1998:

Provincial governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

● The governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet , and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

126 see supra note 17

125 Who is the most powerful man in Ali Khamenei’s Office?, Radio Farda, 2010

124 November 2019 protests: The Order for “War” Was Issued, Radio Farda, 2021
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responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province, and will be

accountable to the interior minister .

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1.       The governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for establishing

and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties of governors are

determined by the Country Security Council (CSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the Provincial Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari and Chairman of the Provincial Security Council, he

was responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters, supervising the
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operation of military and security forces, as well as the mass detention of protesters during the

November 2019 protests.

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses shows security forces using firearms against peaceful

protesters.

AV0077: 16th Nov 2019, special unit forces, ordinary police and security forces shoot into the
air around peaceful protestors in Shahre Kord. They forcefully arrest an individual at the
intersection.

AV0078: Ordinary police officers and Emdad police run towards protestors with batons at
Ostandari intersection in Shahre Kord. A few gunshots can be heard towards the end of the
video.

151. Houshang Bazvand

Number in the List of Accused: 151

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Kermanshah Province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/140/houshang-bazvand/

Authority: 

According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated 20 Oct

1998:

Provincial governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

● The governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet , and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province, and will be

accountable to the interior minister .
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According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1.       The governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for establishing

and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties of governors are

determined by the Country Security Council (CSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the Provincial Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Kermanshah province, and Chairman of the Provincial Security Council, he was

responsible for issuing orders to use deadly weapons against protesters, and supervising the

operation of military and security forces, which led to the death of at least 30 protesters and

injured several others, as well as the mass arrests of  during the November 2019 protests.127

127 See supra note 17
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On December 2019, Bazavand praised the operation of Basij and security forces called the

protesters “saboteurs” and claimed that those arrested were members of terrorist

organisations.128

In Kermanshah one of the most shocking instances of killing a protester occurred. Borhan

Mansournia was shot by a lethal weapon and for hours no hospital admitted him until he died.

Videos recorded by the eyewitnesses show protesters shot and security forces shooting at

protesters. A brief list of such footage are as follows. 

AV0020: Protestors at the entrance of Jomhouri street in Marivan on 16 November 2019. They

are throwing stones at security forces who are shooting live ammunition at protesters. Bullet

casings can be seen on the ground.

AV0021: Morning of 16 November 2019 at Azadi Roundabout, Kermanshah. Special forces shoot

tear gas canisters towards the crowd and use water cannons. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0022 Taxi car park near Azadi Roundabout, Kermanshah, morning of 16 November 2019.

Gunfire can be heard, and protestors use scrap metal as shields.

AV0023: Gunfire can be heard on Azadi Roundabout.

AV0024: A protester is shot at Azadi Roundabout and falls to the ground. It seems that he goes

into a seizure as a result of the bullet impact.

AV0025: Constant sound of gunshots can be heard in the area of Dowlatabad in Kermanshah on

17 November 2019 where many deaths were reported.

AV0026: 18 November 2019, Tagh-Bostan Boulevard, Kermanshah. A uniformed agent shoots

with what looks like a handgun at the direction the crowd.

128 "Kermanshah Governor: Arrest of ISIL, PJAK and hypocrites in the Kermanshah riots", Farhikhtegan, December
2019
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AV0027: Gunfire heard at Tagh-Bostan Boulevard, Kermanshah. Protestors are escaping.

Someone says: they're shooting bullets.

AV0028: Dozens of security forces in plain clothes, armed with rifles and batons, are searching

for someone probably to arrest them near Azadi square.

152. Seyed Ali Aghazade

Number in the List of Accused: 152

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Markazi province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/154/seyed-ali-aghazade/

Authority: 

According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated 20 Oct

1998:

Provincial governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

● The governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet , and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province, and will be

accountable to the interior minister .

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:
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1.       The governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for establishing

and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties of governors are

determined by the Country Security Council (CSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the Provincial Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Markazi province, and chairman of the Provincial Security Council, he was

responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters during the November

2019 protests.

In an interview, Aghazade claimed that Markazi province was calm during the November

protests. However, video recorded by an eyewitness shows a protester being shot with lethal129

weapon in Saveh. 130

130 Video of a protester being shot in Saveh, BBC Farsi November 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4hn418g_10

129 "Governor: Markazi province has been calm in the riots", Aftab News, December 2017
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153. Abdolazim Rezaei

Number in the List of Accused: 153

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Pardis

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/159/abdolazim-rezaei/

Authority: 

Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.
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2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Pardis, and chairman of the City Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters and supervising the operation of military

and security forces which resulted in the death of at least two and injuries of several others.131

Videos recorded by eyewitnesses show protesters shot by lethal weapons in Pardis.132

154. Hossein Tavakkoli Kajani

Number in the List of Accused: 154

Position in Nov 2019: The Governor of Malard

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/161/hossein-tavakkoli-kajani/

Authority: 

132 Video of a protester being shot in Bumhan Pardis, Manoto TV, November 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZgCTvWTqKVc
Video of a protester being killed in Bumhan Pardis, Manoto TV, November 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qd3l0kFpyaQ

131 See supra note 17
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Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.
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Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As governor of Malard and chairman of the city council, he has been responsible for mass arrest

of protesters, ordering the use of deadly weapons against them, and supervising the operation

of military and security forces which killed at least 49 and injured hundreds of protesters in

Malard during November 2019 protests.133

In an interview on 31 November 2019, Kajani admitted his role as the head of County Security

Council and said ‘during the riots, we stayed in the governorate building [supervising the

operation] for 5 days and all members of the council operated with total unity.134

Videos recorded by an eyewitness shows a protester, Mehdi Daemi, killed by the security forces.

135

155. Mohammad Mehdi Shahriyari

Number in the List of Accused: 155

Position in Nov 2019: The Governor of West Azerbaijan province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/171/mohammad-mehdi-shahriyari/

Authority: 

According to the Article 1 of the Supreme Administrative Council’s enactment dated 20 Oct

1998:

Provincial governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the

Government, they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to

ministries, institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public fund, the

135 Video of a protester being shot at the Mallard Mill, Manoto TV,.17  November, 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3TITGxOKdE
Video of Mehdi Daemi being shot dead by Mallard protesters, Iran International, November 2019
https://twitter.com/IranIntl/status/1197178608688812035

134 Tavakoli Statements on the Role of the City Security Council in Suppressing the Mallard Protests, Qatreh News
Agency, December 2019

133 See supra note 17.
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institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

● The governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

president and the cabinet , and as the representative of the interior ministry, he will be

responsible for performing the duties of that ministry in the province, and will be

accountable to the interior minister .

According to article 2 of this enactment, parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the

scope of their mission are as follows:

1.       The governor is the head of Provincial Security Council and responsible for establishing

and maintaining order and security in the province. The security duties of governors are

determined by the Country Security Council (CSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the Provincial Security Council and

supervising the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1: All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2.2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the province, determining and

formulating security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security

powers of all the executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.
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c. Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of the West Azerbaijan province and chairman of the Provincial Security Council,

he has been responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters and

supervising the operation of military and security forces killing at least two protesters and

injuring several others, as well as detaining protesters. He is also responsible for authorising136

the obtaining of false confessions from detained protesters under torture.137

156. Abbasali Rezaei

Number in the List of Accused: 156

Position in Nov 2019: Governor of Sari

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/157/abbasali-rezaei/

Authority: 

Local governors in the scope of their mission are the High Representative of the Government,

they have responsibility for the implementation of public policies in relation to ministries,

institutions and government companies and other agencies that use public funds, the

institutions of the Islamic Revolution, the law enforcement forces, the Islamic councils of the

cities. The municipalities and public non-governmental organizations.

● The military forces will operate under the supervision of the governors within the

framework of their duties related to the security of the regions.

The local governor, as the high representative of the government, is accountable to the

Provincial Governor, and Minister of Interior.

137 A Woman in a Red Leather Jacket; New Scenarios, and Advertising Teasers for Broadcasting Confessions",
IranWire, November 2019 https://iranwire.com/fa/features/34593
Broadcast of the TV confessions of one of the detainees of the Urmia protests, BBC Farsi, November 2019
https://www.bbc.com/persian/50502381

136 List of protesters killed in November 2019 protests, Radio Zamaneh, Dec 2019
https://www.radiozamaneh.com/476007
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Parts of the duties and powers of the governors in the scope of their mission are as follows:

1. The governor is head of the County Security Council and responsible for establishing and

maintaining order and security in the county. The security duties of governors are determined

by the Provincial Security Council (PSC)

2. Conducting and organizing regular meetings of the County Security Council and supervising

the proper implementation of its approvals.

2.1 All member bodies of the Security Council and other executive bodies of the province are

obliged to implement the resolutions of the Security Council and the security orders of the

governor and to report security and political issues to the governor. Violators will be punished

as prescribed by law.

2-2: Guiding and supervising the performance of city security councils and security measures of

governors and other local executive bodies and coordination in maintaining the readiness of

security organs.

a. Predicting and preventing the security challenges of the county, determining and formulating

security priorities and policies, and determining the limits, duties and security powers of all the

executive organs of the province within the framework of their legal duties.

b. Ensuring the implementation of general security and law enforcement plans and policies,

enactments of legal authorities and security directives.

c.  Approval of temporary or permanent formation or dissolution of law enforcement agencies

in the province within the framework of relevant laws and instructions.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As Governor of Sari, and chairman of the County Security Council, he was responsible for

ordering the use of deadly weapons against protesters and the mass arrest of protesters during

the November 2019 protests.138

138 "Arrest of leaders and perpetrators of riots in Mazandaran", Journalists Club, December 2019
Shoot to Kill: Preliminary Findings of Justice For Iran’s Investigation into the November 2019 Protests, February
2020, p 13
https://justice4iran.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/SHOOT-TO-KILL-Preliminary-Findings-of-Justice-for-Irans-Inv
estigation-into-the-November-2019-Protests.pdf
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157. Mohammad Ali Noorinejad

Number in the List of Accused: 157

Position in Nov 2019: The Deputy Coordinator of the Law Enforcement Force (NAJA)

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/357/mohammad-ali-noorinejad/

Authority: 

Deputy coordinator of the law enforcement is tasked with facilitating the operation of the NAJA

forces with supplies and reinforcement. He is also tasked with authorizing the deployment of

forces for operations.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

Mohammad Ali Nournejad, as the deputy coordinator of the police force, is responsible in

facilitating the crackdown on protesters in November 2019. On November 28, 2019, he praised

the crackdown on protesters, which led to the killing of hundreds of protesters, and called the

protesters miscreants and insurgents.139

158. Hamidreza Eshragh

Number in the List of Accused: 158

Position in Nov 2019: The Deputy of Legal and Parliamentary Affairs for the Law Enforcement

Force (NAJA)

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/358/hamidreza-eshragh/

Authority: The Deputy of Legal and Parliamentary Affairs for the Law Enforcement is tasked

with communicating with the parliament regarding legislations and parliaments inspections and

investigations into the conduct of law enforcement.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

139 Noorinejad: The police did not allow the rioters to maneuver, ISNA, December 28, 2017
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Hamid Reza Ishraq, as the legal and parliamentary affairs deputy of the police force, is

responsible for preventing judicial and parliamentary investigations into the role of the police

force in killing protesters during the November 2019 protests.140

159. Mohsen Fathizadeh

Number in the List of Accused: 159

Position in Nov 2019: Head of NAJA Intelligence Protection Organization

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/359/mohsen-fathizadeh/

Authority: 

Head of NAJA Intelligence Protection Organization, is one of the several intelligence agencies in

the IRI which is tasked with surveillance, gathering intelligence, engaging in security operations

and protecting NAJA documents and data.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

Mohsen Fathi-Zadeh, as head of the NAJA Intelligence Protection Organization, has a direct role

in cracking down on protesters during the November 2019 protests and preventing independent

investigations into the role of police in killing protesters and preventing access to information

related to the crackdown.141

160. Heidar Abbaszadeh

Number in the List of Accused: 160

Position in Nov 2019: The police commander of Khuzestan province

Full Profile: https://facesofcrime.org/profile/236/heidar-abbaszadeh/

141 Ibid

140 Treasury Sanctions Iran’s Interior Minister and Senior Law Enforcement Officials in Connection with Serious
Human Rights Abuses 
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Authority: As commander of the Police Force of the province, he is a legal member of the

Provincial Security Council and in charge of all units of police force in the province. He is also

responsible for appointing and supervising the operation of the local police commanders.

Role and responsibility in the suppression of Nov 2019 protests: 

As the police commander of Khuzestan province and a member of the provincial security

council, Abbaszadeh is responsible for ordering the use of deadly weapons, by the forces under

his command against the protesters in the November 2019 protests, that killed dozens of

protesters in Bandar Mahshahr alone, and injured hundreds of others. He was also responsible

for the widespread detention of protesters.  142

Dozens of videos recorded by eyewitnesses showing forces under the supervision of

Abbaszadeh shooting firearms and tear gas canisters directly at the protesters. A brief list of this

footage are as follows: 

AV0001: Some protesters throw stones at security forces near 7 Tir gas station in Mahshahr.

Shots are heard. A protester is shot and carried away.

AV0002: A protester is shot near a petrol station in 7 Tir, Mahshahr. People are running towards

him.

AV0003/4/5: Police Special Unit forces in Chamran town (Jarrahi) by marshes crouch near

armoured vehicles and fire shots. Women are heard screaming in the background on 18

November 2019.

142 “Special Report: Iran’s leader ordered crackdown on unrest - 'Do whatever it takes to end it'”, Reuters, 23
December 2019 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-protests-specialreport-idUSKBN1YR0QR
“Iran finally admits it shot and killed ‘rioters.’ But it still won’t say how many people died in last month’s protests”,
Washington Post, December 2019
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2019/12/03/iran-finally-admits-it-shot-killed-rioters-it-still-wont-say-how-
many-people-died-last-months-protests/
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AV0006: Morning of 18 November 2019, near marshes. Protestors are backing away while

throwing stones. Gunfire can be heard.

AV0007: Morning of 18 November 2019, at Basat roundabout in Mahshahr. Protestors are

escaping towards the entrance of Shahrak Chamran and the marshes. Gunfire can be heard in

the background.

AV0009:  Sometime between 15-19 November 2019, men standing in a residential road in

Taleghani town, in Mahshahr while the constant sound of gunshots can be heard.

AV0010: Morning of 19th November 2019. Entrance to Shahrak Taleghani, Mahshahr. Armed

personnel can be seen.

AV00100: Continuous shooting at peaceful protestors who are chanting slogans in Arabic. They

escape. 15th November 2019, Khoramshahr.

AV00111:  People are standing on both sides of a street in Ahwaz. What seems like gunfire can

be heard.

AV00112: Special forces unit shoot towards protestors on Kiyan Pars street, Ahwaz, 15th

November 2019. It seems to be tear gas.

AV00113:  A member of the Police Special Unit beats a man with a baton as he and other

protesters near Kianpars street in Ahwaz try to run away.

AV00114:  Video taken from official sources. Protestors are throwing stones at Ahmadi Religious

School in Ahwaz, 15th-18th November. After, the body of a shot individual is carried next to the

building

AV00115: Peaceful protests in Kiyan Pars area, Ahwaz. Gunfire is heard.
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AV00124:  Several heavy machine guns are seen attached to white vans near a school.

AV00134: Ordinary police forces gathered at Bank Melli square, Behbahan on 16th November

2019. Gunshots can be heard.

AV00135:   16th November 2019. Protestors on Bank Melli square throw stones at the bank

windows and chant 'death to Khamenei'. Gunfire is heard.

AV00136:   16th November 2019, Bank Melli square, Behbahan. Heavy gunfire can be heard,

protestors are escaping.

AV00137:  16th November 2019, Bank Melli square, Behbahan. The bank is on fire. Gunfire is

heard and a row of security forces can be seen fighting protestors, some of whom are throwing

stones.

AV00138: Protestors at Bank Melli square, Behbahan, on 16th November pull someone out of

the fire. Gunfire is heard in the background.

AV00139:  People are standing around Bank Melli square, Behbahan, 16th November Gunfire is

heard.

AV00140: Ordinary police shoot at protestors around Bank Melli square, 16th November

Protestors are escaping.

AV00143: Heavy gunfire is heard. IRGC and Basij forces are standing on Shiraz boulevard bridge,

Behbahan, on November 16th. The video taker notes that four people have been shot there

(three men and one woman). Farzad Ansarifar and Dashti brothers were shot dead and Maryam

Payab was injured.
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AV00144: Gunfire is heard at the beginning. Ordinary police and protestors throw stones at

each other on one of the streets off of Bank Melli square on November 16th.
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